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PREFACE

THE First Part (pp. 1-68) of this volume does not call for many
explanations. It contains the usual logarithms of numbers

and of the fundamental trigonometric functions. Both are

five-figured, the former preceded by a short four-figure and

followed by a six-figure table. In the trigonometric table

the decimal subdivision of the angular degree has been

adopted, avoiding the time-wasting use of minutes and

seconds, a plan already followed in some older and newer

tables. The auxiliary tables, six-figured, for angles between

o and 5, and between 85 and 90, are taken from the

late Professor A. Witkowski's Physico-Mathematical Tables

(Warsaw, 1904), with the kind permission of the editor,

Professor S. Dickstein. Some further minor constituents of

the First Part are enumerated in the table of contents.

The Second Part, covering the whole remainder of the

book, formed originally the chief purpose of its publication.

It contains a collection of mathematical formulae, definitions,

and theorems, together with tables of the more important

special functions, such as elliptic integrals, Bessel functions,

and spherical harmonics, Fresnel integrals and a few others,

a collection which is likely to be helpful in the daily
"
prac-

tical
" work of the mathematician, including the geometer,

but more perhaps the theoretical physicist, whose needs have

chiefly been held in view. The need for an English collec-

tion of such a kind, in a handy shape and size, has repeatedly
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impressed the present writer and a large circle of persons

with whom he communicated. Carr's well-known Synopsis

is certainly very valuable, but not exactly very handy, and

covers a somewhat different ground. The amalgamation, in

the present case, of such a collection of formulae, etc., with the

common tables given in the First Part, has seemed the more

appropriate in a portable volume, thus forming an almost

complete vade mecum of the mathematical and physico-

mathematical worker.

According to the original plan the book should have con-

tained a third part, somewhat analogous to the second one,

containing physical formulae, laws, concepts, fundamentals of

theories, and similar matter. But in the course of printing

it has been felt that the addition of the physical part would

make the volume, in its first appearance, too unhandy, and

it has seemed more advisable to postpone its publication

either to a future edition of these Tables, basing oneself on

the reception met by the present one, or to an early oppor-

tunity of shaping it as a separate volume.

The matter given in the Second Part, and its arrangement,

need not be specified here, as they will be clear enough from

the table of contents. Suffice it to say that, after some

arithmetic, algebra, and analysis, it has seemed especially

advisable to treat geometry at some length, with even a few

pages on the fundamentals of non-euclidean and projective

geometry. The inclusion of short but rather systematical

accounts of the fundamental concepts of the vector, the

quaternion, and the tensor calculus needs scarcely a justifi-

cation, as these, and especially the first and the last, have of

late become the most powerful and indispensable mathe-

matical tools of the physicist. Special care has been taken

that these last three sections of the book should be easily

intelligible even to those readers who are otherwise un-
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acquainted with the subjects. To a large extent this will

also be found to be true of most of the remaining sections

of the Second Part.

It is to be regretted that for reasons of space it was found

impracticable to include a separate section on differential

equations, these important equations being only dealt with

in connection with special functions, as in the sections on

elliptic functions, spherical harmonics, and Bessel functions.

Some readers will miss also, though to a lesser degree, the

integral equations and, perhaps, a host of other important
details. But notwithstanding all these omissions it is hoped
that the volume will, to a good extent, cover the every-day

needs of many readers. The writer will be glad to take

account, in a future edition, of all complaints, corrigenda,

requirements, and new recommendations, which the readers

are fervently requested to send either to his or the publishers'

address. It is hoped that with such frank and generous

co-operation the book may be readily improved and gradu-

ally shaped so as to cover exactly the actual needs of the

readers.

My thanks are due to my friends, Professor Alfred W. Porter

and Professor E. N. da C. Andrade of London, and to Professor

L. V. King of Montreal, for many valuable hints, and for

reading part of the MS.
;
and to the publishers for the care

they have bestowed upon my work.

L. S.

129 SENECA PARKWAY,
ROCHESTER, N.Y.

March 1922.
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+

l
+

l
+ "- +;rlogw+c+e>

where C is Euler's constant and o<:el~ n

To pages 74 and 171. Stirling's formula pushed to'a further approximation is

I2M /
or

log (M! )
=

( + i) log n n +log

where n6n' tends to zero with increasing n.
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FOUR-FIGURE LOGARITHMS OF N-100 TO 1109

M



N-600 TO 1109

N



FIVE-FIGURE LOGARITHMS OF N-1000 TO 11000*

N



NUM. 15-20; LOG. 17-30

N



NUM. 20-25; LOG. 30-39

N



NUM. 25-30; LOG. 39-47

N



NUM. 30-35; LOG. 47-54

N



NUM. 35-40; LOG. 54-60.

N



10 NUM. 40-45; LOG. 60-65

N



NUM. 45-50; LOG. 65-69 11

N



12 NUM. 50-55; LOG. 69-74

N



NUM. 55-60; LOG. 74-77 13

N



14 NUM. 60-65; LOG. 77-81

N



NUM. 65-70; LOG. 81-84 15

N



16 NUM. 70-75; LOG. 84-87

N



NUM. 75-80; LOG. 87-90 17

N



18 NUM. 80-85; LOG. 90-92

N



NUM. 85-90; LOG. 92-95

N



20 NUM. 90-95; LOG. 95-97

N



NUM. 95-100; LOG. 97-99 21

N



22 NUM. 100-105; LOG. 000-021

(S/Z-FIGURE LOGS)

N



LOGARITHMS OF TRIGONOMETRIC
FUNCTIONS

sin, cos tan, cot

for every hundredth of a degree



AUXILIARY TABLE FOR ANGLES BETWEEN AND 5
C

If
<f> stands for the number of degrees contained in

<f>,
we have

Log sin </>
= Log </> + S.

c Log 4,=
Log sin

</>
S
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T Log tan
<t>

T



28 5-10; LOG SIN. 8-94-9-23

Log sin

Deg



5-10 ; LOG TAN. 8-94-9-24

Log tan

29

Deg



30 10-15: LOG SIN. 9-23-9-41

Log sin

Dcg.



10-15; LOG TAN. 924-9-42

Log tan

31

Deg.



32 15-20; LOG SIN. 9-41-9-53

Log sin

Deg.



15-20; LOG TAN. 9-42-9-56

Log tan

33

Degr.



34 20-25; LOG SIN. 9-53-962

Log sin

Degr.



20-25
; LOG TAN. 9-56-9-66

Log tan

35

Degr.



36 25-30; LOG SIN. 9-62-9-69

Log sin

Degr.



25-30 ; LOG TAN. 9-66-9-76

Log tan

37

Degr.



38 30-35; LOG SIN. 9-69-9-75

Log sin

Degr.



30-35 ; LOG TAN. 9-76-9-84

Los tan

39

Degr.



40 35-40; LOG SIN. 9-75-9-80

Log sin

Degr.



35-40
; LOG TAN. 9-84-9-92

Log tan

41

Degr.



42- 40-45; LOG SIN. 9-80-9-84

Los! sin

Degr.



40-45 ; LOG TAN. 9-92-9-99

Log tan

43

Degr.



44 45-50; LOG SIN. 9-84-9-88

Loo sin

Degr.



45-50
; LOG TAN. 10-00-10-07

Log tan

45

Degr.



46 50-55; LOG SIN. 988-991

Log sin

Degr.



50-55 ; LOG TAN. 10-07-10-15

Log tan

47

Degr.



48 55-60; LOG SIN. 9-91-9-93

Log sin

Degr.



55-60; LOG TAN. 10-15-1023

Log tan

49

Degr.



50 60-65
;
LOG SIN. 9-93-9-95

Log sin

Degr



60-65 ; LOG TAN. 10-23-10-32

Log tan

51

Degr.



52 65-70; LOG SIN. 9-95-9-97

Log sin

Degr.



65-70 ; LOG TAN. 10-33-10-43

Log tan

53

Deg.



54 70-75; LOG SIN. 9-972-9-984

Log sin

Degr.



70-75 ; LOG TAN. 10 43-10-57

Log tan

55

Deg.



56 75-80; LOG SIN. 9-98 4-9-993

Log sin

Degr.-



75-80 ; LOG TAN. 10-57-10 75

Log tan

57

Deg.



58 80-85: LOG SIN. 9-993-9-998

Log sin



80-85 ; LOG TAN. 10-75-11-05

Log tan

59

Degr.



60 85-90; LOG SIN. 9-998-10-000

Log sin

Degr.



AUXILIARY TABLE FOR 85-90<

Log tan 0=T Log (90-^)

Log (90 0)=T Log tan
<t>

r



NATURAL SINES

for each tenth of a degree

sin



SINES OF 50-90 C 63

sin

Degr



NATURAL TANGENTS
for each tenth of a degree

tan



TAN 45-90

tan

65

Degr



CONVERSION OF DEGREES INTO RADIANS

(Arcs to unit radius)

<t>
=^ <t>

= 0-01745329252 <p radians ; Log

angle i (one radian) = 5

= 2-24188 ; Log - = 1-75812 ;

Reg.
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N
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N

60
!

(>:!

(!-3

(5-4

C-u

6-0

<>/

G-,H

0-9

70
7-1

7-2

7-4

7-5

7-6

7-7

7-8

7-9

80
8-1

$2
8-3

8-1

8-5

8-(i

8-7

8-8

8-9

90
9-1

B-a

9-3

9-1

9-5

9-6

9-7

9-8

9-9
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MATHEMATICAL FORMULA
AND

TABLES OF SPECIAL FUNCTIONS





MATHEMATICAL FORMULA AND TABLES
OF SPECIAL FUNCTIONS

Theory of Numbers.

PRIME NUMBERS LESS THAN rooo.

2



72 THEORY OF NUMBERS

General statement of Fermat's Theorem : If n, m are co-primes,

then

w*()=i(mod m).

If n
lt 2 , etc., are the different divisors of n, including i and

itself, then

Z'0K)=0( 1)+0(w2)+... =w
;

for example, with n = y>,

0(30) +0(15)+0() +0(6) +0(5) +0(3) +0(2) +0(i)

=8+8+4+2+4+2+1 + 1=30.
If a, b are co-primes, then

For other properties of the function cp(n} consult L. Kronecker's most

attractive lectures on Zahlentheorie, vol. i., Leipzig, 1901. Cf. also the

article
" Number" in Ency. Brit., nth ed., vol. xix. (1911), pp. 847-863, by

Professor G. B. Mathews.

Goldbach's Theorem, extensively tested but hitherto not proved :

Every even number is the sum of two primes.

Dirichlet's Theorem : Any infinite arithmetical progression whose

first term and difference are co-prime contains an infinite number
of primes.

Pythagorean numbers are called the natural numbers satisfying the

equation x2+y2 =z2
. They can easily be obtained by noting the

identity (w
2- 2

)
2+ (2mn)

2 = (w
2+w2

)

2
.

The so-called Great or Last Theorem of Fermat consists in the

(unproved) assertion that the equation xn+yn =zn admits no solution

in integers if the exponent n is any natural number greater than- 2.

Permutations, Variations, and Combinations.

The number of permutations of n different elements is

P(ri)=n\ = i . 2 . 3 . . . n.

If amongthe n elements there are % equal to one another, 2 others

equal to one another, and so on, then the number of permutations is

a!

P()= _^
nj.nj. etc.



If, in particular, nl+nz
= n, then

n\ w(w-i) . . .
(

n
x

P(n)
=

the latter being a convenient symbol of the
"
binomial coefficients,"

appearing in Newton's Binomial

. . . +bn
,

]

= i, by definition.

The number of variations of n elements to the mih class (i.e. com-

plexions of every m out of the n elements) is, with repetitions (such

as aa, bb, etc.),

and, without repetitions,

iorm<n,
(nm)\

and, for w=, FW()=W!=P(M).
The number of combinations of w elements to the mth class (such

as aa, ab, ac, bb, be, cc in the case of =3, m=2, i.tf. not distinguishing

between ab and ba) is, wVA repetitions (i.e. including aa, etc.),

and, without repetitions (i.e. discarding aa, etc.),
'

n\ nl

Identities :

n n

ml(nm)l

/n+i\ I n\ . l n

ml \n-ml
'

\ m

Values of nl and Log (nl).

mi

2l=2 3?=6 41=24 5!=I2O 6!=72O 71=5040
Log = o-3oio3 0-77815 1-38021 2-07918 2-85733 3-70243

81=40320 91=362880 101=3628800 111=39916800 121=479001600
Log =4-60552 5'55976 6-55976 7-60116 8-68034
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Stirling's Formula, for w->oo ,

!

Lim -- = V27T
nne~nvn

This formula, important in connexion with fundamental problems
of the calculus of probabilities (and with Planck's radiation theory),

gives sufficiently correct values of n\ even for moderate n ; thus,

for n= i2, the excess is only o-oojn\, and for n=20, only -nnro f n~

Criteria of Divisibility :

By 2 n ; number consisting of n last figures divisible by 2 n .

By 3, 9 ; sum of figures divisible by 3, 9, respectively.

By 5
n

; number consisting of n last figures divisible by 5
n

.

By IT ; difference of sum of figures of even range and of sum
of those of odd range equal o or multiple of u.

Some Algebraic Identities.

(ab)
z =az 2ab+bz

; (a+b)
z
+(a-b)

z
=2(a

z+bz
);

etc., etc.

etc., etc.

a*+azbz+b*=(a
z+ab+bz

)(a
z-ab+bz

).

If n be any natural number,

(a+b)
n=an+l

n
\an

~1b+t
n

\an
~zbz+ . . . +bn

; (Binomial)

n\
(a+b+c+ ...)*= V cftfc"1

. . ., (Polynomial)
^a.\ft\y\ . . .

the sum to be extended over all a, ft, y, etc. (positive integers, in-

cluding o)
* which satisfy the condition a+jS+y+ . . . =n. The

polynomial coefficients can be expressed in terms of the binomial

coefficients
; thus, in the case of a trinomial,

n\ I n\ In a^

y

and similarly for any polynomial.
* o! = i, by convention.
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Finite Series. (i) Arithmetical progression (of the first order) :

If c
l

c =c 2 c l
=

. . . =J, then

n
l \

2

(2) Geometrical progression,

. i
(f
n~ 1

i+q+qz+ . . . +q
n-l =:

q-i

(3) Arithmetical series of higher order. The given series

is said to be of the &th order if its &th differences are constant.

(Thus, for example, i, 4, 9, . . . m2
is of the second order, the

series of its first differences being 3, 5, 7, .... and that of its second

differences 2, 2, 2, etc.) The sum of a series of the &th order is

Jl, in+i\ (n+i\ A

z-( T M 2 K 3

where Ja =
1 a

{} , J
1
=a 2 <?,, etc., A^a^-Aa^ Aa^, etc. The

Ith term of the given series is

By the above summation formula,

i3+23+33+ . . . +w3= (m+i)
2

, w^5.
4

For large w,

m w 3 '" w4 )n m5

2-0
'" ^r- -o "' -i i ^ < "'

i
z= -

; ^t
3 =

; similarly ^i
4=~, etc.

i 3 i 4 i 5

Proportions, li a : b=c : d, then

: (fl$)=c : (cd) ;
6 : (6)=^ :

(a+b) : (fl-6)
=
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Arithmetical, Geometrical, and Harmonic Means.

i
"

Arithmetical, x= - ^T x
t ;

geometrical, g.m.(x) = (x lx 2 . . . xn)

lln
;

i i
M

i

harmonic, h.m. (A;),
=- ^ -.

Cauchy's Theorem : x^g.m.(x) >h.m.(#).

For example, in the case of two terms,

i i \ / ^ A i . v *j

i
^

Interpolation, and Finite Differences.

If f(x) be any function of x, and h an arbitrary constant,

Af(x)=f(x+h)-f(x)

is called the (first) difference of/, corresponding to h as increment.

Second and higher differences are denned by

A 2
f(x) =AAf(x) =f(x+2h)

-
2f(x+h) +/(*) ,

and so on.

If n be an integer,

Neivton's Interpolation Formula. Let x differ from a, a+h,

a+2h, . . . a+nh, and let a lie between a and a+nh ; then

, ,
. Af(a) (x-a)(x-a-h)
T--- -
A 2! A2

(a?-a) ... (x-a-n=I.h) A n
f(a) (x-a) . . . (x-a-nh) (n+l) .

w! hn

the last term, in which /("+
1 ' stands for the (+i)

st

derivative,

is Cauchy's residue.

Lagrange's Interpolation Formula,

(x-x l)(x-x 2) . . . (x-xn)

y =yor w :
--

r~
~~

\

+
(*e-*i)(*e-*) (

xo~ xn)

(X-XQ)(X-X 1) . . . (*-*-!) ,

.

(-Tn XQ)(Xn X^) . . . V*-~#n-l
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gives the polynomial of degree n which has for x=x0> x lt x 2 , . . . xn

the prescribed distinct values y , y lt y 2 , . . . yn , respectively. In

other words, the curve y=f(x) passes through n+i given distinct

points of the xy plane. Lagrange's formula can thus be used for

an approximate analytic representation of an arbitrary curve pass-

ing through the given points.

For another method of drawing such curves cf. Projective Vector Algebra,

infra.

With the abbreviation
(f)(x)

= (xx )(xx 1) . . . (xxn), Lagrange's
formula becomes

K= H Alv\

y-yyK
^ - . (L)

For Stirling's, Gauss', and Bessel's interpolation formula}, obtainable by
a transformation of Newton's formula, see infra.

Matrices.

A matrix is any rectangular array of magnitudes (or of symbols
either of magnitude or of operation), each of which has its assigned

place, i.e. belongs to a given row and a given column. Thus

A=A => A "nut

lml "MI 2 "-MW

is a matrix of m rows and n columns. The transposed of A is the

matrix

au a zi ami

A A~-rL

. a,

If A=A mn and B=Bmn be a pair of matrices, then the matrix

C = Cmn ,
whose constituents are sums of the corresponding con-

stituents of A, B (clK =aLK+blK}
is called the sum of A and B, and

is written C=A+B. If, in particular, B=A, the sum is written
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2A, and so on. More generally, if a be any number (or symbol of

operation) and A any matrix, then the matrix C, whose constituents

are c
llc
=aa

LK
is called the product of a into A, and is denoted by aA.

If B has as many rows as A has columns, i.e. if A =A mn ,
B=B

np ,

then the matrix C, whose constituents are

is called the product of A into B, and is written C=AB.
If p^=m, the expression BA would be meaningless. But, since

B=Bpn and A =A nm ,
we can form the product BA.

The transposed of the product of two matrices is equal to the

product of the transposed matrices in the reversed order, i.e.

AB=~BA.

AB=Cmp can be multiplied into a third matrix D=D
pq , giving

rise to AB . D (which will be a matrix of m rows and q columns),
and so on. For such products the associative law holds (supposing,

of course, that the constituents themselves obey this law), i.e.

AB . D=A . BD=ABD.

Also, by the property stated above,

ABD^DBA,
and similarly for any number of matrices.

If all the constituents of the principal diagonal (\) of a square
matrix U=Unn be equal i, i.e. w 11

=
22
=

. . . =unn =i, the re-

maining UM being zero, then, for any matrix M of n rows,

UM=M.

In view of this property, U is called a unit-matrix, and may be

denoted by I.

Let M=Mnm be any square matrix. Then the determinant

formed of its constituents is called the determinant of M, and is

written det M or
|

M
\. Suppose that

|

M |^o. Then there exists

a definite matrix whose product into M gives a unit matrix or
"
unity." That matrix is called the reciprocal of M, and is denoted

by M"1
. In symbols, M~1M=i, where i stands for Unn . Obviously,

M-1
is, as M itself, a matrix of n rows and n columns.

The calculus of matrices, created and developed by Cayley, owes
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its power as a mathematical instrument chiefly to the associative

property of products. These have also the distributive property,

i.e. C(A+B) =CA+CB, provided, of course, that the constituents

of C (which may be operators) are distributive.

Of particular interest (especially for the modern physicist) are

the matrices of the form

which in certain connexions and under certain conditions are called
"
four-vectors," and the square matrices of the form

h =

'13/ha h

h

h 34

ft,

which are called skew symmetrical or alternating matrices

vectors
"
under certain conditions) . The matrix

A34 >

'd-i O i

six-

fit

h

A

is called the dual of h. Their product is

that is, of course, (det A)* multiplied into the unit matrix t/ 44 .

Hamilton's linear vector operator is but a special case of a square

matrix, viz. M 33 . The self-conjugate linear operator is a symmetrical

matrix, i.e. such that m
lK
=m

Ki
.

Determinants.

Short symbols often used for a determinant, of any order n,

D=
'22

are D=Sa 11 "22

a u\ a n2 fin

=
( n 22 . . . Mn), or, bringing into evidence

only the general term (and keeping in mind the order), D=\ IK
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If D
IK

are the (first) minors of D, i.e.

D
IK
=

( i)
l+K x det obtained by erasing from D the t

th row and

the /c
th column,*

then

D=a 11D ll+a 12D 12+ . . . +a lnD ln , (first-row development)

also

D=a llD 11+a 2lD 2l+ . . . +anlDnl ; (first-column development)

more generally we have the developments proceeding according to

the elements of any row or any column,

K=l 1=1

The minors D
llc

are determinants of the order n i
; these can

again be developed as the original D, the minors of D
IK being

of the order 2, and so on. Thus every D is reduced to deter-

minants of the second order, and it is enough to keep in mind that

the meaning of the latter is

The minor DIK
is equal to . (Similarly DIK

= -
, and so on.)

3 M Va^^
Interchange of any two rows or columns merely changes the sign

of D. If all the elements of a row, or a column, are multiplied by
m, D is converted into mD. Thus also

|
ma

llf \

=mn
\

a
tK \

=mnD.

If all the elements of a row (or a column) are zero, D = o. If the

corresponding elements of two rows (or of two columns) are equal

to one another, then Z)=o.

The transposed determinant is equal to the original, i.e.

I I

-
I I-

The value of D is unchanged if we add to the elements of any row

(or column) the corresponding elements of one or more of the other

rows (or columns) . This is often helpful in simplifying a determinant.

* These are called the first minors of D ; erasing from D IK the row and the

column containing the element a^v we obtain a second minor DiK , which is a

determinant of the order n 2, and so on. '*"
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The product of two determinants of the same order is a deter-

minant of the same order, to wit,

I I I

*>
IK |

=K |,
where c

ue
=aa& lt+at2& 2)e+ . . . +atnbnK ,

as for matrices (cf. p. 78 ; thus the det of a product of two square
matrices is the product of their determinants). In particular the

square of a det is a symmetrical determinant, i.e. such that c
tlf
=c

Kl .

D is called a skew determinant if

=-. for ***.

and an alternating or skew symmetrical determinant, if also

Every skew symmetrical determinant when of uneven order

vanishes ; and when of even order, is a perfect square (Cayley).

The adjoint or reciprocal of D is called the determinant
|

D
IK |,

whose elements are the minors of D. If D be of the order n, then

I A* \=D
n~1

. This gives, f.ex. for w=3, Lagrange's identity,

-y
/2
)-(aa'+j8j8'+yy')

2
-

(See also Vector Algebra, infra.)

If A^v
be any (first) minor of the adjoint of D=\allc \,

then

A
fiV
=Dn~z

. a^. The adjoint of a symmetrical determinant is

again symmetric.

Cauchy's determinant

i

a 3

2

n-l
. a n-l

the product to be extended over all t4=/c=i, 2, 3, ... .

A determinant (and more generally a matrix) is said to be of

the rank r if all its minors of order r+j., but not all those of order r,

vanish.

Functional determinant, or Jacobian, is called the determinant

t, K= I, 2, ... ,
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where fv /2 , . . . / are n functions of the n independent variables

x
lf
x 2 , . . . xn . It is often denoted by

d(xvx 2 , . . . xn )

If /],/2 , . . ./ are not independent of one another, then

and conversely.

If c^, <j>n> . . .
<f>n be n functions of /1; etc., then

dx.
=o,

A Hessian is a Jacobian determinant in which

/i
= i= I

> 2, ... .

Hoene Wronski's determinant, or Wronskian,

I,K = I, 2, . . . n.

dx*

The necessary and sufficient condition for /x , fz , . . . /w to be

linearly independent of one another (i.e. not to satisfy any linear

homogeneous equation with constant coefficients) is PF=f o.

Algebraic Equations.

Linear equations. The solution of a system of n equations with

n unknowns,

whose determinant is D=
\

a
LK \,

is

where DKl
are the minors of D, as denned on p. 80.

If c x=c 2
=

. . . =cn o (homogeneous system), then if D^=o, the

only solution of the system is xt=xz
=

. . . =xn=o. And if
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Z>=o, then the homogeneous system of equations determines the

ratios of the unknowns, viz.

x
l : x 2 '. . . . '. xn=D 11 : D 12 : . . . : D ln .

A system of p linear equation with n unknowns,

a.plx 1+avzx.2+ . . . +apnxn+c p =o,

admits a solution in finite xv x 2 , . . . xn when, and only when, the

matrices

and

#! C,

are of the same rank r, which is equal to or smaller than the smaller

of the two numbers p, n. The above conditions being satisfied, r of

the unknowns can be expressed as linear functions of the remain-

ing n r.

Quadratic equation. The two roots of the equation

x2 2ax=b

are

Cubic equation. The most general cubic equation,

x3+a.2x
z+a 1x+a =o,

is reduced to its normal form

y
s+3py+2q=o

by the substitution #=y \a%.

If q
z+p3> o, the three roots are given by the so-called formulae of

Cardan,

i^(u-v)
2

where

; y 2 , y 3
=
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y x real, y 2 , y 3 conjugate complex. If q
2+p3

^o, then u----v, and

y 2=y3 . If q
z+p3 <o, all three roots are real, although the above

formulae represent them under an apparently complex form, the

equation not admitting in this case a solution in terms of real

radicals. The three real roots in the case q
z+p3 < o are

/ a / a+27r / a+ATT
y 1
=2V p . cos- ; y 2=2V ^> . cos -- ; y 3=2V p . cos

,333
where cos a=

</
.

( p)~*.

Biquadratic (quartic) equation. The general equation

x*+a 3x
3+a 2x

z+a lx+a Q=o

is reduced, by the substitution x=y%a 3 , to its normal form

If u lf
u z , 3 be the roots of the cubic (resolvent)

/b\
z

+tV(#2
4c)y= (

-
) , then the required roots are

\8/

; y 2
= Vu 1 Vt( 2-Vu 3 ;

General properties of algebraic equations. Every algebraic equation
of wth degree,

f(x)=x
n+an_ lx

n-1+an_ 2x
n~z+ . . . +a 1x+a =o,

with real or complex coefficients a
i
has n roots.

If all coefficients are real, then the roots are real or conjugate

complex in pairs. Thus, if n is odd, one root at least is real.

If x lt . . . xn be the roots of /=o, then

f(x)
= U.(xx l), i= i, 2, . . . n,

whence 27^= an_ 3 , Sx
i
x,

i
=an_ 2 , etc.

It would not answer the chief purpose of this volume to dwell any further

upon the generalities concerning algebraic equations. The reader will find

a condensed and very elegant presentation of the subject in Professor G. B.

Mathews' Algebraic Equations (1907), Cambridge Tracts, No. 6, in which the

theory of such equations, based on the ideas of Galois, is given.
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Approximate solutions of an algebraic equation. Newton's method :

If tf^fi is an approximate solution of/(#)=o, then

/'(It)

will in most (though not in all) cases be found to be an improved

approximation. The process can be repeated with 2 >
and so on.

What is commonly known as
"
regula falsi

"
consists in this :

If f(x)=o has a root between and
77,

then

is an approximate value of that root.

Complex Numbers.

With i, the
"
imaginary

"
unit, defined by i

2=
i, any complex

number, which ultimately is but an ordered pair of two real numbers

x, y, can be written

z=x+iy.

x is called the real, and iy the imaginary part of z. The equation

z=z' is equivalent to x=x' and y=y'. The complex number x iy

is called the conjugate of x+iy. The positive square root 'Vxz+yz

is written
\

z
\

and called the absolute value of z, or sometimes the
"
modulus

"
of z. The norm of z is

|

z
\

2
. The complex number z

can, with advantage, be represented by a point in a plane, whose co-

ordinates are x, y. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the

points of the plane and the numbers z. With polar co-ordinates, such

that x=r cos 6,y=r sin Q, and therefore r=
\

z
\, every z can be written

z=r(cos 6+i sin &),

which is known as the normal form. This is equivalent to

z=re",
*

e being the base of natural logarithms (cf. infra, p. 94). That of

the infinity of values of 6 (differing by a multiple of 277) which is

* e
1z= cos z+i sin z is known as Euler's formula.
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contained between -n and +77 is called the argument of z, and is

sometimes written

0=arc z.

The conjugate of z becomes z' =re~*
e

. Thus also, zz'=r*=\ z
|

2
,

which will often be found useful (in physical applications). The

reciprocal of z is

z r

The product of two complex numbers becomes

z#i=r vr#
t

'

('l+ ' )
,

which gives also the fundamental trigonometric addition formulae

cos (Oi+O^ =cos X cos 9 2 sin X sin 6 2 ,

sin (0!+0 2) =sin 9 cos 2+sin 2 cos $1-

In particular, z2 =r2e
2 '6

; more generally zn=rVnfl

, valid for any w.

The n roots of the equation zn= i (where n is any positive integer)

are
2iri 4in' 2(n l)ir>:

Thus, c6*c roots of unity : z l
=

i, 2 2
=

|[i t's], z3
=

quartic ,, ,, ^ 1
= i, z z =i, z3

=
i, z^=

quintic ,, 1=1, 2 2=|(\/5 1)+ -

4

More generally, the n roots of zn==pe
ta are

^ la I a+ 2ir . 7 o+2ir(n 1) .

For functions of complex variables, their differential properties, etc., see

p. 129, infra.

Infinite Series.

Some of the following series contain Bernoulli's numbers, denoted

generally by Bn ,
where n=o, i, 2, 3, etc. These numbers can be

denned by
Bn+n=(i+B) n

,
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where after expansion Bn
is to be replaced by Bn . Thus,

B =
i, #!=-, B z =~, B 3=B &=B1=B9=B 11 =o,

2 6

R J R J R Z R 5 R 691
-D 4 , & 6

=
, >8

=
> ^10 T7

S 12
= ~-

30 42 30 66 2730

and so on.

Numerical series :

ill 11.31.3.5.7 i
1+-+-+-+ ...-2; i--+ -- J J '+...=-.
248 22.42.4.6.8

x x.i 1. 1. 3 1.1.3.5 -
- -- -
2 2.4 2.4.6 2.4.6.

234
I -+--+ . . . =log 2 (log stands throughout for nat. log)

1-2.3 3-4-5 5-6-7 2

II TT ,-r I I I I,
i +--...=- (Leibniz); - -+ - --....--fir-j)35 4 2.3.4 4-5-6 6.7.8 4

i- - +^ |+ . . . =0-9159655941772 etc.

3
2

5
2

7

I
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where e is the basis of natural logarithms (cf. p. 9^) ;

i- Iog?+t-log3+f-logl+ . . . -0-577215664 ... =C;12 23 3

C is the so-called Eiilerian constant (or Mascheroni's constant],

ri i i

originally defined by C= lim I -+-+ . . . +--log L*
n=oi LI 2 n

*
+. .-f

i. 2. 3 5.6.7 9. 10. ii 4

1234 '.7"- +--+ ...-_- log 2.

2 2
3
2

4
2 -2 I2

Power series. In what follows z may be real or complex.

(N)

this, the binomial series, reduces to a finite number of terms if

n be a positive integer ;
for any other n the series (N) converges

for
|

z \< i. If, in particular, n>o, (N) converges also for
|
z |=i.

Sub-cases of (N) :

2 8 16 128 256 1024

2 8 16 128 256 1024

2 8 16 128 256 1024

The exponential series

,, I+i + i
2

+ f+ ...
i! 2! 3!

* It is interesting to note that up to the present it is not known whether

C is an irrational or a rational number, although its value can be calculated

to any desired degree of accuracy.
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is always convergent ;
such also is, for any a^o,

i! 2! 3!

where a=log a.

log (iz)=z %z
z

lz
3

%z* . . . , converg. for
|

z |<^ i and z^i,
whence also

I -I- Z Z*^ ^
\ log =z+-++ . . . , converg. for \z \< i.

i-z 3 5

The always convergent fundamental trigonometric series

y3 1*5 <*2 ^4
sin z=z + -...; cos 2:= i _+_...

3! 5! 2! 4!

can be considered as consequences of the above exponential series

if the relations

sin z= (e
lz e~ lz

], cos z = \(e
iz+e~ ip

]

21

are taken into account. Similarly,

sin (iz) z3 z5

smh z= =z +-+ + ...
* 3! 5!

cosh z=cos (iz)
= i + _ + _+.

2! 4!

For further details cf. Hyperbolic Functions, infra.

e
e

i 2 2! 4! 6!

whence also

z 2

-+ . , . (converg. for \zi

e
z

i 2 2! 4!

where JB 2 , etc., are Bernoulli's numbers (cf. p. 86).

T -7 o2n/^2n_ T N

tan^=2+-^+-25+ . . . +(-i)
n~1 (- tlBijf+

3 15 (2)l

/ 7T 7T \

for the principal values i.e. contained between - and +- I of the
\ 221
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inverse functions we have

z3 z5

arc tan z=z- + -...
( |

z
|
< i, and

3 5

i z3 i .3 z5 1.3.5 z1

arc sin z =z+- - + --+
23 2.45 2.4-6 7

The symbols arc tan, arc sin are here used instead of those more in use in

Britain, but somewhat ambiguous tan- 1
, sin- 1

. Since sin 2
*, for instance,

is generally used for (sin x)
2

,
not for sin(sin x), there is no reason to adhere

to
"
sin-1 *

" as the equivalent of arc sin x.

Other series will be found under the heads of special functions
; cf. also

Index at the end of the volume.

Infinite Products.

,+!)'(,-.!)(.
+ )(-?)...-,i/ \ 2 / 3/ \ 4/

i\ / . i\
- ...=oo
4'

i\ / i\ / T \ / T \ / I

i-- i-- ... =o; i__i-_i-
2/ \ 3/ 2/ \ 4/ 6

U~2~2 / \ ~3~2 / \ ^^
' T

2*

Catalan's formula (1875)

x\3/ \5.7/ \ 9. ..15-

Formula of Wallis

224466
a \ X.-3/-N 3-S 7 133557

If C be Euler's constant (p. 88), we have

I I
I

n=l \

where II is the usual symbol for product.
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IX
x x

sin x=xli( i-- I
;

sinh x=xli( i+ )

1\ W2
77

2 / 1\ W2
7T
2 /

cos#=II(i ); cosh x=Ii
l\ 7r2(M_l)2/ j

it will be noted that the last four infinite products, due to Euler,

are not absolutely convergent, i.e. their values change with the

arrangement of the factors ; thus, for instance, taking in the first

formula, instead of a succession of factors ix^nW, first A suc-

cessive factors i+xz
/n

z
7T

z and then p, successive factors ixz
/n

z
Tr
z

,

then again A factors i+xz
/n

z
7r
z

,
and so on, we shall have, according

to Cayley,

/AX*'*

Uj
. sm*,

instead of sin x.

For other infinite products, cf:
"
Elliptic Functions," infra.

Continued Fractions.

The (descendent) continued fractions *

}}l }}J.

or, in the symbolism of some British authors,"}"
- -, etc., may

Wj+ 2+
more conveniently be written

Without loss to generality the partial numerators (as the w's

are called) can all be made equal to i. The number of terms or
"
components," mjn^ may be finite or infinite ;

in the latter case

, w_2 + etc.
* The so-called ascendent continued fractions, ,

are not much
i

in use.

t Cf., for instance, G. S. Carr's Synopsis, vol. i. p. 61.
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the continued fraction may be convergent or divergent. In either

M
case the value obtained by taking the first K terms (ending with

nK) is called the /c
th

convergent (or the th
approximate fraction).

The successive convergents are related to one another by

for /c>3, say, and M 1=w 1 , M2=m 1n 2 , N l=n l ,
]V2=w 1w 2+w 2 .

The difference of two consecutive convergents is

MK+l _ M WjWo,. . . wK+1

NK+l tf. N
K
NK+ i

whence

MK=Wi _ W^js W 1W 8W,_ /_ Iw_i^l^2
w*" "

Thus an infinite continued fraction is reduced to the infinite series

m l mjm 2 m lm 2m 3

If'Njft N2N3

~

if the latter converges, so does the continued fraction.

i-jv M z M, Mo Af,
If all m, n are positive, the differences - .. ?

-, etc.,Nz NI N3 Nz

decrease in absolute value and are alternately positive and negative.

If the limit of these differences vanishes, the continued fraction

converges, and if it differs from zero, the value of the fraction is

indeterminate (oscillations with decreasing but either evanescent,

or non-evanescent amplitudes, respectively).

The infinite continued fraction I/MJ i/w 2 i/ 3 ..., where

the w's are all positive, converges if from a given K onwards all w
lc
>2.

The continued fraction m 1/w 1+w 2/w 2+ . . . , with all m, n positive,

converges if

lim * *+l>o.
ic= oo WK i i

If m are all positive and n have all the same sign, the continued

fraction converges when, and only when, one at least of the two series

m-,
n _x
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W 2 W 2W 4 ,w _2+ _ J+ ----
m

is divergent. This is Seidel and Stern's criterion.

If m, n are positive, the continued fraction

converges, provided that nK

Every converging periodical continued fraction with integral

m, n is the root of a quadratic equation (with rational coefficients),

and vice versa.

Prominent among the particular results are the following formulae :

1/2 -1/2-1/2- . . . =i ; 1/1+1/1+1/1+ . . . =i(V5-i)

i + i/2+3
2
/2+5

2
/2+7

2
/2+ . . .

=i (Brounker, 1655)
77

P/3~P/5~P/7~ =!> where p stands for
|-7r

2
,

I/I-X/I+X/2-X/3+X/2-X/5+X/2- ... = *

x/i-x
z
/3-x

2
/5-x

z
/j-x

z
/C)- . . . =tan #.

x/i+x
z
/3+x

z
/5+ . . . =tanh x.

x/i+azx/i+a3x/i+a^x/i+ ... =log (i+),

where

1.1 I.I 2.2 2.2
a 2

=--
,

a 3
=--

, a 4
=--

,
a 5
=-

, and so on.
1.2 2.3 3.4 4.5

Transcendental Numbers.

Every (real) root of an algebraic equation, of any finite order,

with rational coefficients is called an algebraic number. These

numbers do not form by themselves a continuous assemblage, and

(as was first shown by Lionville, 1844) there are numbers not satis-

fying any algebraic equation with rational coefficients. These

are called transcendental numbers.

Prominent among them are e and TT. The transcendency of e
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was proved by Hermite (1877), and that of -n by Lindemann and a

little later by Weierstrass (1882, 1885).

The final proof of the mere irrationality of n was given about one hundred

years earlier (Legendre, 1794).

An easy presentation of the proofs of the transcendental (or non-algebraical)

character of e and of n will be found in chapters iii. and iv. of F. Klein's

lectures on "
Certain Questions of Elementary Geometry," French version,

by J. Griess (Paris, Nony & Co., 1896).

The original definition of e, the base of natural logarithms, is

It may be well to note that this e is the only real positive

number IV such that

for every real x. The familiar formula

/ x\
lim I i-f- \

n = ex ,
for any real x,

==*> \ /

follows at once from this characteristic property of e.

Series, as on p. 87,

e= i+-+ - + -+ . . .

i! 2! 3!

To thirty decimal figures,

e = 2-71828 18284 5945 23536 02874 71353.

The original definition of TT as the ratio of the circumference

of a circle to its diameter * has led to the well-known successive

approximations to the value of TT by polygon constructions.

Pushing these to the limit, we can consider as the analytical

expression of the original definition of TT

*
Or, not to prejudice the curvature value of our space, the ratio of circum-

ference to diameter for a circle of radius tending to zero.
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Thus the most immediate numerical expansion of TT would be

77 111.311.3.51
2 232.452.4.67

Other series, infinite products and continued fractions for IT will

be found on pp. 87, 90, and 93 respectively. Famous approximate
22 355

values of TT are due to Archimedes, and due to Metius. To
7 IJ3

thirty decimal figures,

77 = 3-14159 26535 89793 23846 26433 83279.
TTl

A curious form of 77, which follows at once from t=0 2
, is

77= zi log i.

Roots of Some Transcendental Equations.

Any non-algebraic equation, such, for instance, as cos % . cosh %

1=0, or even sin #=o, is called a transcendental equation. Apart
from purely mathematical problems, such equations occur in many
physical investigations, and what the physicist is mainly interested

in are the (approximate values of the) real roots of transcendental

equations.

Besides the approximation methods mentioned before (p. 85), the follow-

ing method of successive approximations, known since the times of Fourier,*

leads in many cases very quickly to good results. Write the equation in

the form

/(*) =*(*)

and, as a very helpful and sometimes even indispensable preliminary, draw

roughly, with x as abscissae, and y as ordinates, the two curves

y =/(*). y =(*)
The abscissas of their intersection points will be the roots sought for. Note

the behaviour of the curves in the neighbourhood of such a point. If this is

as in the annexed figure, then, starting with, say, a too small value x = a,

substitute it into the q(x), which is equivalent to finding the point i
; next

introduce this y into the first equation, and solve it for x ; this will be the

second approximation, corresponding to the point 2, and so on. Since the

stairs 1234... lea(l to the intersection point, the said process gives actually

* Cf. TMorie analytique de la Chaleur, English version, by A. Freeman,

p. 270, 1878, Cambridge.
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more and more correct values of x. The reverse process, i.e. substituting

a first into y=f(x), and so on, would carry us away from the root sought

for, being equivalent to a walking down stairs

(in the case of our figure). Similarly, mutatis

mutandis, if we start with b>x. Cases of a

different nature from that exemplified by the

figure are possible.

At any rate even a rough sketch of the two

curves will show the right order of the opera-
tions and will give an idea also of the quickness
of the convergency to be expected from the said

method, or else convince us at once that the

method is not utilisable for the transcendental

equation in hand.

In some cases the roots can be obtained in

the form of more or less rapidly-converging
infinite series, by special devices, which reasons

of space prevent us from illustrating here by detailed examples.

Kepler's equation. This is mentioned here, as it is perhaps the

oldest, and a very famous, case of a transcendental equation, satis-

factorily solved. If be the mean anomaly of a planet on its elliptic

orbit (of eccentricity e), and u the corresponding eccentric anomaly,
the so-called Keplerian equation is

ii e . sin =.
Its solution, attributed to Bessel, but in essence given already by
Lagrange (1771), is, in the more recent notation,

M =
>
sn

where JK is the Bessel function (of the first kind and) of order K.

(Cf. p. 140, infra.}

As a matter of fact, Bessel was led (1817) to the discovery of the functions

bearing his name by the investigation of this
"
Keplerian problem." At

any rate Lagrange has anticipated Bessel's solution, having found the above

formula with, that is, a power series for JK .

Roots of tan %=%. This equation occurs in many physical

problems. Its roots, apart from the obvious x=o, are given by
Euler's solution *

* Introductio in Analysin Infinit., vol. ii. The formula was re-discovered,

manifestly without the knowledge of Euler's work, by the late Lord Rayleigh ;

of. Theory of Sound, vol. i., 1984, p. 334.
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_,. I 2 I 13 I 146 I

N 3

'

AT3 15

'

N5
105

'

N7
'

where N=(2n+i)-, =i, 2, 3, ....
2

With increasing w, the roots tend very rapidly to (2^+1)77/2. The
first 16 roots to four decimal figures (taken from Jahnke and Emde's

Funktionentafeln, Leipzig, 1909) are

(i) 4-4934

(5) 17-2208

(9) 29-8116

(13) 42-3879
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the problem of free oscillations of a gas within a rigid spherical shell.

Rayleigh (Sound, ii. p. 265),
"
calculating from Trigonometrical

Tables by trial and error," finds, for the first two non-vanishing

roots,

180 180

The first non-vanishing root of the equation

#3-9*tan * JL_2_

is, according to Rayleigh (ibid., p. 266),

Roots of cos x . cosh #= i. These two equations occur in con-

nection with the problem of lateral vibrations of bars. Rayleigh

(I.e., vol. i. p. 278) finds, for the case of +i, the first five roots

^1=47300408, #2=7-8532046, #3=10-9956078,

#4=14-1371655, #5=17-2787596

after which #n=(w+|)7r to seven decimal places, and for the case

of -i,

#!= 1-875104, #2
= 4-694098, #3

=
7-854757,

#4=10-995541, #5=14-137168, #6=17-278759,

and, for the higher roots, # 4= (n %}TT.

Roots of such transcendental equations as Jo(x}~> Ji(x )
=o > e^c., will

be found under the head of
"
Bessel functions." Similarly for the zeros of

other special functions.

Exponential, Logarithmic, Trigonometric, and Hyperbolic Functions.

By definition of logarithm, if ey =x, then

y=log nat #, shortly written log #,

or sometimes In #. (More generally, if ay=#, y=log # ;
a base of

logarithms. Throughout the volume Log is written for Iog 10 .)

log (#y)=log #+logy,
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whence log (x
n
)=n log x, and so on. All these properties hold for

any arguments, real or complex.
If z be, in general, complex, log z has an infinity of values,

log z=log |

z \+i arc z+ztmri (m= o, I, 2 . . .).

(For definition of arc z, cf. p. 86.) Of these the one corresponding to

m=o is called the principal value of log z
; many authors denote it

by Log z.

For expansions, cf. Infinite Series, p. 89.

Trigonometric functions. The fundamental ones, sin, cos, can

be considered as defined for any z, independently of geometric

concepts, by
z3 z5 zz z*

sin z=z _+_...; cos z=i _+_...,
3! 5! 2! 4!

z z2 z3
or also, noting that 0*=i+_+_+_+ . . ., by

i! 2! 3!

2i sin z=eiz e~lz

t 2 cos z=ei*+e~it
.

The remaining functions are defined by

tan z=
,

cot z= (tan z)-
1
, cosec z=(sin z)-

1
, sec z= (cos z)

-1
.

cosz

All the properties of sin z, etc., are deducible from these defini-

tions unaided by any geometrical constructions. With x, y, z

real or complex, we have

sin2 2+cos2 z=i ; cos2
2=(i+tan

2
z)-

1
;

sin2 2=(i+cot
2
z)-

1

sin (xy) =sin x cos ycos x sin y

cos (xy) =cos x cos yTsin x sin y

tan #tan y
tan (xy) =

cot (xy)

ITtan x tan y

cot % cot yi
cot ycot #

sin (z) = sin 2
;

cos (z) =cos
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2
;

sin (TTZ) =T sin z ;sin -2)=cos z; cos
2 I \2

cos (TTZ) = cos 2.

sin 22=2 sin 2 cos 2
;

cos 22=cos2 2 sin5

cos 22=12 sin2 2=2 cos2 2i
2 tan 2 cot2 2- 1

tan 22= ; cot 22=

tan 2=

i tan2 2 2 cot 2

sin 22 i cos 22

i+cos 22 sin 22

2 I COS 2
sina -=

2 2

o "
COS2 - =2 I+COS 2

;
tan2 -

2 I COS 2

2 I-fCOS 2

i/ , \
x+y x~

l(sin #+sm y) =sin - . cos
2 2

,/ -x . x-y
i(sm x sm y) =cos - . sm i

2 2

i/ \
-

^(cos %+cos y) =cos - . cos
2 2

|(cos x cos y)
= sin - . sin -

2 2

2 sin x cos y=sin (*-fy)+sin (x y)

2 cos x cos y=cos (%+y)+cos (x y)

y) ^

(x y)
}

2 sin A; sin y=cos (^ y) cos (Af+y)J

sin 32=3 sin 24 sin3 2
;

cos 32=4 cos3 23 cos 2

sin (#y)
tan #tan y=

sin 15 =
2A/2

sin 30 =
;

cos x . cos y

sin 45 = -pV2
V*

sin oo = ^
2

cos 15 =
2-V/2

tan i5=2--v/3

cos 30= 2 cos 45 = -7= cos 60 = -

2 V 2 2

tan 30= -7= tan 45 = i

V3
tan 60 =
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Moivre's formula (cos z+i sin 2)
M=cos nz+i sin nz, a consequence

of Euler's formula, gives the relations

I n\
sin nz=n cos""1 z sin z( cos"~3 z sin3 2+ ...

\3/

(n\

I n\
jcos

n~2 z sin2 z+i
)cos

n~4 z sin4 z . . .

For expansions of tan, etc., cf. Infinite Series, p. 89.

Inverse trigonometric or circular functions,

y=arc sin x, y=arc cos x, etc.

are, for any x (real or complex) denned by

#=sin y, x=cos y, etc., respectively,

and are thus at once reducible to the logarithmic function.

arc sin z=i log [Vizz
iz~\,

arc cos z=i log \z iVi z2
]

arc tan z= \i log ,

i z

for any z different from t.

: tan y=arc tan
i xy

x+y
arc tan #+arc tan y =arc tan , etc.

Cf. also Infinite Series, p. 90.

Hyperbolic functions. The "
hyperbolic

"
sine, cosine, etc.,

commonly denoted by sinh, cosh, etc. (and by German authors by
, (Kof, etc.), can be considered as denned, for any z, by

sin iz . .

sinh z= = i sin iz
. . . (A)

.cosh z=cos iz,

whence also

I

.cosh z=cos iz,

(e
e e~

z
), cosh2=(*+0-*) . . (B)

By further definitions,

sinh z i
tanh 2= , coth z= , etc.,

cosh z tanh z
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whence also

tantz i-e~2g

tanh 2=- =--,

and so on. If z be real, all these hyperbolic functions are real.

It is not advisable to memorise their properties,* such as

cosh2 2 sinh2 z=i, (cosh z sinh 2)"=cosh M2 sinh nz, etc.,

valid for any z
; they will be best derived, whenever required, from

their definition (A), or sometimes from (B). Some of those which

often occur are given below. The inverse hyperbolic functions,

arcsinh, etc., are defined similarly as arcsin, etc.

sinh 0=0, cosh =
1, tanho=o,

sinh oo =00
, cosh oo =00

,
tanh oo =i

i . ,_ tanh2 z
cosh2 z=- , sinh2 z=-

i tanh2 z i tanh2 z

cosh (z) =cosh z, sinh (z) = sinh z

sinh (xy) =sinh x cosh ycosh x sinh y ;

cosh (xy) =cosh x cosh y sinh x cosh y

tanh %tanh y

itanh x tanhy
tanh (xy) =

arc tanh z=| log (z+ i).iz
For expansions of hyperbolic functions and of their inversions, cf. Infinite

Series.

Lambert's angle (or Gudermann's angle) r, known also as the

hyperbolic amplitude of x, is defined, at least for real x, by

7T

r=amph x=2 arc tan (e
x)-

2

Thus

sinh%=tanr, cosh#=secr, tanh%=sinr . , (C)

* For this is likely to confuse one's memory of the properties of ordinary

sines, etc.
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tanh-=tanT .

2 2

-^~=tanh- - tanh3 -+- etc.
2 23 25

+_ etc.
2 23 25
*=log tan (45+ IT).

Owing to the relations (C) the knowledge of Lambert's angle

suffices (with the aid of fundamental tables) to find all the hyper-
bolic functions. Some authors, therefore, give a table of amph %

only. We prefer to give a (short) table of cosh x and sinh x.

This, will also dispense us from giving a separate table of the

exponential function. For, by (B),

ex=cosh %+sinh x

sinh x.

In order to facilitate somewhat the addition or subtraction, the

corresponding values of cosh x and sinh x are placed in juxtaposed
columns.
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X
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Limits.

/ i\
n

. lim I i+-
)
=6=2-7182818284, etc. ;

7i >< \ n>

this is the original definition of
, the base of natural logarithms ;

also, more generally,

/ x\
n

lim i+- =ex ;

v ae

hm
e-=>0 6

where loga stands for logarithm with base a.

sin e
hm- =i.
e-l 6

Stirling's formula :

n\ ,

lim - =
V27T.

Elementary Rules of the Differential Calculus.

dx

ddx t

If/be a function of the independent variables #, y, and if round d's

are used for partial derivatives,

a a/ a a/ n a
2/ 8

2
/= -

; shortly,
-^-= i-,

ay 8 8* ay
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the existence and the continuity of the derivatives being, of course,

assumed.

If f(x) and its derivative f'(x) are finite and continuous in the

interval a . . . b,

-f(a)
= (b-a)f'[a+e(b-a)], o<e<i,

or, with ba=h,
f(a+h)=f(a)+hf'(a+eh).

Taylor's Theorem,

h tiz Jin~l

/(*+*)=/(*)+/'(*) . -+/"(*)-+ - - +/<-*>(*)-2_ +Rn ,

i! 2! (n i)!

where

/j_ \nm fan
Rn =---- .- f

(n
\x+eh), I<w<w, o<e<i

m (n i)!

is Schlomilch's residue [a somewhat more general form of the residue

involving an arbitrary function will be found in Schlomilch's Com-

pendium d. hoh. Anal., vol. i., 1881, p. 207]. Lagrange's residue

(m=n) is

Rn--.f
n\

and Cauchy's form of residue (m= i),

If D be the symbol of the operator (derivator) , Taylor's series
dx

can be written, symbolically,

/(*+;*) =^/(*).

MacLaurin's series is, as above, with x=o, and x written for h,

i! (w-i)!

with the residue in, say, Lagrange's form,

Rn=-f^(ex), 0<e
n\
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Derivatives and Indefinite Integrals.

It is usual to give first a number of elementary derivatives, such as

sin #=cos x, etc., and then, in a separate chapter, a collection of in-

dx

definite integrals of given functions (or the
"
primitives

"
of these functions).

Such a procedure is obviously associated with unnecessary repetitions, and

has perhaps also some other disadvantages. Instead of this it has seemed

preferable to tabulate a number of functions, f(x), in one column, and their

derivatives, f'(x), in a. parallel column. The table thus constructed will

serve at once both purposes : with f(x) as entry we find the derivative, and

with/'(;j;) as entry the integral, of the given function.

PRIMITIVES AND DERIVATIVES

M-ffd*
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PRIMITIVES AND DERIVATIVES Continued

/(*)=//'<**
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Hints for integrating irrational functions. Let R be a rational

function of x and of u = Va+bx+cxz=Vc(xx 1)(xx 2), say. Then
to reduce

\R(x,u)dx

to integrals of rational functions, use the substitution

v2-a2

x= --, for oo,
b-yVc

x,y
z cx

and x= --, forc<o.
y
2-c

In the sub-case c=o, i.e. for

\R(x,Va+bx)dx,
J

use the substitution

y=Va+bx.
Cdx

Let u be as above, D=ac J6
2
, and v=

\
Then useful standard

J u

forms are (Bromwich, Elementary Integrals, A Short Table, Cam-

bridge, 1911) :

\udx=[
J 2C

If n be an integer,

ffo" t

n~ l ..Cdx
-2i*'=2 c^ +A -

f

J M
(j

J W

where c^ and A are constants which will be found at once by differen

tiating and comparing the coefficients of both sides of the equation.

Fundamental formula of integration by parts,

\x dy=xy\y dx.

The integral of any rationalfunction is at once reducible, by decom-

position into partial fractions, to the elementary integrals
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f dx
1 / N A f dX

-=log (*-), and _.
Jxa J(x-a) n

Definite Integrals.

C/2 n f7r/2

sin2 *<&=-, I cos
J 4 Jo4

and for any integer n 3? 2,

whence

fir/2 W_!fir/2

sin" * d#=- sin
n~ 2 * dx,

Jo w Jo

fir/2 3 ,r
fir/2

3 5
sm4

A; *x - -
' sm6 x dx=- '

2' ~> etc -

Jo 4 Jo 6

2 fir/
2 2 4

snA:;

Similarly,

fir/2 2 fi

lsin3 A:;^=-, 1 sin***^- -, etc.

f-/8 3 TT fir/2 3 5
cos4

A; a#= - - cos6 xdx=- ^
-

etc.
Jo Jo4 4 Jo 464
f'/2

cos3 xdx=- cos,5 x dx=- -> etc.
J

2 f^ 2 4- cos,5 x dx=- ->

3 J 35
If m, n be unequal integers,

sin mx . sin nxdx=\ cos mx . cos nx dx=o.
Jo Jo

f^
2

1.3.5... (w-i). 1.3.5... (i)
The value of I sinmx . cos

nxdx is : :

J 2 . 4 . 6... (m+ri)

. , 2.4.6... (m i)when m, n are both even integers, and : : when

m is odd.

dx Tr(a
z+bz

] C2n dxfi'2 dx =7T(a
z+bz

)

Jo a2 cos2 ^+62 sin2 ^ 4
363

'

J I+e cos x
, for e2 < i.
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T(l-2e cos x+ez
)~

ldx= 7T . (l-e
2
)-

1
, for e2 < I.

Jo

f
50 a f

00 b
e~ ax cosbxdx= ,

e~ ax
sin bxdx=

, where a >o.
Jo . az+bz

Jo az+b*

fsin&A;, TT , f
00

rij
.smbx, b

dx=-, for b ^ o ;
e

a
<^A;=arc tan

Jo x 2 Jo A; a

1 dx= , whereo<e<i.
JOI+A; sin Tre

Jo A; 2 jo x

/CO /*00

I e~ a;i

'^=i'\/7r, I ^""^^=1
Jo Jo

rW-*M*-Jv l ( x*e-
x
*dx=l etc.,

Jo Jo

f^^-^.i 3 (a-i)V~. fV
Jo 2n+1 Jo

I ^g-*^=M ! where w is an integer.
Jo

f e- llx*dx=Vn, [ e~xt cos (2fl*)^=jA
Jo Jo

rA;
TT
Z

f A; , 7T
2

f
00

^= dx= ,

e^+i 12 Jo^-i 6 Jo

I . , TT TT
- sm x . cos ax . dx=-, -, o

o A; 24
for

|
a

|

< i, =i, >i, respectively.

e-xxn
~1

dx=T(n) is Euler's function of the second kind, for any n

(cf. Gamma Function, infra).

fsin ax,
dx=o, for a<b.

J o sin bx
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If C be Filler's constant (sometimes called Mascheroni's constant)

Q'5772I56 etc.,

f f
1

I e~x \0g xdx= C=l log (log X)dx (Mascheroni)
Ju Jo

f
1
/ I I \

I +-.\dxC (Legendre)
Jo Mog X IxJ

r i i fr i ~\dx__ \dx=C
=

\
-tr* .

oLi+^ **J Ju|_i+*2 _U

The Sine-, Cosine-, and Exponential Integrals,

Si*, Cix, and Ei*.

Definitions :

r^cin 11 TT P^ci'n '

u
dv

f^siny, TT fsiny
IA;=| dv=-

\

Jo v 2 is v

f^COS V ,

ix=
\

dv
Jx V

c~ x e~ v

i%=| dv.

Joo V

For small values of x (real, positive, or negative) up to
|
x |=I7,

the following series can be used :

Si*=*--*- + -*
5

-
. Ci*=C+- log *4---V--

4

-
.

33! 55! 4 22! 44!

T T V^ T Y^
Ei A;=C+- log x*+x+- _ + __+,..,

4 22! 33!

where C is Euler's constant 0-5772 etc.

For
|

A;
|

> 17,

<,.
TT cos A;/ 2! 4! \ sin*/ 1 3! 5!

Ol/v= ~~
1 I T ~~ ... l~~ 1 "T"'

~~

2 * \ *2 *4 / * \* *3 *5

* \* *3 *5
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e
x
[ i 2! 3! "I

Eix=-\ i+_+ _+^-+ ....
x\_ x xz x* J

Thus, for x -=> oo , Si#->-, Ci#->o.
2

Numerical values of Si, Ci, and Ei will be found in J. W. L. Glaisher's Tables,

published in Phil. Trans., 1870, vol. clx. pp. 367-387.

Fresnel's Integrals.

These integrals are usually denoted by C and 5. Their defini

tions are

C = I cos dv, S = I sin dv
JO 2 Jo 2

or, in condensed form,

_f**T

If x=
,
we have

2

Fresnel's integrals are related to the Bessel functions / of order

% and by the formulae

2C(#)= J_ k (x)dx, 2S(x) =
\
Jk (x}dx.

Jo Jo

Cf. Bessel Functions, infra.

=
, anA; = - .

\ 77 / 3\ 7T /

For the interval x=o up to i the series

rl . i2x\l[ xz x* x* 1
C(x)=( i- + + . . .

\TT I [_ 5.2! 9.4! 13 . 6!

^)T5-_^_+^L-_^_w / L3 7 3' IJ 5l i5 7 !
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may conveniently be used. Such has been Lommel's procedure

(Abhandlungen of Munich Academy, xv., 1886, p. 120). For x=i up
to #=20 Lommel used the developments

Lommel's table (loc. cit.) proceeds after x= . It will be more
2

useful for our readers to give here a short table proceeding after v,

due to Ph. Gilbert (Bruxelles, 1863), for every o-i of v from o to 5.

Fresnel's Integrals

V
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The Error Function.

(Gauss's Error Integral.)

Definition :

(x)
= ^-_

[*
VTT Jo

Some authors denote this function by erf x.

The series

, r .

/
. 2 Vx Xs X5 X7

erf #=(*)= -\ + - + ...

Vj_i il3 2! 5 3! 7

is always convergent.

For x -> oo we have &(x) - I (cf. p. 112).

For large x we have the semi-convergent series

*' " "

erf x=(x)=i

\/2 e"^
the error committed being smaller than . .

en x

The following table contains the values of &(x) for every o-ooi of x from

x=o to # = 1-499, in four figures, and for every o-oi from 1-50 to 3-09 in five

figures, the former part being due to A. Meyer and B. Kampfe, and the latter

due to J. Bertrand (as reproduced in the excellent treatise, Elements of

the Calculus of Probabilities, by my much-regretted friend, W. Gosiewski,

Warsaw, 1906).
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f*

7=
~ }

v,rjo
dx

X
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fx

-7=
V.Jo

.-**

X
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X



120 THE ERROR FUNCTION

X
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An equivalent definition is

= r
Jo

whence also the particular value F(|)=2 e
v
*dv= Vir.

Jo

In the case-sub of x=n, any positive integer, we have the familiar

factorial,

II(o)=i, II(-w) = oo , thus also F(o) = oo .

The function T(x) remains finite for every real x >o.

The limit expression, due to Euler and Gauss,

F(z+ 1) =!!(*)
= lim

n^L
,

n-><*>(z+l)(z+2) . . . (z+n)

defines the gamma function for every, generally complex, argument z.

F(z+i) =zT(z), for any z.

The extension of F to the whole complex field is due to Weierstrass

(Crelle's Journal, vol. li.).

For real x and any integer n > o the following relations hold :

Ii(x+n) =H(x) . (x+i)(x+2)(x+3) . . . (x+n),

\ TT

simrx

nl n n _ n

which is known as Gauss' multiplication theorem ; also

The minimum of II (x) is = 0-85560, and is attained at

x = o-46i63 2145 .

2 4

ni-J-iY!
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The logarithmic derivative of T(x),

rfiog(*) =r(*)
dx T(x)

'

has the following properties :

-*)="*(*) +TT cot

liux

where C is Euler's constant, 0-5772 etc., i.e.

C=lim I+-+-+ . . . +--logw ;

-L 23 n J

(!) C, (i) C-2lDg2

i+-+-+ . . . +--C.
23 n

According to Holder (Mathem. Annalen, vol. xxxiii., 1886), the

function T(z) cannot be the integral of any algebraic differential

equation.

For large positive values of x,

log Y(X+I) = (x+ft lOg (x+j)-X+l log 27T-I,

V(x)=logx--, V(x) = -+.
2X X 2X2

Some integrals reducible to the gamma function and its logarithmic

derivative :

r00 /i\ n au oi*
f 2 '

/I
e- v"dv=H( ~

),
.

= II3 -

Jo \/ JoVi-M3
77 \3

i-w4 VTT/ \4' JVi-w8
'

\8/" \4'4

--
}
= -(i) =C (Euler's constant)

f
/2

sin
5/4 M . ^w=

f
^'cos5/4 u . du= ^5 n( -

)
: III

5
-\ = 0-9309

Jo Jo 2 \8/ \8/
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f n (x\ r
^

e~yiiux du= , I ux
(i u}*

Jo y^1 Jo
du=-n(*)n(y)

where x and y are real and positive ;
the right-hand member of the

last equation represents also the value of

e*fl

si

Jo
. cos2y+1w . du.

The following short table contains the values of T(x+i)=Ii(x),
calculated by Legendre ; of ^(x+i], calculated by Gauss; and of

ty'(x+j.), calculated by F. Emde (in connexion with computations
of electromagnets, 1906), for the interval x=o to i-oo, and also

for x=2 up to 10.

X
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where the numerical coefficients &n0 ,
&wl,

. . . hnn are determined by
/_ j\n p

h
nit
= - -- I u(u-i) . . .

( it+i)( K l) . . . (un)du.
n . K\(n /c)!Jo

They satisfy the relation

" K~"-n> n-K '>

thus ^n=A 10 ; ^22=^20 J ^32=^3i> ^33=^30 etc. Keeping this in

mind, the following little table will give all required coefficients for

=i up to ^=7 :

Z, _ 751 77 _ 3577 77 _ 49 Z, _ 2089
'*7ft-- f '^71'--=- I "79-- I "7Q '--'70

17280'
71

I728o'
72

640'
73

17280

The simplest special case, n= i, of Cotes' formula, gives what is

known as the trapezoidal rule,

ff(x)dx-
b

Ja 2,

The next simple case, n=--2, is known as the parabolic rule or

Simpson's (more properly, J. Gregory's) rule,

f* b-aV
'

s/a+b\ ,1
\f(x)dx

= -*r \f(a)+4f(
-

-)+f(b)
.

Ja 6 L \ 2 / J

The generalised
"
Simpson's rule

"
is based on the obvious idea of dividing

the whole interval into 2n equal parts A and applying the above rule to each

of them, giving

Cb h _

where /,/!, /2 , . . ./2n are the values of /for x= a, a+A, a+2A, . . .b.

For =3, Cote's formula gives the so-called three-eighths rule,

and ior n=6, Weddle's rule of quadrature, which (with the aid of the

above table) the reader will write down for himself. None of these

rules (n
= T to n=6) can, in general, boast of a very high degree of

accuracy.
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Gauss' Formula of Quadrature. Let x
,
x lt

. . . xn be the roots of

the equation

i.e. the zeros of Legendre's polynomial or zonal harmonic Pn+1(x),

which is the left-hand member of this equation divided by
2n+1(w+i)! (Cf. Spherical Harmonics, infra.) Write for brevity

(f>(x)
=(xx )(xx l) . . . (xxn). Then Gauss' formula will be

(G)

Notice that the integration limits i, +i, can at once be

obtained from any a, b (real and finite) by the linear substitution

The sacrifice of equality of the sub-intervals is well repaid by the

increased accuracy of Gauss' formula as compared with those

previously mentioned.

Gauss himself used the integration limits o and i, which are

obtained from those used above by the substitution t= %(x+i). The

equation then becomes

Gauss has calculated its roots tQ ,
t : , . . . tn ,

for various n, to as many
as sixteen figures. Retaining but seven figures and passing from

Gauss' roots to our xK =2tK i, we have the following short table

of the XK which are required for the application of (G), and which

give at the same time the zeros of the zonal harmonics Pn+1(x).

Roots ofPn+l(x)=o

n
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Euler's Formula. The interval being divided into m equal parts

J = (&-) : m, and fa , flt /2 , . . ./,_!, fb being the /-values corre-

sponding to x=a, a+A, etc.,

where BK are Bernoulli's numbers, and F has been written for the

(K i)
th derivative of f(x). The number of terms taken in the sum

being zni, the error committed is of the order of A Zn
.

Fourier Series and Fourier Integrals.
00

/(*) to+y*( cos KX+bK sin KX),
<C= 1

I f
2 *

I f
2*

K
=-

/(*) cos K# . dx, bK=- I /(#) sin KX . dx, K=O, i, 2, . . .

TTJ o TTJ o

If this infinite trigonometrical series, known as Fourier's series,

converges, it represents a periodical function f(x) of period ZTT (more

generally, replacing x by , of period A).
A

Dirichlet's Theorem. Every function f(x) which satisfies within

the interval o to 277 the so-called conditions of Dirichlet, i.e. remains

throughout finite and has not an infinite number of discontinuities

or of maxima and minima, can be developed into a Fourier series

which represents the function at every regular point x of the interval,

and gives at any point of ordinary discontinuity the mean value of

the function,

This series development is uniquely determined.

The said conditions of Dirichlet, being sufficient, are by no means

necessary. Thus, for instance, f(x) may become infinite at a point

x=a, and the Fourier series continues to represent it, provided that
/a+e

the integral I f(x)dx is convergent.
Jae

If all #, including a , vanish, f(x) is an odd function, and if all

b vanish, an even function, and vice versa.
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In either case the limits in the above integrals for a
K , bK can be

replaced by IT and +TT. If f(x) is odd, we have &K =-J and if even,
7T

Examples. (i) f(x) =x from o to n, and 271 -x from 71 to 271, etc. :

fix] = -
(cos x + - cos 3* + cos 5* +...)

2 ?i 9 25

(2) /(*)
= |sin*|:

fix] =-- -(
- cos 2x H-- cos 4* H-- cos 6x -\

-- cos 8x + . . . }.X a\l.3 3-5 5-7 7-9 /

(3) As in last example, but sinusoidal replaced by parabolic arcs, of expan-
sion 27i and maximum height h (all above the #-axis):

cos2x cos 3^? cos AX

For useful practical hints, cf. G. A. Carse and G. Shearer's Fourier''s Analysis
and Periodogram Analysis (Edinb. Math. Tracts, No. 4, Bell, 1915).

Fourier Integrals. Let f(x) be any arbitrarily prescribed function

which has in every finite interval but a finite number of maxima
and minima, and which is either finite or becomes infinite at isolated

pa+e
points a, so, however, that I f(x)dx is convergent, and which con-

Jo

verges towards zero with
|

x |->oo . Then

J/.00 p+co
I dv\ f(u) . cos v(u x) . du=f(x)

7TJO J-o

at all regular points, while at a point of discontinuity the left-hand

member becomes

e=0

or, shortly written, %[f(x+o)+f(x o)]. At a place x, where f(x-

or f(x o) is infinite, the integral ceases to represent the function,

its meaning then becoming indeterminate.
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This integral is commonly referred to as Fourier's double integral,

and its equivalence to f(x) as Fourier's integral theorem.

If f(x) is symmetrical, i.e. f(x)=f(x), we have at once from

Fourier's theorem

2 r r

f(x) =-l cos vx . dv\ f(u) cos vu . du.
77Jo JO

If /(AC) is antisymmetrical, i.e. f(x) = f(x), we have

2 r00
/*

f(x) =_ I sin vx . dv I /(w) sin vu . du.
TTJO Jo

/OO POO

Owing to the identity I dv\ f(u) sin v(x u) . du=o, Fourier's

J 00 J -00

theorem can also be written

f(x)
= - I" dvr f(u) . e

iv^- u)
du,

2TTJ -co J -oo

and this form yields at once its generalization to functions of two

or more independent variables. Thus

f(X,y)=-Lr r datpr r
4-77 J oo J oo J oo J oo

and similarly for f(x, y, z) , and so on.

Multiple Integrals.

Transformation of variables. Let the relations between the two

sets of variables, XK and UK , be bi-univocal and let

)^d(*l #2> ^w) , Q

3(i, w 2 , . . . wn)

be the corresponding functional determinant or Jacobian. Then

if /(%!, . . . #) is transformed into F(u lt . . . un),

J

. . .

J
f(xv . . . *)<**! . . . ^M

=j
. . .

JF^t,
...un).D.du 1 ... dun .

For line-, surface-, and volume- integrals, and the Theorems of Gauss, Stokes,

Green, see Vector Analysis, infra.
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Volume element in polar coordinates. Let Q be the pole-distance
or co-latitude, and <j>

the longitude ; x=r sin 6 cos
<f>, y=r sin sin

<f),

z=r cos 0. Then

dr=dx dy dz=rz sin 9 dr dO
d<j>.

Averages of some functions of direction cosines. Let a, /?, y be the direction

cosines of a freely mobile vector with respect to three fixed orthogonal axes,

and let /stand for the average of /over a unit sphere round the origin, i.e.

/=- Ifda= f sin Odd dw.* J

Then

af}y=o.

Functions of a Complex Variable.

The complex magnitude w=u(x, y)+iv(x, y) is called a. function of

the complex variable z=x+iy=re
ie

, if the value of is at every point
dz

z (with the exception of isolated singular points where it is not finite)

independent of the direction of dz that is to say, independent of the

way of accomplishing the passage to the limit.

The necessary and sufficient condition for w to be a function of z is

dx dy

(Cauchy-Riemann's
equations).

Thus, w, u, v are solutions of the bi-dimensional Laplacean equation

a
2

,

a
2

+ ==o.

dx* ay
2

If such be the case, u and v are called conjugate functions of x, y.

The curves w=const., v=const. form an orthogonal system.

Every w=f(z) gives a conformal representation of the 2-plane

upon the ze>-plane (i.e. similar in
"
smallest parts ") with the

9
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exception of places at which the derivative f'(z) vanishes or

becomes infinite.

The surfi of two functions of z is again a function of z. And so

is the product of two functions of z. The function of a function of

z is again a function of z. If w is a function of z, the latter is also a

function of w. In other terms : if
,
v are conjugate functions of

x, y, the latter two are conjugate functions of u, v. If w=f(z) is a

one-valued and continuous function of z throughout a finite domain

of the 2-plane, so also is/ '(z)
=

, within the same domain. (This is

dz

but one of the consequences of Cauchy's Theorem, to be quoted

presently.)

Examples of conformal representation (or "conformal transformation").

The function w=u + iv = -
gives

v(x*+yz)+y=o,

u(x
z
+y*) -x = o,

and thus transforms the rectangular rectilinear network w=const., w=const.

of the w-plane into two systems of orthogonal circles, centred upon the ^-axis

and the #-axis and all passing through the origin.

More generally
z -a

W=C r,
z -b

where a, b, c are real or imaginary constants, gives a circle in the .s-plane a\

the image of every circle in the w-plane, and vice versa.

For w = log z=log r + iO the images of the straights w = const., u = const.

are concentric circles and radial straights, and for z= sin w, confocal hyperbolae
and ellipses, to wit,

sin2 u cos2 u

*2
y

2

cosh2 v sinh2 v

Let S be a domain of the z-plane, in which f(z) is throughout a

one-valued and continuous, or, shortly, holomorph, function of z.

Theiuif s be a closed curve (circuit) all within 5,

f(z)dz=o.
J()

Cauchy's Theorem. If the point z=u be inside the circuit s,
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.
w

the sense of integration being positive, i.e. such that the enclosed

region is on the left for a person travelling along s.

As an immediate consequence of Cauchy's theorem we have, for

any positive integer n,

f(z) dz

dun 2irij (s) (z u)
n+l

Thus, if f(z) is finite and continuous, so are also all its derivatives,

of any order, within the same domain.

If f(z) is holomorph (and eo ipso analytic) inside and at the circuit

s with the only possible exception of a point z=u, the integral

[ f(z)dz=Resf(u)
27rtJ ()

is called Cauchy's residue of the function f(z) at the point u.

If f(u)
= oo , so, however, that

lim [(*-)/(*)]
z>u

is finite and does not vanish, the point zu is called a pole of the wth

order. Such singularities are distinguished from all others

(" essential
"

ones) as unessential singularities. If u be a pole of

f(z), of any finite order,

Res /()= coefficient of (zu)-1

in the power series development oif(z) around z=u.

If f(z) is holomorph all over the z-plane, it reduces to a constant

(Liouville's Theorem). The sum of all Cauchy residues of a rational

function is nil.

The integration along a circuit in the complex ^-plane offers a powerful
and easy method of evaluating integrals. A good example of the application
of that method (which I borrow from Sommerfeld's charming book on A tomic

Structure and Spectrum Lines, Brunswick, Vieweg, 1919) is the evaluation of

the (real) integral

dd__L [
2ir
-~

2JtJ I + COS
' e= const.
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Introduce the new variable z= e
i0

, so that the point z describes (positively) a

unit circle s round the origin while increases from o to zn. This gives

i
/"

dz
L \ . where = !/.

mej
(s)z

t + 2r]z + 1

; then
rj > i . The roots of the denominator being zlt zz , so that

14* -*i

But the singular point z
t

is outside the circle, so that the second integral

vanishes, and the value of the first integral is at once found to be zni. Thus
the required result is

agreeing with that commonly arrived at through an ingenious substitution.

Spherical Harmonics.

Definitions. Any function of x, y, z satisfying Laplace's equation

a*2 ay
2

a^
2

is called a harmonic function. In a general way, a harmonic homo-

geneous in x, y, z is called a spherical harmonic. Specifications will

be given presently. Disregarding the historical order of ideas, the

most straightforward manner of arriving at the universally accepted

form of these functions is that adopted in Maxwell's monumental

treatise (Electricity and Magnetism,, vol. i.). This will also be em-

ployed here. If \fs be a harmonic, so also are -^, -, , and there-
at ay dz

fore also V^, the gradient of
\^.

Take its component along any
fixed axis h (unit vector), and write it

This will again be a harmonic. The operation hV or -7 is called
on

axial differentiation. Differentiate a harmonic with respect to any
number of fixed axes hj, h 2 , etc., hn in succession ; then the result

will again be a harmonic. In particular, r being the distance from
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a fixed point 0, start with the familiar harmonic -
(of which is the

r

only singular point), and differentiate it axially. The resulting

harmonic which, with the inclusion of a conventional numerical

factor, can be written

V - y
ni 'afcA- . .aft\r

is called the (spherical) solid harmonic of degree (n.+i), such being

the degree of r. The factor Yn is called the (spherical) surface

harmonic of the th
degree or, if its axes do not in general coincide,

Laplace's function. This function Yn contains only the n variable

direction cosines fiK
of the radius vector with respect to the n axes

and the \n(n i) constant mutual direction cosines A
l(C
of these axes.

In particular, if all axes coincide with one another, Yn is called

Legendre's function or zonal harmonic, and is commonly denoted

by Pn . The points in which the n axes pierce the sphere r=i are

called the poles of Yn . These coalesce in the sub-case of a zonal

harmonic into one point, the n-uple pole of Pn .

General properties of surface harmonics. To every Yn belongs,

in addition to Ynr~
(-n+l\ also the solid harmonic of positive degree n,

Hn=rYn .

In all applications the former will be used outside, and the latter

inside a region (say, a sphere r= const.) containing the origin 0.

The differential equation of Yn , which is obtained at once by

substituting Vn into Laplace's equation, is, in polar coordinates 6,

(f> (co-latitude and longitude),

2

. . (2)
sin2 8

In particular, for a zonal harmonic whose pole is taken as 0=o

(so that ju,=cos 6),

o . (za)

Another form of the latter equation is given below.

By the original definition (i), supra, the first four surface har-

monics are easily found to be
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Y = I Yl=Pl ^2

where, as before, jLtK =rhK , A
tK =h t

hK are the n variable and the

n(ni) ,. .-' constant direction cosines.
2

Every term of Yn which contains s cosines A (as factors), contains

n 2s cosines
/x. Denote, after Maxwell, by Sfjfi

1
- 2^^ the sum of

all terms containing n 2s and s cosines
/u,
and A respectively. Then

f (-i)'(2n-2s)i (,. 2t) (f) }
* mmm \

,n _ o \ / \ i r \+J /

s ( 2
n

*n\(n-s}\ )

to be summed over s from o to \n or \(n i) according as n is

even or odd.

If da be the surface element of the unit sphere (f=i), we have for

any two surface harmonics Ym ,
Yn

the integral being extended over the whole sphere.

If m^n, we have

whence also (for m=o, and since Y^i) \ Yndv=o, for any

If m=n, \YmYn do differs from zero in general, and vanishes

only when the distributions of the poles (or axes) of Ym and Yn bear

a certain relation to one another. In the latter case Ym and Yn

are called conjugate to each other.

If one of the two surface harmonics of equal degrees is a zonal

harmonic, say Ym=Pm ,

), m=n, ... (5)
2M+I

where Yn(m) is the value of Yn at the pole of Pm . For different

m, n we have, of course, as a sub-case of (4),

\YnPmda=o,

and therefore also
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\PmPndcr=o, m+n,

no matter whether the poles of the two zonal harmonics coincide

or not.

A sub-case of (5) is

(pmPndo=-^-
J 2H+I2H+I

'whatever the relative position of the poles of Pm and Pn . If, in

particular, their poles coincide, Pn(w)=Pn(w)=i, and

-L .... (6)
2n+i

Laplace's expansion formula. If a function / can at all be

expanded in a series of the form

/=coyo+c 1Y 1+c 2Y2+ ....

the unique form of this expansion is

where P* is the zonal harmonic of degree K whose pole is every time

that point at which the value of / is to be calculated. This result

follows at once from (4) and (5).

Zonal Harmonics.

We will henceforth write x instead of JLI=COS 6, 6 being the angle

(o to 77) counted from the pole of the zonal harmonic Pn=Pn(x).

As a sub-case of (i), the definition of Pn is

~n+l'

n\ d

Historically these functions first made their appearance as

Legendre's polynomials, or Legendre's coefficients, i.e. as the co-

efficients of the powers of r or of - in the expansions
r

(i-2rx+r*}-*=P (x)+rP 1(x)+r*P z(x)+ . . . ,
for

|

r
\

< I,

T T TI
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The definition (ia) gives for the zonal harmonics of any (positive

integer) degree n

1.3.5.Px=
n\

i)f n(n i)' xn- --L xn
-z

\_ 2(2111)

+M(n-i)(n-2)(n-3)yW_4_ ''_

2.4(2-i)(2-3)
or, in terms of 6,

o

I . 3 n(n i)*

Pn(x) =Pw(cos ff)
= T ' 3 ' 5 ' ' ' ^

2n~ I

^|cos n6+ cos (n-2)8
2n

~l .H\ {_ 2H-I

.

cos (n-4)9
2! (zn i)(2n 3)

1.3.5 (i)( 2)+ i^-?-S-i:-: cos (-6) 0+ ... .

5)3!

Another form, known as the formula of Rodrigues [and easily

deducible from (7)], is

T rfn f
-(-!)"n

. n\ dxn [_2'

The first eight zonal harmonics are :

T
P =i P =x P =-(3'

2

A" 1

8 16

16

Notice that Pw(-^) = (-i)
nPw (>;).

The recurrency formula (for co-polar harmonics, of course) is

Legendre's differential equation, equivalent to (la),
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Notable differential relations between zonal harmonics are

P'n+l-xP' n=(n+i)Pn> (
X*-j.)P

f

n

The integral property (6), rewritten in x, is

r

J!-i n+i
while, as before,

[

+
PmPndx=o, for

J 1

The asymptotic value of Pn for ->oo is

Pn
(cos0)=(

^L \ sin M+!W-
|.4

The w roots of the algebraic equation Pn (x) =o of wth degree, or

the zeroes of .?(#), are all real, different from one another, and con-

tained between I and +i.

The zeroes of PI(X) to P7 (#) will be found on p. 125, supra.
The integral

i /"*P (x)
=- I (cos 6 + i sin 6 . cos u)

n du
n) o

can be used as the definition of zonal harmonics for any real n, whole or

fractional, positive or negative.
For other formulae of this type cf. W. E. Byerly's treatise on Fourier Series,

etc. (Ginn & Co., 1893), p. 166 et seq.

The following table computed in 1891 (Phil. Mag., Dec.) by C. E.

Holland, P. R. James, and C. G. Lamb, under the direction of

John Perry, and since that time reproduced in several English and

Continental treatises and tables, gives P^ (cos 6) to P7 (cos 6) for

each degree of 6, from 6=0 to 0=90. This interval corresponds
to #=cos 9=o to +i ; for x= i to o use the simple relation

A table of Pt to P7 for the argument x will, if required, be found in the

Report of the Brit. Assoc. for 1879.
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Bessel Functions.

These functions are also often called Cylindrical Harmonics, in view of their

intimate connection with problems concerning cylinders or cylindrical distri-

butions of various physical magnitudes. The latter name is, in a certain

sense, also the more appropriate one, since not all
" Bessel Functions "

are

due to Bessel, some new and mathematically important kinds of these functions

having been discovered by Hankel, Neumann, and others. In what follows

we shall indiscriminately use both names.

Cylindrical Harmonics of the First Kind.

These are universally denoted by Jj,, where p, the order of the

Bessel function, is any integer (positive, nil, or negative) or any

positive non-integral number. In what follows x, in JP(x), will

stand for a real argument (and, whenever required, z or re'
6
will

be written for a generally complex argument). Of all c}dindrical

harmonics only the JP(x), of any integral or positive fractional

order, remain finite for x = o.

With the symbol II for Gauss' function (cf. p. 120, supra), the

definition of /, for any p as specified above, is

p+2*

K)

... .

p + I 2\(p + l)(p + 2)

lim /,(*)
= -

:

2,

If p is an integer, n,

T = I - r\nT
J -n V

L
) J

The zeroth Bessel function is related to zonal spherical harmonics

(x\COS -
).

----- n'

2! 2! 3! 3!
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X2 X* X6

7 (X}
= I - - + - -- + . . .

22 222

X
j (2Vx) = i - x + -

,

+ . . . ; /.(-*)- /(*)

r *a ^4 *6 i
/^z) - x i - -- + - - + . . .

l_. 1.2 1.2.2.3 1.2.3.2.3.4 J

,-f * X2 X3 1
7 1(2A/*)

= V* i - - - + -
-.
+

L i! 2! 213! 314! J

J'n(x)
= -/n ~ 7n+l = K7n-l ~

7n+l) 7n+l(*) = 7n ~
7n-l-

X X

Every Jv(x) satisfies Bessel's differential equation

d*f i df / p*\ ,+ - + i - /= o.

dx\ xdx \ xz >

For integral n we have, Bessel's own formula,

Jn(z)
= -I cos (z sin <f> n<f>)d<f>.

77VO

2f*
Jzn(z]

= -
77VO

cos z sm cos

J 2n+i(z)
= ~ sm

(
2 sin <) sin

(
2W +

TTJO

The expansion into zeroths Bessel functions

f(z)
= c + cJ (z) + cJ (2z) + cJ Q(3z

c_ = -

holds for every function f(z) which is finite, continuous (and differen-

tiable) throughout the real interval z = o to TT.

The addition theorem for / is

n oo

7n(* + y)
=

K=
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All Jm(x), where m is the half of an odd integer, can be derived from

J_l(x)
=

( )
cos x, Ji(x)

= I
}
sin x

\irxr \ifXi

Ow
by means of the relation /n+1

= / - /_! Thus
x

r A ITTX sin x . ITTX / 3 \ .

J ? 'Y
= - cos x, 75

. \ = - I sin x - - cos x, etc.
2 X 2 \XZ X

T--2 .TTX cosx ATTX 3sin# /3 \
J ''V = -sin*

, /_,.
/y_= _ + pi - i cos x, etc.

O -V f% - 4f \ >v2 /

For a complex argument z = re'
9 we have, for any order p as

specified above,

ri x TT/^N / J
\
P

A /i

Jj>(2Z] . U(p) . -
J
= COS pO -

A
sin <b -

i\(p

in(^>

i! (p + i) 2! (p + i)(p + 2)

and, in particular,

i!i! 2! 2!

n r2 cos3^= cos 9 - -- +

.fr
2 sin20 r4 sin40 )

\
- --2L + . .

I

I i!i! 2! 2!

1.2 1.2.2.3

.{ . r2 sin 30 y4 sin 50 )

-...-] sin --i- +-^ -
. . . V

I 1.2 1.2.2.3

The following two tables, reduced from the 12-figure table of

Dr. Meissel reprinted in Gray and Mathew's well-known Treatise on

Bessel Functions (Macmillan, 1895), gives the five-figure values of

J (x) and Ji(x), for every o-oi of x from o to 15-50.

The subject of Bessel Functions (formulae for functions of the second kind,

etc.) is continued after the / and J^ tables.
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The function K of the zeroth order is

r2 / T T \ #4

22 \I 2/2 2
-4

2

If A
,
B be arbitrary constants,

/(*) - 4/P(*) + BKv(x]

is the general integral of Bessel's differential equation

+
x *\ ""*/

If /> is o an integer,

is the general solution of Bessel's equation.

In particular, for p = o, the general solution of the most familiar

sub-case

r S-r +/- o

is f(x)
=

^4/o(^) + BJ^ (%). Many authors write shortly K for K
,

as well as / for / .

A; ^A; x

dK = _ K . ^o = _ y
dx dx

The following short table gives KQ(x) to four decimals in

intervals of O'Oi from x = o to x = i, and in intervals of O'i from

x = i to x = 10.
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is called an elliptic integral, and is reducible to (integrals of rational

functions and) normal elliptic integrals of the first, the second, and

the third kind. Write for brevity

Vi - &2 sin2 = A(<, k), where

Then Legendre-Jacobi's normal forms and the generally adopted

symbols of the three elliptic integrals are

F(<f>, k}
=

first kind,
, k)

ft

E(<f>, k)
= I A(0, k) .

d<f>
. . . . second kind,

J

H(<f>, k, n)
=

\ (i + wsin2
^)-

1
. J-? . . #wrcZ &wrf.

J
< &

^ is called the amplitude, k the modulus, k' = yi &2
tf/f<? comple-

mentary modulus, and w ^ parameter of the integrals in question.

More especially, if u =
F(^, k) , <j>

is called the amplitude of and is

written (Jacobi)

<f>
= am u

;

the corresponding A(<, &) is called
"
delta of am w,"and is written

A am u, or, as an abbreviation, dn u. With x = sin
<f>
we have

dxf*
u =

F(<f>, k)
=

7

JV(i - %2)(i
-

and % is called the sine of amplitude of u, and is written

x = sin am (Jacobi) or, now more often, % = sn u (Gudermann).

Similarly, cos = cos am u = en u. The so-called complete elliptic

integrals of the ist and 2nd kind are

F( -, k\ usually denoted by K, sometimes by F,

Ei-,k\ usually denoted by E.

(7T

\

-, k'
,

2 /
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E' =
E( -, k'

},
where k' is, as before, the complementary modulus.

\2 /

They are related to one another by

EK' + KE' - KK' =5.
2

am u, dn u, sn n, and en u, where u =
F(<f>, k) , are known as Legendre-

Jacobi's inverse functions. For some further definitions cf. infra.

Reduction of elliptic differential expressions. The following table,

due to Legendre, will often be found useful in connection with

, *).

[(i + x2
)(i + czxz

)]-*dx
=

d^jA, x = tan<, k2 = i - c2

[(i
- xz)(i + czxz

)]-*dx
= - Vi -k^/A, x = cos<f>, k2 = c2/(i +c2

)

[(%
2 -

i) (i + c2*2)]-^* = kd<f)/A, x = i/cos <f>,
k2 = i/(i +c2

)

[(i + A;
2
)(i

- c2xz
)]-*dx

= -
fe^/J,

=
cos</c, kz = i/(i + c2

)

* I C

C COS
(f>'

I + C2

[(x
2
-i)(c

zxz
-i)]-*dx=-d<f>/A, *=_"_, k = c

[(x
2 -

i) (i
- czxz

)]~*dx = -
d<f>/A, x2 = sin2

<f>
+ cos2

<f>/c
z

,

kz = i- c2.

Here A is an abbreviation for
A(<f>, k).

Let R(x) be a rational function of x, and /4(^ = a + a^ + a zx
2

R(x)dx
+ a sx? + a.x*. Then .- will first be reduced, by the sub-

1> + QV
stitution x -

, to

where Y = const, (y
2 -

bj}(y 2
- b z), and R(y) =

/?(A;) is of the form

Ri(y
2
) + y . R z(y

z
), where R lt R 2 are rational functions of y

2
. Thus

the original differential is reduced to
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and

The second of these, being of the form R 2(z)dz/V(z
- b :)(z

- b z), leads

to elementary integrals, and thus offers no further difficulties. It

remains to reduce the former differential which leads, by substitutions

of the form y
2 =

(a + jSz
2
)/(y + Sz2), to two types of differentials of

the forms

z2ndz dz
. . and ,

where n is an integer, or with z = sin
<f>,

and _
'

The former of these is at once reducible to d<f>/A and A .
d<f>,

and the

d<f) CR(x)dx
latter to .

-
x . .. A

' Thus the integral I .- will be reduced
(i+Asm2$J V/4(*)

to elementary integrals and to the normal elliptic integrals of the

first, second, and third kind, with k as modulus and A as parameter.

Complete elliptic integrals. Expansions, for first and second kind,

2.4.6
>

I

J

2 / 2l \2/ 2.4/3 \2.4.6/5

Addition Theorems of Jacobi's functions (modulo k) :

sn u en v dn v + sn v en u dn u
sn(w + v)

=

cn(w + v)
=

dn(w + v)
=

The primitive periods of sn w are 4K and 2t'K',

en w 4K 2K + 2K',

,, dnw ,, 2K

i - kz sn2 u sn2 v

en u en v sn u sn v dn w dn ^

I &2 sn2 w sn2 v

dn w dn v k2 sn w sn v en w en v

i k2 sn2 w sn2 v
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where K' is the complementary of K. (Doubly periodic functions.)

sn(o)
= sn(2K) = cn(K) = cn(

- K) = dnK( + iK')
= o ;

the infinity points of sn, en, and dn are iK' and 2K + iK'
;

sn( u)
= sn u, cn( )

= en u, dn( u)
= dn u,

sn2 + en2 M =
i, dn2 u - k2 en2 u = k' z

, dn2 M + kz sn2 = i,

sn(K + *K')
= k~\ cn(2K') = dn(2K + 2tK')

= - i.

Using dashes for derivatives with respect to u we have

(sn u)'
= en u dn u, (en )'

= - sn u dn , (dn u)'
= - &2 sn u en M

i + kz

3'-
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s = pw. The coefficients g 2 , g 3 are called the invariants of the

doubly periodic function p, its primitive periods being

r* ds p. ds
257 = 2 7= , 2S7' = 2t

JVs j-

I

20

I

2^ I2OO 6l6o

'..
p M = 4- . 4-

"
= ~_ '

w3 10 7 200 770

Weierstrass' functions sigma and ^a are denned by

y .

Tu = log aru = mi.
du* du*

I I
- - ru 60

(TU = U - --g zU
5 -

g 3U
7 -

240

I

140

I

840'

8400

The addition theorem of the p-iunction can be written

p(w + v)

p'w
-

= o.

The zeroes e being real, let e l > e z > e 3 . Then the relations of this

Weierstrassian function to Jacobi's elliptic functions are

(P
_ P 1* rV '^T \P 1* -I TV *

C-i C-Q I XV
j (x> V C' 1 3/ rXv. t- e

sn

yu-es pw-e3
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Jacobi's Theta-functions, ft, ft lt ft2 ,
fts . Write g~*K

'

/K =
q, and

K = v
; then

2K
= I - 2q cos 27TV + 2q* cos 477*;

-
2q

9 cos 6771; + . . .

k &v

=
2<7* sin 77U 29* sin 377^ + 2</'

!

>' sin

= 2^ COS 7T57 + 2^
J COS 37TW + . . .

= I +2q cos 27TV + 2q* cos 477^ + 2q
9 cos GTTU + . . .

(v + T) &t (v + T) &3(v + T)

tv & 2v &3v q

2q
9+ . . . ; i9' 1(o)=o ; &2(o)=2q*+

#3(o)
= I + 2q + 2q* + 2q

9 + . . .
=

#(0-5)

Degeneration of Jacobian and Weierstrassian functions :

k = o, k'=i

T . 77 ,r ,

cosw, dnw= i. K= -, K =00
,

2 ^ 16

In ^ I . :S|// V I

pu = - -e2 +- ,
cru =-sui ew . g

e "
, CM = -ew + ecot eM,

2

where
3 sn2 U e 3

= o.

k' = o, k = i

snw=tanh, en u = dn u = i : cosh u; K' = - K = oo , <7 =i.

3^ coth2
(wV3^ 1), cr =00 , GT' = / ^1

2V ^
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Some integrals :

f i c i
Isn u Au = - - log (dn u + k en u), Icn udu = - log (dn w - t& sn z<),
J k J k

Idn w . du = i log (en u - i sn u}, I pw . ^ = -'(u,

sn u = - ,

*K

27r X-< 73cn u = > /t n coskK^

Trigonometrical expansions : With q = e~ nK
'

/K
,
as above,

v r n n ~~iT

yOn sin (2
-

i)
-

; , where Qn
= q

tA L 2KJ I - q
zn~l

2 D F, v*r**n 9""*
/?n cos (2

-
i) , where /? = -

,

TT 277^^.-, WTTW 9
n

dnw = +_V5n cos , where 5n = - 4 .

2K K ** K i+ ^
2n

Many practical hints for the calculation of elliptic functions are given in

Jacobi's paper on the theory of elliptic functions, Crelle's Journal fiir reine

und angew. Math., vol. xxvi. In the following tables of F(<p, k) and E(<p, k),

originally due to Legendre, and in the short table of q (abbreviated by Schlo-

milch from Jacobi's table), the modulus k is given through o (in degrees),

where sin a= k.
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,
sna

2 /

a
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T- r-/ 77 i.\ iV77
"

\

E=E( -, k )=E( -
, sin a

\2 / \2 /

a
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F(<f>,k)=F(<f>,sina)

4>
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F(<f>, sin a)

163

*
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F(<f>, sin a)

*
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F(<f>,
sin a)

165

*
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E((f>, k)=E(<f>, sin a)

*
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E((j>,
sin a)

167

*
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(<(>,
sin a)

*
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E(<l>,
sin a)

169

*
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In the following short table q stands for e
* '

, as on p. 158, and

Log<?=log10 q; K is the complete integral of the first kind, and K' its comple-

mentary, as above.
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Calculus of Probabilities. Theory of Errors.

Let p be the probability of an event E, and q = i p. Moreover,

let p have the same value for every trial. Then the probability of

the event E happening m times in a series of n trials is

ml(n m)\

For instance, in the throwing of dice, the probability of obtaining seven

twos "
in ten throws is

Bernoulli's Theorem (first published in Jacques Bernoulli's

Ars conjectandi, 1713) can be deduced from this rule, by means of

Stirling's formula (cf. p. 74). It can be enunciated as follows:

The probability of m being contained between np A and np + A

is, for large n,

2f*
JP = -I e

u
du=(x), (Error Function, .pp. 116-120),

where

Thus, for every finite A, lim P = i.

71= 00

Bernoulli's theorem can be considered as a particular case of the Theorem

of Poisson (1837), known also as the Law of Great Numbers, which can be

enunciated thus :

Let Elt
E2 , . . . ET be events excluding one another in each trial, and let pK i

be the probability of the event E; happening in a th trial (pK i may differ from

trial to trial). Then the number of trials (n) can always be made so large

mi
as to obtain the i th event m,- times in n trials, where differs from

I n

~^pxi (t
= i, or 2, ... or r)

K= l

as little as we please, with a probability differing from i (certainty) by as little

as we like.

Bayes' Rule (Bayes and Price, Phil. Trans, for 1764-5), or the
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law of probability of causes,
"
probability a posteriori." The

probability Pe(x) of a cause x
i
induced from its effect e is given by

where p^e) is the probability of the event e as the effect of the cause x
f ,

the sum being taken over all the possible causes, x lt x 2 , . . . xr,
of e.

Gauss' Law of Error. The probability of a casual error of

observation being contained between x and x + dx is

<f>(x)dx
= p e

ki
^dx.

VTT

The constant k is known as the measure of precision of the set

of observations. The most probable value of the measured quantity
is the arithmetical mean of its observed values | 1 , |2 , . . . n , i.e.

The probability of an error whose absolute value does not

exceed y is

2 f*v

whence the name of error function given to .

The probable error p is (by definition) such that it is equally pro-
bable to exceed it as not to reach it, i.e. such that (kp)

=
|. Thus

to six decimals

pk = 0-476936,

Let J lt J 2 , . . . J w bethe true errors committed in n (independent)
observations. Then

is called the average error, and
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the mean square error, or, shortly, the mean error. If, as above,

k be the measure of
"
precision," we have

Thus all three kinds of
"
error

"
are inversely as the coefficient

of precision. In round figures, probable error = mean error;

more accurately, p :
//,
=
0-67449. The mean square error of the

arithmetic mean of n observations is Vn smaller than that of a

single observation. The same relation holds between the probable
errors of the arithmetic mean and a single observation.

The weight of a set of n equally reliable observations is proportional
to nk2

. (For an illustration of the meaning of this concept c/., for

instance, E. Borel's Elements de la Theorie de Probabilites, Paris,

1910, p. 137.)

The adjusted value x of a magnitude, inferred from n observations

x
i
of weights wit

is

with the mean error /z : (Sw^}, if p be the mean error of the weight

unit.
n n

In a generally adopted notation, ^w t , '^wi
x

i , etc., are written
i i

shortly [w], [wx], etc. Thus, the last-quoted adjusted value

x = [wx] : [w].

Method of Least Squares (adjustment of indirect observations).

Let a
it &,, etc. (i 1,2, ... n) be mn known numbers, and x, y, etc.

m unknown coefficients of the linear relation

| = ax + by + . . .

between an observable magnitude and the known sets of a, b, etc.

Let Wj_, w 2 , . . . wn be the weights of n observations |t
of

, i.e. of

4
= a

{
x + by + . . . (i

= 1,2, ... n).

Then Gauss' normal equations for the m coefficients x, y, etc.,

appearing in the last n > m equations, are
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[wa
2
]* + [wab]y + . . .

= [wag]

\wba~\x + [wb*]y + . . .
= [wbg]

where [wba\ = [wab] = 2w*Ai etc. If, in particular, all the
i

observations are of equal weight, the normal equations for x, y,

etc., are

[a
z
]x + [ab]y + . . . =[>]

[ba]x + [b
z
]y + . . .

The n differences

(ap + by + ...)- & =
i ,

where x, y, etc., are the coefficients thus determined or adjusted, are

called the apparent errors (to be distinguished from the real errors

J
t

= -
,,

which are unknown, since such is and remains ).

Gauss' procedure has the property of making [e
2
] a minimum,

whence the name of Least Squares. The mean error
fj,

of an observa-

tion of unit weight is given by //,

2 =
[e

2
] : (n

-
m).

Cases in which the coefficients x, y, etc., appear in a non-linear

way can be reduced to the linear case by applying Taylor's theorem

and retaining first-order terms a process which, if required, can be

repeated, thus yielding successive approximations.

Example, explaining the handling of the method of Least Squares. The
"
frequencies

"
(reciprocal wave-lengths) of the members H*, Hp, etc., Hf of

the Balmer series of hydrogen, as observed by Mr W. E. Curtis (Proc. Roy.

Soc., 1919), are

t'2
= 2056479 i<3

= 23032-54

v^
= 24373-06 v&

= 25181-34 r, = 25705-96.

Attributing to these six observations, for the sake of simplicity, equal weights,

it is required to represent them by the amplified Balmerian formula

where K 3, 4, etc., for Ha , Hp, etc., respectively.
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Write for brevity j2
- ^ = aK , ^-^ = bK,

N = x, Na =y, so that

vK = aKx + bKy.

Curtis's observations give us six such equations for the two unknown coefficients

x, y. The corresponding normal equations are

O2
]# + \db1y = [av],

\aK\x + [b*]y
=

\bv\,

where [a
2
]
= a3

2 + . . . + a8
2

, etc. that is to say, to eight figures,

[a
2
]
= 0-25557314, [_ab]

= -018845437, [fc
2
]
= -0014132388,

\av\ = 28030-959, [bv]
= 2066-9452.

Whence, the required two constants,

N = x = i

(2)
a = 9-007 . io- j

These, substituted in (i), give the apparent errors eK = VK caic. VK obs.,

3
= "009, 4= 'ooi, 5

=
-(-"oo7, j

= -|-'oo6, 7
=

-j-'oo4, 8
= "002.

The sum of their squares is [e
z
]
= 0-000187.

A very interesting treatment of Gauss' Law and Theory of Errors, satisfying
the modern requirements of rigour, will be found in the Calculus of Probability

(Warsaw, 1906) of my much-regretted friend W. Gosiewski, p. 212, et seq-

This excellent treatise is, for the present, unfortunately inaccessible to the

English reader, being published in the Polish language. An English version,

however, of the more important and original parts of that work is under

contemplation.

Helpful practical hints will be found in The Combination of Observations, by
D. Brunt, Cambridge Univ. Press, 1917.

Geometry.

Throughout this part of the book Euclidean space, of course, is assumed,
unless otherwise stated.

Volumes (V). Pyramid of base area B, and height h ; V = \Bh.
Idem for cone. Ellipsoid of principal semi-axes a, b, c ;

V =

ATT 477
abc. Sphere, V= r3 . Regular tetrahedron, octahedron, dodeka-

3 3

hedron, and ikosahedron of unit edge :

V* = V - 2 - T5 + 75 _ 5(3 +~- - > -
V2 34 12

respectively. These, and the cube (F6
=

i), are the only existing

regular polyhedra.
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Euler's Theorem on convex polyhedra. If / be the number of

faces, e that of edges, and c that of corners,

Areas (S). Triangle of base b, height h
; S = %bh. Trapeze of

parallel sides av a 2 , height h
; S= \h(a^+ a z). Regular polygon

(w-gon) of side a and of radius r of inscribed circle
;
S = \nar.

Ellipse of semi-axes a, b
; S = Trab. Circle, 5 = TTT

Z
. Surface of

sphere, S = 4irr
2

.

Perimeter of ellipse, of semi-axes a, b,

P = 4aE(k) = 40 . complete elliptic integral of 2nd kind,

where the modulus k = Vi bz/a?
=

eccentricity of ellipse. Cf.

Table of E, p. 161. Expansion in powers of eccentricity e,

f 1
T \\ (*'3\** /

I -3-5\
2 e6 1P=27W I- -

I ea -( ... ;

L W \2.4/ 3 \2.4.6/ 5

this reduces to P = 2rra for circle (e
=

o) of radius a.

Plane Trigonometry.

In what follows a, b, c are the sides opposite the angles a, /J, y
of any rectilinear triangle, s= \(a+ b + c), r and R the radii of

the inscribed and circumscribed circles respectively.

a + jS + y = 77 (two right angles in radians).

a : b : c = sin a : sin jS : sin y.

a? = b2 + c2 2&c cos a, and two similar equations by

cyclic permutation.

a = b cos y + c cos
/?, etc.

a (s-6)(s-c) a s(s-a)
sin2 - = 1 P -, etc. ; cos2 - =

-, etc.
2 be 2 be

a+ B a- j8

(a + b) : (a b)
= tan : tan -, etc. (Napier's formulae).
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a j8-y
(b + c) sin - = a cos- , etc.

2 2

a j8-y
(6 c) cos

- = a sin--, etc.
2 2

Area = |#& sin (a, b)
= |a& sin y = [s(s a)(s b)(s c)]*,

a, B v abc
= s2 tan - tan - tan L = rs = .22 2 4-R

If Aa , etc., be the three heights, ha= b sin y, etc.,

i i i i
=

;
h ; H

* ha hb hc

ia i b ic
2 sin a 2 sin

j8
2 sin y

Isosceles triangle, b = c
(j8
=

y) :

a = 26 cos 0, A = 6 sin
j8
= |a tan

j8
= A62 - 2

/4-

Spherical Trigonometry.

Angles a, /?, y, opposite sides (in angular measure) a, b, c.

Cosine-Formulce :

cos a cos b cos c + sin b sin c cos a, etc., by cycl. permut.
cos a = cos

j8
cos y + sin

/3
sin y cos a, etc.

Sine-Formula :

sin a : sin b : sin c = sin a : sin jS : sin y.

Cotangent Formula :

cot a sin 6 = cos 6 cos y + cot a sin y, etc.

cot b sin a = cos a cos y + cot
j8

sin y, etc.

Any one of these three groups of formulae follows from the

other two.

12
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With 2s written for a + b + c, we have

a fsin (s b) sin (s c)~|*
sin - =

: j:2 L sin b sin c J

a fsin s . sin (s a)"]*
cos - =

: ,

2 L sm O sln c J

and, with 2tr = a + )3 + y,

a Fcos <r cos (<r a)~|*
sin - =

. .

2 L sm p sm y J

a
["cos (<r jS)

cos (r y)~|*=:
-J

I - . i. .. . I
^

2 sin
jS

sin y
cos

The set of formulae known as Napier's Analogies (discovered and

published, 1614, by Napier) are :

a + B y cos Ua b) a B y sin Ua V)
tan ".tan?- =

J) -', tan ^.tan^-=- ;

2 2 cos |(a + 0) 2 2 sm |(a + o)

a + b c cos |(a S) a b c sin |(a b)
tan .cot-- gi tan . cot - = - -.

2 2 cos \(a + p) 2 2 sm |(a + o)

Delambre's Analogies, known also as Gauss's equations,

1 y I C
sin -(a + fi) : cos - = cos -(a b) : cos -,

2 22 2

I y I c
sin -(a B) : cos - = sin -(a b) : sin -,222 2

1 y I c
cos -(a j8) : sin - = sin -(a + 6) : sin -,

2 22 2

1 y I C
cos -

(a + B) : sin - = cos -(a + o) : cos -
;

2 22 2

the signs are, for any spherical triangle, either all -f
1 or all -

L'Huilier's equation follows from Delambre's analogies ; it gives

for
77
= a + j8 + y TT, called the spherical excess of a triangle,
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I s s a s b s c~|*
tan -T7 = tan - tan tan tan .

4 L 2 2 2 2 J

The area of any spherical triangle is rjR
2

,
if R be the radius of the

sphere.

The right-angled triangle. Let y = 77/2, so that c is the hypotenuse,

and a, b the two sides of the spherical triangle. Then the formulae ,

arranged according to the parts given, are :

Given a, b,

tan a tan b
cos c = cos a cos b, tan a = : -, tan B = .

sin b sin a

Given c, a,

cos c sin a* tan a
cos o =

,
sin a = ,

cos B = .

cos a sin c tan c

Given a, a,

tan a sin a cos a
sin o = , sin c = -

,
sin p = .

tan a sin a cos a

Given a, j8,

tan a
tan b = tan a sm a, tan c = , cos a = cos a sin p.

cos B

Given c, a,

sin a = sin c sin a*, tan b = tan c cos a, cot j8
= cos c tan a.

Given a, j8,

cos a cos B
cos a = , cos b =

, cos c = cot a cot p.
sin p sm a

In using the formulae marked with asterisks (which by themselves

do not determine a or a uniquely), notice that a side and its opposite

angle are either both acute or both obtuse. The case of a, a (or

b, j8) given is called the ambiguous case, the data being compatible
with two different triangles, say ABC and A'BC, where A' and A
are antipodes. All these six rules for the solution of right-angled

spherical triangles are condensed in Napier's rule, which is as

follows : Arrange the five elements of the triangle in cyclical order,

replacing the sides by their complements a' = 77/2 a, b' = 77/2 b,

thus

. . . Bc(ab'a'Bc)ab' . . .
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Then the cosine of any element is equal to the product of the

cotangents of its two nearest neighbours, and also equal to the

product of the sines of its next-but-one neighbours ;
for example,

cos a' = cot b' cot j8
= sin a sin c.

Plane Analytical Geometry.

In what follows x, y will stand for the rectangular Cartesian

coordinates of a point of the plane (although some of the equations

retain their form for oblique coordinates).

The distance r of two points x lt y x and x2 , y 2 *s given by

The area of a triangle whose corners are x lt y lt xz , y 2 ,
x3> y3 ,

is

ill

Consequently, if the determinant is zero, the three points are

collinear, and vice versa.

Thus, the determinantal form of the equation of the straight line

passing through x lt y x and x
2l y 2 is

ill
= 0.

The most general form of the equation of a straight line / is

Ax + By + C = o.

If a, b be the segments cut off by / on the x and y axes, the equation

of I is

x y

Hesse's normal form of the equation of any straight I is

f(x, y)
= x cos a + y cos jS p = o,
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where p is the distance of I from the origin (x
= y = o), and a, j8

=

77

a the angles which the normal to I makes with the x and
2

the y axes ;
cos a, cos

j8,
the direction cosines of the normal, satisfy

the relation cos2 a + cos2
j8= i. The (shortest) distance of a point

, 17
from the straight / is

r /( 17)
= cos a +

>?
cos

j8
-

.

The angle between two straights, / and /' written in Hesse's

form, is

= a'-a=jB'-j8.

If I, I' be written in the general form, we have

AB'-BA' _ AB'-BA'=
[(A

z + B2
)(A'

Z + B'z
)]*'

=
AA' + BB'

'

Thus, if /, /' are parallel,

AB'-BA' = o;

and if perpendicular to each other,

The equation of the parallel to Ax + By + C = o, passing through

f , ti,
is

and of the perpendicular,

The distance of two parallel straights /, /' is the absolute value of

(C
-

C') . (A
2 + 2

)-*.

The angle ^"between two lines (directions) whose direction cosines

are I, m and /', m' is given by

cos 6 = IV + mm' ; sin 6 lm' I'm.

Three straights I, I', I", written in the general form, are copunctal

(concurrent) when, and only when,
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ABC
A' B' C'

A"B"C"
= o.

The homogeneous point-coordinates, xv x z , xa ,
are defined by

the ratios

x = xjx^ y = *2/#3 .

In these coordinates the equation of a straight becomes

Ax1 + Bxz + Cx3
= o.

The cross (intersection point) of two straights, / and /', has its

homogeneous coordinates proportional to

BC'-CB', CA'-AC', AB'-BA 1

.

A, B, C are the homogeneous coordinates of the straight /.

Plucker's line-coordinates of a straight / are

i A i B

In these coordinates, ux-\- vy-\- i= o represents a straight, if u, v

are kept constant, and a point (or the whole pencil of straights

passing through it) if x, y are kept constant. The equation of the

cross of two straights u
lt

v t and 2 ,
v 2 is

ill
= 0.

The distance of a point (x, y) from a straight (u, v) is

(ux + vy + i) : v + v2.

The angle between two straights, ult
v x and u z, v 2 is

arc cos

whence the condition of orthogonality of two straights

=0.
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For two parallel straights we have

UjV 2 U$)-L
= O.

Trilinear coordinates are the distances x lt xz , x3 of a point from the

sides BC = a, CA =
b, AB = c of a fixed triangle ABC, the triangle of

reference. They satisfy the linear equation, axl + bx2 + cx3 = 2.A,

where A is the area of the reference triangle. The sign of x is,

by convention, positive or negative, according as the point (x lt
x 2 , x3)

is on the same side of the straight BC as A or on the other side.

Triangular coordinates g lt f2 > Is f a point P are the ratios of

the areas PBC, PCA, PAB to A, so that fx + 2 + |3
= i.

Interesting details concerning these coordinates, together with their appli-

cations, will be found in N. M. Ferrers' treatise on Trilinear Co-ordinates

(Macmillan, 1861).

In polar coordinates r, 6 (r cos B = x, r sin 9 = y) the equation of

a straight line I is

r cos (6 a)
=

p,

p being the perpendicular from the origin upon I, and a the angle

between the perpendicular and the axis 0=0.
Conic sections. These curves are the plane sections of a circular

cone (for another definition cf. Projective Geometry, infra), the

ellipse, the parabola, and the hyperbola, with its degeneration,

a pair of straights. Every curve of the second order,

a
11L
x2 + 2a 12xy + a 22y

2 + 2a 13x + 2a23y + a33 = o,

is a conic section, and vice versa. In homogeneous point-coordinates
the equation becomes

a llx l
2 +2a 12x1x2 + . . . + a33x3

* = 2 a
lK
x

t
xK .

Let D be the determinant \aut \, I,K= I, 2, 3, and D
IK
= 3D/dallt

its minors (cf. p. 80). Then, if D = o, we have for D33>o and

D 1D or D 22D<o, an ellipse (for DUD or D 22D>o the conic is

imaginary), for D33 <o a hyperbola, and for D33 =o a parabola.

If D = o, we have for Z)33 <o a pair of real, for D33> o a pair of

imaginary straights with an actual cross, and for D33
= o, if Dn

or Z) 22 <o a pair of real, and if Du or D 22>o a pair of imaginary
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parallel straights; finally, if Z) 11 =D 22 =o, a double straight.

The homogeneous coordinates of the centre of a conic are xv x z ,
x3

= DZI> D3Z , D33 .

With the apse as origin of (non-homogeneous) coordinates x, y,

the equation

y
2 = 2px - (i

- e2)*
2

represents (a circle) an ellipse, a parabola, or a hyperbola, for

( =o), o<e<i, e=i, e>i, respectively;

2p = parameter or lotus rectum, e = eccentricity (or numerical

eccentricity). If 20. be the major and 2b the minor axis (of an

ellipse or hyperbola), we have p = bz/a ; e = A/I bz/a
z for ellipse,

c = Vi + bzja
z for hyperbola. With the centre as origin of x, y,

measured along the principal axes,

z z

for ellipse and hyperbola, respectively.

In polar coordinates r, 6, with a focus as pole and the major axis

(or axis in case of parabola) as axis of the coordinate system, the

equation of a conic is

i i

r~p

p, e and the criteria for ellipse, parabola, and hyperbola being as

before.

With centre as origin the equation of an ellipse is

J*""p*
X

;"

''

and that of a hyperbola

The equation of the tangent, at
, t],

is for an ellipse and hyperbola
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and for a parabola

The equations to the asymptotes of a hyperbola are x/a y/b =o ;

b
the angle between the asymptotes is 2 arctan -.

Confocal ellipses and hyperbolas (orthogonal system) are given

by
xz

y
z

az^\ +
62 -A

=

to every point (x, y) correspond two values of A,

oo<A 1<6
2

,
62<A2<#2

;

Aj gives the ellipse, and A 2 the hyperbola passing through x, y.

These A 1; A 2 are known as elliptic coordinates of the plane. The

corresponding transformation formulae are

a

- 2

Confocal parabolae, y
2
=A(2# + A).

Some higher algebraic curves. A curve cn is called algebraic, of the

wto order, if its equation, f(x, y)
= o, is algebraic of degree n.

Every straight intersects a cn in n points ;
of these any even number

2m^n may be imaginary (complex, conjugate). Through any
given \n(n + 3) points at least one cn can be laid, and all the curves

cn which pass through \n(n + 3) i points, pass also through

$(n i)(n 2) other common points. Thus one, and only one,

conic, c 2 , passes through five points. A cubic c 3 is, in general,

determined by nine points, and all cubics passing through eight

points have also a ninth point in common. Every c3 can be written

in the Weierstrassian normal form y
z = ^x

3
g zx g3 ; the corre-

sponding parametric form is, therefore, x = pw, y = p', where p
is Weierstrass's function (cf. p. 157). If all three roots of

4*
3

gzx
~

3
= are rea-l the cubic consists of two branches,

and if two roots are complex, the c3 has but one branch. If two

real roots coincide, c3 has either an isolated point or a double point ;

in the latter case c
9
can be written xlt3 + y

lls = i. Algebraic curves
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of the form y
n = xm

, where n and m >n are positive integers, are

known as parabolse of higher order or also binomial parabolae.

The equation of the cubic parabola is y = ax3
. Some other

cubics are : The versiera, xzy + a2
(y a)

= o
; the visiera,

(x
2 + y

2
)(2x a)

= ax* ; the pear-shaped curve, y
z
(x a)

2 2a3
y

-I- a* = o
;

the point-conchoid, y
2 x2

(px i) ; Descartes' leaf,

x* + y3
_

^axy ;
the cubic duplicatrix, x3 = p(x

2 + y
2
) ; the cissoid,

x(x
2 + y

2
)
= 2py

2
;

the circular conchoid, (x y) (x
2 + y

2
)
=

a(x
z + y

2
xy) ;

Neil's parabola, y
2 = px

3
; the parabola cum ovali

and punctata, y
2 = x(x a)(x b), y

2 = x2
(x a), respectively ;

the pericissoid, (x a) (x
2 + y

2
) + bx2 = o, a> b ; the strophoid,

(x
2 + y

2
) (x 2a) + a2x = o

;
MacLaurin's trisectrix, x(x

z + y
2
) +

a($x
2

y
2
)
= o. Some general properties of cubics : If a straight

intersects a c3 in three points, the tangents at these points meet

the c3 in three other collinear points ; the three points in which a

c3 intersects its asymptotes are collinear. (For some further remarks

on cubics and their generation cf. Projective Geometry, infra.}

Some higher algebraic curves are : the conchoid, (x a)
2
(x

2 + y
2
)
=

b2x2
;

the
"
spinning-top

"
curve, x* 2ax3 + a2

y
2

; Bernoulli's

lemniscate, (x
2 + y

2
)

2 = a2(x
2

y
2
) ; Lame's curves, px

n + qy
n = I,

n= 4, 5, etc. ;
the trisecant, (

x2 + y
2
)(y

2 - a2
) + Ja

2 = o
; the

cardioid, (y
2 + x2

ax)
2 = a2(x

2 + y
2
) or, in polar coordinates,

Y = a(i + cos 0).

Transcendental curves are those curves whose equations, in

x, y (i.e. in such coordinates in which the straight line equation is

linear), are transcendental. The transcendental curves most in use

are : the sinusoid, y a sin nx
;
the logarithmic curve, y = a x

;

the catenary, y \.p(e
cx + e,

~ cx
]
= p cosh ex

; the four different
"

spirals," to wit (in polar coordinates r, &) :

the hyperbolic spiral, rO = a,

the parabolic spiral, r2 = ad,

the archimedean or
"
linear

"
spiral, r = ad,

and the logarithmic spiral, r = ae00 .

Further, the cycloid, described by a fixed point P on a diameter

of a circle rolling on a straight line
;

if a be the radius of the circle,

b the distance of P from its centre, and w the angular distance
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from the fixed point to the point of contact, the parametric equations
of the cycloid are

x = aft b sin d
y a b cos ra>.

The epicycloid, described by the said P if the circle (a) rolls

on the external side of another circle (radius c), is represented by

aft a + c
x = (a + c) sin b sin or,

c c

a& a+ c

y=(a+c) cos b cos d,
c c

and the hypocycloid, described by a fixed point of the circle a

rolling on the inner side of the circle c, has the equations

ats c a
x (c a) sm b sin or,

c c

CK3 C a
y = (c a) cos h b cos 57.

c c

What is commonly called a cycloid or a Galilean cycloid is a

subcase of that mentioned above, to wit, for b = a, when the generat-

ing point P is a point of the rolling circle itself ; x = a(tt sin CT),

y = a(i cos CJ). The familiar brachistochrone is such a cycloid.

Solid Analytical Geometry.

The distance r of two points xv y lt
zv and x 2> yz ,

zz ,
is

The volume V of a tetrahedron whose corners have the coordinates

xv Vv z
\>

etc -> *4. y4> *4 is given by

x,

6V =

If the determinant vanishes, the four points are coplanar, and vice
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versa. Whence also, the determinantal form of the equation of

the plane passing through the three points x
t , yt ,

z
i (i

=
i, 2, 3),

Vi

= 0.

x y z

The general equation of a plane is

Ax+ By + Cz + D = o,

or if a = D/A, etc., be the segments cut off on the axes,

y z

{ +
-

b c

The normal form of the equation of a plane is

Ix + my +nz p = o, . . . (a)

I, m, n being the direction cosines of the plane-normal, and p the

(shortest) distance of the plane from the origin ; I
2 + m2 + n2 = i.

The distance of any point |, 77,
from the plane (a) is 1$; +my + n^ p.

The angle 6 between two planes (which is equal to that between

their normals) is given by

cos B = IV + mm' + nn',

or, in terms of the coefficients of the general form,

AA' + BB' + CC
COS V =-- --

.

. [(A
2 + B* + C2

)(A'
2 + B' 2 + C' 2

)]*

We have also

sin2 6 = (mn
r -

nm')
2 + (nV

-
ln')

z + (lm
f -

ml')
2

.

The two planes are parallel if A, B, C are proportional to A', B' , C,
and the distance of these planes is the absolute value of P' p or of

D' D
VA'2 +B' 2 +C' 2

~
VA 2 +B2 +C2

'

For perpendicular planes we have AA' + BB' + CC' = o, or, which

is the same thing, II' + mm' + nn' = o.
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The equations of a straight line passing through a point |, 77,

and having the direction cosines I, m, n, are

I m n

and those of a straight passing through the points I and 2,

x z
- % y a

-
yi ^2

-
*i

If a plane and a straight line are written, in their general forms,

By+ Cz+D = o, . . . (p)

and

y = mx + b, z= nx+ c,

then the angle between the straight and the plane is given by

A + Bm + Cn
=

(A* + BZ + C2
)*(i + m* + w2

)*'

they are parallel to one another when A + Bm + Cn = o, and

perpendicular to one another for A : B : C = I : m : n ;
the line is

contained in the plane when A + Bm + Cn = Bb + Cc + D = o.

The straight (/) is normal to the plane (p) or parallel to it or contained

in it according as

/ : m : n = A : B : C,

or Al + Bm + Cn = o,

or Al+Bm+Cn = 4|+ #77 + Cf + D = o.

The homogeneous point-coordinates x\, x 2 ,
x 3 , x of a point are

denned by x = xjx^, y = # 2/*4> z = x3/x i-
In these coordinates

the equation of a plane becomes

Ax 1 + Bx z + Cxa + Dxt
= o,

or %#! + u zx 2 + usxs + 4# 4
= o.

The four u
i
are known as homogeneous plane-coordinates, and

their three ratios Wj/w 4 , etc., as Pliicker's plane-coordinates.
-

Quadrics, or surfaces of the second order, have the general equation

. . + 2 14x + . . . + 44
= o,
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or, in homogeneous point-coordinates,

the sum to be taken over i, K = i, 2, 3, 4. If D be the determinant

\auc \,
and DM its minors (cf. p. 80), the equation of the quadric in

homogeneous plane-coordinates is

^i4> *24> ^34> ^44 are tne homogeneous point-coordinates of the

centre (i.e. of the common intersection point of all diametral

planes) of the quadric. The coefficients a
tK ,

or D
LK being, essentially,

nine in number, a quadric is in general determined by nine of its

points, or by as many tangential planes. The diametral plane of

the quadric / conjugate to the direction /, m, n (i.e. bisecting all

parallel chords having these direction cosines) is, in non-homo-

geneous coordinates x, y, z,

,3/ 9/ 8/
li + mi~ + WT =

'

dx <ty oz

The (three) diametral planes which are normal to their conjugate
chord directions are called principal planes, and their intersections

as chords are the principal axes of the quadric. If A I} A 2 , A3 are

the roots of the cubic

22
= 0,

which (for real a
llc)

are all real, the principal semi-axes of the quadric,

a, b, c, are given by

i M D i i i
a2

,
b2

,
c2 =

^

If Z) 44
= o, there is no proper centre, the quadric then becoming a

paraboloid ; if D 14 ,
D 24 ,

Z)34 , Z) 44 (the homogeneous coordinates

of the centre) all vanish, and therefore D = o, the centre becomes

indeterminate (an infinity of
"
centres

"
on a straight, real or

imaginary), and the quadric degenerates into a cylinder. In the

case of a cone with prope'r vertex the centre falls into the vertex.

With centre (assumed to exist) as origin of x, y, z, we have
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14
= a 24

= a34 = o
;
and with the principal axes as axes of x, y, z,

we have also 23
= a3l = a l2

= o, and the quadric equation becomes

a 33z
2 + a 44

= o,

or, in homogeneous coordinates, a
Klc
xK

z = o.

The following table (taken from G. Castelnuovo's Geometria Analitica,

Rome, 1915) gives a convenient classification of quadrics in terms of D, Z>44

and the roots A of the cubic just quoted. In the first four columns the upper,

or the lower, signs are to be taken simultaneously.

Ai
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The cubic in p,
V1

y2
92

+ I

r
a2 -

JLC
b* - p c2 -

/u,

with constant a, b, c, represents a triple orthogonal system of con-

focal quadrics, to wit,

ellipsoids for oo </u,
<c2

,

one-sheeted hyperboloids for c2 </u-<6
2

,

two-sheeted hyperboloids for 62 <^c <
2

.

Through every point x, y, z passes an ellipsoid, a one- and a two-

shepted hyperboloid.

A triple orthogonal system of confocal paraboloids is given by the roots

/*!<? 9
f <At 2 <^^> tl3 >̂P

of the cubic
**

. v = 22 yM, p>q>0.
P-p q-t*

Through every point x, y, z pass two elliptic hyperboloids (// x and /u3) and
a hyperbolic paraboloid (fj, z).

Differential Geometry.

The line-element or the distance of two points is given by the

absolute value of the square-root of

dsz = dx* + dy
z + dz2 ,

x, y, z, and x + dx, etc., being the Cartesian coordinates of the

points. In any other coordinate system x t , x z ,
x3 (generally

curvilinear or Gaussian coordinates), we have

3x dx 3y 8y dz dz
where g,= -r- +--- +^ =

&... Modern authors write
9x

t
OXK o%

t
dxK ox^ 3x

K

shortly

with the convention that every term in which a suffix, such as

t or K, occurs twice is to be summed over all (in our case three)
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values of the suffix. In any new coordinates x t

'

, x 2

f

, x3

r

, the line-

element becomes

where

a*

The glK
= gKt , obeying this law of transformation, form a sym-

metrical covariant tensor of rank two. (Cf. Tensor Calculus,

infra.) In polar coordinates r, 6, <f>,
such that x= r cos 6, y=

r sin d . cos
(f>,

z= r sin d . sin <,

<Zs
2 = <*r

a + r2(de* + sin2 d .
d<{>

2
).

In cylindrical coordinates, with x = p cos
17, y = p sin

17,
z = 2,

ds2 = dzz + dp
2 + P

2
drj

2
.

In any orthogonal curvilinear coordinates x
it

dsz =

where gu are essentially positive functions of xv x 2 ,
x 3 .

The angle 6 between two coinitial line-elements ds= (glKdxt
dxK)*

and da = (giKd^d^K)^ is given by

cos -
dsda

in general coordinates. In Cartesians, cos d =* (dx dg + dy dr) + dz d)
(ds da)~

l
.

The volume-element is, in general coordinates,

dr = V g dx 1dx 2dx3 ;

this is a tensor of rank zero, i.e. an invariant with respect to any
transformations of coordinates whatever ; g

=
| g llc \

,
the discri-

minant of the quadratic differential form ds2
, is transformed

d(x 1
f

,
x2 , x3 ) a*/

into g = g : J2
,
where / is the Jacobian or -

always finite and
=f= by assumption. We have dx dx 2 dx3

f

JdXi dx2 dx3 . In Cartesians, dr = dx dy dz
;

in polar coordinates,

13
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dr = Vg . dr dd
d<f>

= r2 sin d dr d6
d(f> ; in cylindrical coordinates,

drpdp dr) dz.

Plane curves. The angle 6 which the tangent to the curve at a

point x, y makes with the #-axis is given by tan 6 = dy/dx. The

equation of the tangent at x, y is

(f
-

x)y'
-

to
-

y)*'
= o,

and that of the normal

(| x)x' + (17 y)y'
= o,

the dashes denoting derivatives with respect to any independent

parameter u. For u = x the tangent is (f x)y' (17 y)
= o, and

the normal, | x + (17 y)y'
= o. If the curve is given by/(#, y)

= o,

the equation of the tangent becomes

and that of the normal,

a/ a

the direction cosines of the normal being /, m = \( ,

J,

r/8/\2 /9/\2~HA= I + UT- . The curvature or the reciprocal of the
L\ 8*/ \ 8y/ J

radius of curvature (R) is, in absolute value,

whence, for u= x,

R

k =

x'y" - y'X
"

(x '2 + y '2)3/2

(i + y'
2
)

5 ''2

With the arc s= JV4*
8 + dy

2 as independent variable,

i. :

k = J()
2

.

V \ds2

The coordinates of the centre of curvature (centre of
"

circle of

curvature ") are
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X=x-py', Y=y+px f

, p = (x'*+ y'
2
)

: (x'y"
-

y'x"),

and for u = x,

X=x-py', Y=y+p, p = (i + y'
2
)

: y":

The evolute of the curve is the locus of
;

this coincides with the

envelope of the curve normals ; with the above symbols,

dXz + dY* = dR2
.

The equation of the envelope of a simple infinity or family of

plane curves f(x, y, c)
= o is obtained by eliminating the parameter

c between / = o and 3//3c
= o, or, in parametric form, by finding

X = x(c), y = y(c) from these two equations. The envelope exists

provided that with these solutions (assumed to be real) the deriva-

tives 3//3#, 3//3y do not vanish simultaneously.

Element of area (plane), da = dxdy. In polar coordinates,

da = r dr dd. In any coordinates x^, x2 , for which ds2 = gllc
dx

L
dxK

(i,
K = i, 2), we have (similarly to dr in three dimensions)

da = Vg dx t dx z ,
where g = | glK \

= gng22
-

g12
2

. The elementary
area (of first order) swept out by the radius vector y of a curve

(orbit) is |(y dx x dy)
=

^r
2dd.

Twisted curves (space curves). The parametric form of the

equations of a twisted curve is x = x(u), y= y(u), z = z(u). Other

forms are f(x, y, z)
= o, g(x, y, z)

= o ;
x = x(z), y = y(z). In the

former case the curve appears as the intersection of two general

surfaces, and in the latter, as that of two cylindrical surfaces, one

normal to the xz, the other normal to the yz plane. If %' dxjdu,

etc., the equations of the tangent at x, y, z are

and the direction cosines of the tangent,

. , .

dx dy dz

the elementary arc of the curve being ds = Vx' z + y'
2 + z'

2 du. The

equation of the normal plane (i.e. plane through x, y, z, normal to

the tangent) is

(|
-

x)x' + (n- y)y' + (- z}z'
= o.

The equation of the osculating plane of the curve, at a point x, y, z, is
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it

x"

z

z"

= 0.

fa&\
The first curvature, defined by k = Lim ( ), where Jar is the

angle between consecutive tangents, is

ds2
J

R =
i/k is the radius of the circle of curvature (in osculating

plane). The normal contained in the osculating plane is called the

principal normal, and the perpendicular to the osculating plane,

at x, y, z, the binormal of the curve. The direction cosines of the

principal normal are

fdzx d2
y d2z\

glh>1 =
VfcT

2 '^'

and those (A, /*, v) of the binormal,

dy d2z dz

The second curvature or torsion, defined by i/T = Lim

Aa is the angle between consecutive binormals, is

Aa
,
where

_
T~ds +

ds

Althoiigh there is no circle of second curvature, T is sometimes

called the radius of the second curvature or the torsion radius.

Frenet's formula (or
"
Serret's formulae ") are

d i dg I A dA g-
ds

d, m. n) _ - fe. ,,);-.--_ _, etc. ;
- - -

, etc.

A consequence of these formulas is that a space curve is completely
determined by its radii R and T as given functions of the arc s,

that is to say, two curves satisfying these data can differ only in

position and orientation in space, and can, therefore, be superposed
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by a rigid motion of one of them. The differential equations
R =

R(s), T =
T(s), are, therefore, called the intrinsic equations of a

curve. It was shown by Darboux that the solution of these equa-
tions is reducible to the integration of a single differential equation
of the Riccati type,

if+ + --

For a plane curve i/T= o, and the equation becomes immediately

integrable. In the more general case the knowledge of any parti-

cular integral is sufficient for solving the problem completely by

simple quadratures. Cylindrical helices are curves traced on any

cylindrical surface and cutting all its generatrices under the same

angle ;
if # is measured parallel to a generatrix, we have I = dx/ds

= const., and, by Frenet's formulae, g = o, A = const., whence

R/T =
//A

= const., that is to say, the principal normal of the

helix coincides everywhere with the normal of the cylindric surface,

and the ratio of the two curvatures is constant. The converse

(Bertrand's theorem) is also true, i.e. every curve for which

R/T = const, is a cylindrical helix. On developing the surface

upon a plane, the helices become straight lines. The common
"
helix

"
is a helix drawn on a right circular cylinder ;

its equations
are x = hu/2ir, y = a cos u, z = a sin u.

Theory of Surfaces. The surface may be written either in the

form f(x, y, z)
= o, or, what represents it more directly as a bi-

dimensional manifold (or two-space), in the parametric form

x = x(xv xz), y = y(xv xz), z = z(xv xz), . . (i)

the curves x = const, and # 2
= const, being a double family or

network of curves spread over the surface. The variables x v ,
x z

are known as Gaussian coordinates. If, as before, x, y, z are

ordinary Cartesians, the line-element ds, i.e. the elementary arc

of a curve drawn on the surface, is given by ds2 = dx2+ dy
2 + dz2

,

where dx = dx, + dx z , etc. Thus, in the most general case,

'

; (2)

where
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3x dx ay dy fiz dz

similarly, as on p. 192, for a three-space, with the only difference

that now t, K = i, 2. From the intrinsic point of view, writing

down (2) with glK given as functions of x lt x 2 (without any reference

to the values of gll(
in terms of dxpxv etc.) is the proper way of

characterising a surface in itself, i.e. without reference to the third

dimension, from the standpoint, as it were, of bidimensional beings

confined to the surface. In fact, all properties of the surface as

a two-space can be derived from the knowledge of (2), which is

called the first fundamental quadratic form of the surface, i.e. from

the knowledge of the gi(C (called by Gauss
"
the fundamental mag-

nitudes of first order ") as given functions of xv x 2 . The form (2)

is definite, positive, ffi. gn , g22 ,
and g = gng22 i2

2 are all positive.

The arc-elements of the coordinate lines X T ,
x 2 , are, respectively,

ds 1
= Vg22dx 2 , ds 2

= Vgudxj, and the angle CJ between these lines

is given by

cos G = g12 : Vgng22 . . (4)

so that they form an orthogonal system when and only when g12
= o.

The angle between any two coinitial line-elements ds, ds'
,

is (simi-

larly as on p. 193)

ds ds

and the element of area (cf. ibidem],

do = dx^dx 2Vg . . . (5)

The general form (2) can be written ds2 = (A+ iE](A iE), where

A = Vg lldx 1 + g l2dx 2/Vg llt B =
Vg/giidXt, i = V - i. Let A + ip

be an integrating factor of A + iB, giving

(A + in) (A + iB) = d(u + iv).

Then the line-element will assume the form

ds2 = p(du
2 + dvz

)
. . . . (6)

where p = p(u, v)
=

(A
2 +

/u,

2
)"

1
. The network u, v, dividing the

surface into infinitesimal squares, is called an isometric or isothermic
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system, and u, v, are referred to as isometric parameters. If
(f>
+ i*l>

is equalled to an arbitrary function of u + iv, then <, / are again
isometric parameters. If x, y are Cartesians in a plane, x = u,

y = v give a conformal representation of the surface upon the plane,

i.e. such that angles are faithfully reproduced. Null-lines of the

surface are called the imaginary curves u iv = const, to which, by

(6), correspond line-elements of vanishing length. The meridians

and the parallel circles of any rotational surface (surface of revolution)

form an isothermic system ; since, in obvious symbols, ds2 =
dl2 + r2dd2

,
the corresponding isometric parameters are 6 and

The surface normal (whose treatment implies, manifestly, a

reference to the third dimension) has the direction-cosines

/df df df\ F/aA2 /aA *. /3A~M
X, Y,Z = (, -, -

\dx dy dZ;

if f(x, y, z)
= o is the equation of the surface in Cartesians. The

equation of the tangential plane is X( x} + Y(-rj y) + Z( z)

= o. In relation to the first fundamental form (2), g being its

determinant, we have

X = = d(y, z) d(x, y)

The second fundamental quadratic form of the surface is defined by

(f>
= (dX dx + t^Y dy + dZ dz) =yudx l

2 + 2y12dx l
dx 2 +y2Zdx 2

2
(7)

or, shortly, <
= y^dx^dx^ The yt/c (called by Gauss

"
the funda-

mental magnitudes of the second order ") are, as well as the glK
*

invariant with respect to rigid motion. We have

yu= -=
Vs

dx
dy_

9%

dz

**,

dx

dx 2

* Gauss wrote E, F, G, forg 11( glz , gM , and D, D', D" for ^ (yn , ylz ,
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82

y12 and y22 differ from this only by having, in the first row,

and -
, respectively, instead of 8

2
/9#i

2-o'^ -f ' ' *

8
!

2
'

v/v<j

The curvature of a normal section of the surface, having the

direction dx^ : dx 2 of its line-element at x lt
x 2 ,

is

(8)

The maximum and the minimum values, k 1 and k z,oik are the roots

of the quadratic

gk
2

(22/11
"~ 2

i 2yi2 + iiy22)^ + y = y = I ytK I
'> (9)

the corresponding directions on the surface, orthogonal to one

another, are called chief or principal directions (tangential to the

principal normal sections). Euler's Theorem : For a normal section

making with the first principal section the angle 9

k = &! cos2 6 + k 2 sin2 9 . . . (10)

Meunier's Theorem : The section by a plane inclined to the normal

at an angle and passing through the tangent of a normal section

of curvature radius R =
i/k, has the curvature radius R cos .

The two roots of (9), or principal curvatures, are real for every
real surface. The mean curvature, i.e. their algebraic sum, is

k-i + k 2
= -(yug22

-
2y12g 12 + y22glx), . . (n)

o

and the Gaussian measure of curvature, or simply the curvature of

the surface, is their product,

^=^ 2 =y:g, . . (12)

i.e. equal to the ratio of the discriminants of the second and the

first fundamental quadratic forms. The curvature K, or
"
the

curvature of the first fundamental form
"

(2), which can also be

defined intrinsically in relation to (2) alone (cf. infra), is not changed

by bending the surface, without stretching or tearing ;
this is the

famous Theorema egregitim of Gauss.
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At a point where k l
= k 2 (umbilic), the curvature k of all normal

sections is, by (10), one and the same. The condition for an umbilic

is easily written down by (9).

The lines of curvature, forming an orthogonal network, follow

everywhere the principal directions of the" surface.* The differential

equation of the lines of curvature is

(11X12
-

7iii2)^*i
2 + (11722

-
22711)^*1^2

+ (12722
-

If dx, etc., be the Cartesian components of an element of a line of

curvature, and dX, etc., the corresponding differentials of the

direction-cosines of the surface normal, we have, the formula of

Rodriguez,

dX _dY _ dZ

dx dy dz

the common value of these magnitudes being k l for one, and
- & 2 for the other line of curvature at x, y, z. The intersection

curves of any triple orthogonal system of surfaces are lines of

curvature.

Dupin's indicatrix is the section of the surface by a plane

parallel to, and at an infinitesimal distance h from, the tangential

plane ;
its equation, furnishing the plain geometrical meaning

of the second fundamental form (7), is

= h
;

its principal axes lie in the principal normal sections of the surface
;

its pairs of conjugate diameters give, in Dupin's terminology, pairs

of conjugate tangents and normal sections of the surface. The

indicatrix is an ellipse or a hyperbola according as K > o or K< o,

and for K = o a degenerate parabola (two parallel straights).

Geodesies of a surface are curves whose principal normals every-

where coincide with the surface normals (this is the necessary,

but not the sufficient, condition for a curve to be the shortest line

between two surface points). Gauss's equation of a geodesic

cutting the lines x 2
= const, under the angles 6 is

*
Originally a line of curvature is denned by the requirement that the

surface normals drawn from all curve points should form a developable
surface,
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, j , lJ ^ ,
,

.

* -\
-- dx<> +2 dx-i - dx z -r ax-., (13)Sui S* 2 I \S*2 a*i

and if xv x 2 be orthogonal coordinates,

The geodesies of a surface of revolution have the property r sin a
= const., where r is the radius of a parallel circle and a the angle

between the geodesic and the meridians.

The total curvature J/C da of a geodesic triangle traced upon any
surface is equal to the excess of its angle sum over two right angles

(Gauss). If K = const., the area of the triangle is equal to the

excess divided by the curvature.

The intrinsic expression for the curvature K of a surface, con-

taining, that is, only the coefficients glK
of the fundamental form

(2) and their derivatives with respect to x
lt

x2 ,
is that written in

terms of Riemann's four-index symbols (IK, A/n) [see Tensor Cal-

culus, infra], to wit

which, in developed form, amounts to

, _ T
/

d
[~

gi2 Sgii i^ dg22

Vg 3*J

For any transformation whatever of xv x z into x^, x 2', the symbol
a*.'

(12, 12) is transformed into (12, 12)'
=

(12, 12) :
,
and since

also g'
= g :

,
the curvature as expressed by (14) is seen to

8*.

be invariant with respect to any transformation of the coordinates.

Formula (140), valid for any x lt x 2 , becomes, for orthogonal

coordinates,
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and for isothermic coordinates, to which corresponds the line-

element (6),

I / 8
2 32 \K = + }logp.

2p\du* 8u2/

The following collection of formulae corresponding to the Cartesian

form z =
z(x, y) of the surface equation will be found useful.

Introduce Euler-Monge's notation,

/a 3 32 32 32 \

p, q, r, s, t =
, , , , ur.

\ox dy o%2
cxoy 3y

2
/

Then, with x lt x 2
= x, y, the coefficients of the first fundamental

form (2) will become

11
= i + P

z
> 12

=
i>q, 22

= i + f,

and those of the second form (7)

yu. yi2> 722
=

(*, M) ; g = i + p
2 + q

2
.

Vg

Further, the direction
:
cosines of the surface normal,

X, Y, Z = ^(
-

p,
-

q, i).

Vg
The differential equation of the lines of curvature,

[(i + p*)s
-

pqr]dx* + [(i + p*}t
-

(i + q*)r]dx dy
+ [Pi*

-
(i + q*)s]dy

z = o,

and that of the geodesies,

p(dy dzz - dz d*y) + q(dz d
zx - dx d*z)

= dx dz
y
-

dy d*x.

The mean curvature, H =
k^ + k 2 ,

H =
[(i + q*)r + (i + p*}t

-
2pqs] . g~

3 /2
;

also, with X, etc., as above,

dx ZY azH = _ = - div (x, y, z),
dx dy dz

and the Gaussian curvature K = k^k2 ,

K =(rt- s
2
)

: g
2

.
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H = o is the differential equation of minimal surfaces, i.e.

surfaces of smallest area for a given boundary curve.

Two surfaces having the same constant curvature K are develop-
able upon one another. The line-element for a surface of constant

positive curvature K = R~2
(spherical surface) is ds2 = dr2 +

R2 sin2 (r/R) . d02
,
and for a surface of constant negative curvature

K = - R~2
(pseudospherical surface), ds2 = dr2 + R2 sinh 2

(r/R) . dd2
.

Non-Euclidean Geometry.

If any of the independent axioms or postulates of Euclidean

geometry (explicitly mentioned or implicitly contained in Euclid)

is abandoned or replaced by another, not clashing with the remaining

ones, a mathematical discipline is obtained which is called, generally,

a non-Euclidean geometry. A good number of such geometries
have of late been constructed, some more and some less strikingly
"
pathological

"
as compared with Euclid, but each perfectly con-

sistent in itself. Of these only two will be here considered, the

hyperbolic or Lobatchevskyan geometry, due to N. I. Lobatchevsky
and J. Bolyai (about 1825, with Gauss and others as precursors), and

the elliptic geometry, originally due to Riemann. The correspond-

ing metrical spaces are again called hyperbolic and elliptic. Both

geometries abandon Euclid's fifth postulate, i.e. the famous parallel-

postulate. The hyperbolic geometry retains all other Euclidean

assumptions, while in the elliptic geometry the infiniteness of the

straight line is given up, the elliptic straights being closed in them-

selves. Both spaces are of constant curvature (cf. infra) , negative for

the hyperbolic, and positive for the elliptic. The parabolic, i.e.

Euclidean, space is of zero curvature or "flat," called also homaloidal.

From the differential point of view there is but one elliptic (as well

as one hyperbolic) space ; but with regard to the totality of space,

there are two kinds (to be specified further on) : one called spherical,

and the other (due to Klein) properly
"

elliptic
"
space.

Hyperbolic Geometry. Let a be a straight, a point not on a,

and p the perpendicular from to N on a. In the plane Oa con-

sider a pencil of straight lines I through 0. Some / meet a, on the

right or left of N ; the remaining lines / of the pencil, filling out a

finite angular region, do not meet a at all. The latter, non-intersect-

ing lines are divided from the intersecting ones by two distinct
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limiting lines, lt and / 2 , asymptotic to a, to the right and to the left.

These
l-^
and /2 are Lobatchevsky's two parallels to a. The line pair

(a, /j) determines one, and (a, 12)
another point at infinity, say Qj, 12 2 ,

which can be viewed as centres of pencils or, more generally, of

bundles of lines. Oj sends through every point P of space a parallel

to one, and Q 2 a parallel to the other half of a. Thus, two straights

parallel to a third (same side) are parallel to one another. Returning
to the lines through 0, the parallels l lt 1 2 are equally inclined to

ON. The acute angle, NOl^ = N012 , the angle of parallelism, a

function of p alone (and of the space constant), is denoted by II (p),

after Lobatchevsky. For p->Q, H tends to a right angle (infinitesimal

Euclideanism) , and for p = oo
,
II = o.

For any p,

sin II (p)
= sech (pfR), cos U(p) = tanh (p/R), .

tan

where R is a real constant, characterising the given hyperbolic space.

The curvature of the space is K = i/R
2

.

The sum of angles in any rectilinear triangle is smaller than two

right angles, the defect being equal to the area of the triangle

divided by R2
. With all three sides indefinitely increasing, the angle

sum tends to zero. There are no similar triangles of different sizes.

The circle with indefinitely increasing radius (or centre receding
to infinity) does not tend to a straight but to a curved line, the

horocycle, which is the orthogonal trajectory of a plane pencil of

parallel lines. Similarly, in three dimensions, the limit of a sphere
is a curved surface, the horosphere. Any plane section of a horosphere
is a circle

;
in particular, a normal section is a horocycle. The ratio

of the arcs of two concentric horocycles, contained between two

radii, is e IR
, where D is the radial distance of the two horocycles.

The geometry on the horosphere is Euclidean, straight lines being

replaced by horocycles which are the geodesies of the horosphere.
The geometry on a hyperbolic plane is identical with that on a

Euclidean sphere with imaginary radius iR* straight lines of the

* Or on a (real) Euclidean pseudosphere, a surface of constant negative
curvature (cf. p. 204). The pseudosphere, having the shape of a champagne
tumbler, is the surface of revolution of a tractrix, a plane curve denned by the

property that its tangent between the contact point and its asymptote has a

constant length.
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plane corresponding to the geodesies of that surface. Therefore, all

the formula of plane hyperbolic trigonometry follow at once from

those of the ordinary (Euclidean) spherical trigonometry (cf. supra)

on replacing R, the radius of the Euclidean sphere, by iR, in all

sides of triangles, and leaving angles unchanged. Thus, for instance,

in a right-angled triangle, with hypotenuse c, the familiar formulae

of spherical trigonometry,

c a b be
cos - = cos cos -

,
sin - = sin - sin p,

give for a rectilinear right-angled triangle in the hyperbolic plane,

remembering that cos ix = cosh x, sin ix = i sinh x,

u c u a v b u b u c
cosh = cosh cosh , sinh - = sinh sin p,R R R R R

and so on.

The circumference of a circle of radius r is 2irR sinh (r/R), and the

area of the circle qnR* sinh2
(r/2R).

Let u, v be the lengths of the perpendiculars from a point P on two

orthogonal straight axes, r the distance of P from the cross of

these axes as origin, and 6 the angle between the second axis and OP.

Then the Weierstrass coordinates of P are

u v r
x 1
= R sinh -

,
x z
= R sinh -

,
x3
= R cosh ,R R R

or

r r r

x, = R sinh cos 6, x z
= R sinh - sin 9, x s

= R cosh .

R R R

These coordinates satisfy the identical relation

v2i~2_~2_ _ 7?2
*! ^ *2 A Z

~ "

Equation of a straight line,

ax 1 + bx2 + cx3
= o,

where a2 + bz c2 = I. Straight passing through two points ^ and

ij { (i
= 1,2,3),
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The distance D of two points, x
i
and y ( ,

is given by

cosh - =
(*iyi + * 2y 2

- * 3y 3)>K Kr

and the angle e between two straights, ax + bx 2 + cx3
= o,

a'xi + b'x 2 + c'x3
= o, by

cos = aa' + bb' cc'.

i r\
Line-element in the hyperbolic plane, ds2 = dr2 + R2 sinh2 -

)dd
2

,

\RJ

or ds2 = dxj
2 + dx 2

2 - dx3
z

.

For three-dimensional space, in polar coordinates, r, <f>, 9,

R

or ds2 = dxj
2 + dx z

2 + dx 3
2 -

dx,,
2

,
.
*

where x
i
are Weierstrass's space-coordinates,

Y
xv x z ,

x3
= R sinh- . (cos <f>

cos 6, cos
(f>

sin d, sin
<f>),R

r

Xt = R cosh -
,K

satisfying the identical equation

The equations of a straight line or geodesic of the space, B^ds
=

o,

are, directly by (ia), (2),

whence x
{
= A

t
cosh (s/R) + Bt

sinh (s/R), the constants A
if
B

i
to be

determined from the initial point and initial direction of the geodesic.

The distance D of two points x
it y, (i

' =
i, 2, 3, 4) is given by

cosh (D/R) = (x^i + Xzyz + x 3y3
-

x^y^) : R2
.
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The volume-element is (cf. p. 193) dr = Vg dr
d(j> dd, i.e. by (i),

dr = R2 sinh2 - . dr d<f> d6.

(2f

2r\
sinh -

).R R]
Elliptic Geometry. The straight line is finite, closed. There are

no (coplanar) parallels. Every two coplanar straight lines intersect

in one point (elliptic or polar kind of space) or in two points (spherical

or antipodal kind) . All coplanar perpendiculars to a straight / meet

on one side in a point P, and on the other side of / in a point P'.

In spherical space P and P' are distinct points, called antipodal

points, so that every two coplanar straights intersect twice. In

polar or properly
"

elliptic
"

space P and P' coincide ; thus two

coplanar elliptic straights intersect in one and only one point, and

two distinct points always determine uniquely a straight as their

join. Tj^e plane in spherical space is (like the ordinary sphere)

a two-sided surface. The plane in the polar kind of elliptic space, or

shortly, the elliptic plane, is one-sided, like the well-known sheet of

Mobius (strip of paper half twisted and having then its ends joined);

the elliptic plane is not divided by a straight, traced on it, into two

distinct domains. The common cross P (or its antipode P', in

spherical space) of all coplanar perpendiculars to I is called the

absolute pole of the straight /, and / the absolute polar of P. The
mutual distance of two points is proportional to the angle between

their polars.

The differential geometry and, in fact, the geometry of a re-

stricted region is the same for the two kinds (polar and antipodal) of

elliptic space.

The line-element is, in polar coordinates,

dsz - drz + Rz sin2 -
(d<p + sin2

(f>
d82

),R

R being a real constant ; i/R
z is the space-curvature. Plane

trigonometry is the same as spherical Euclidean trigonometry with

R as the radius of the sphere. Thus, for instance, in the case of a

right-angled triangle, cos (c/R)
= cos (ajR) cos (b/R), and so on. In

short, all the formulae for a space of constant positive curvature
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follow from those given before for hyperbolic space on replacing

iR by R. This remark applies also to the definition and the pro-

perties of the Weierstrass coordinates. Thus it is enough to replace

in their definition formulae given above the hyperbolic functions

of r/R by the ordinary sine and cosine. The identical relation (2)

will be replaced by
x* + x* + x* + *4

2 = R*,

and the line-element (la) by

The excess of the angle sum of a rectilinear triangle over two right

angles is equal to the area of the triangle divided by Rz
. The

circumference of a circle of radius r is zirR sin (r/R), and its area

i ,

in2 (r[2R). The volume of a sphere is 7rR3
(

sin
).

The
\ R R)

total length of a straight line is, for the polar and the antipodal

spaces,

TrR and

respectively. The total areas of the elliptic (polar) and the spherical

planes are

and 4-irR
2

.

The total volume of the elliptic (polar) space is 7r
2^3

, and that of the

spherical space 27T
2R3

.

Protective Geometry.

For the axioms or assumptions see O. Veblen and J. W. Young's
Protective Geometry (Ginn & Co.), vol. i. chap, i., and vol. ii., by Veblen,

chap. i. ; also section vii. of article
"
Geometry," by A. N. Whitehead,

in Ency. Brit., nth ed., and Grundlagen der Geometric, by F. Schur

(Teubner, 1909), especially i and 2. For a systematic study of the

whole subject, to precede the reading of Veblen and Young's book, the Protective

Geometry by G. B. Mathews (Longmans, 1914) will be found very helpful.

In the present volume reasons of space prevent us from giving anything
more than a few theorems and explanations of terms which are likely to be

useful in various connections.

In what follows
"

line
"

will stand for
"
straight line."

Duality in a plane : any proposition about lines and points

remains valid if
"
point

"
and

"
line

"
are interchanged. Duality

14
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in three-space : any proposition remains valid if
"
point

"
and

"
plane

"
are interchanged,

"
line

"
being left intact (self-dual).

Desargues' Theorem. If two coplanar or non-coplanar triangles

ABC, A'B'C' are perspective from a point (lines A A', BB', CC',

concurrent or copunctal), they are also perspective from a line,

i.e. the three pairs of homologous sides BC, B'C'
; CA, C'A' ;

AB, A'B' meet in collinear points. Conversely, if two triangles

are perspective from a line, they are also perspective from a point.

This is the plane dual of the preceding theorem.

Similarly, in space, two tetrahedra perspective from a point are

also perspective from a plane : the six pairs of edges meet in coplanar

points, and the four pairs of faces intersect in coplanar lines. The

converse, being the space dual, holds.

A complete quadrangle (or tetrastim) is a system of four points, its

vertices (dots), no three collinear, and of their six connectors or

sides. The cross of two opposite sides (i.e. not on the same vertex)

is a diagonal point (codot).

A complete quadrilateral (tetragram), consisting of four sides and

six vertices, is the plane dual of the aforesaid.

If five pairs of homologous sides of two complete quadrangles

(coplanar or not) intersect on a straight line, the sixth pair of sides

will intersect on the same line.

The set of six points in which the sides of a complete quadrangle
meet a line is called a quadrangular set of points. If five of these

points are given, the sixth is uniquely determined. A quadrangular
set of lines, the plane dual of the aforesaid set, consists of the six

lines joining the vertices of a complete quadrilateral with a point

coplanar with it but not on any of its sides. The section of such

a set of lines by a transversal line is a quadrangular set of points.

Of the six sides of a quadrangle any three either form a triangle

or meet in a vertex ; the former are said to constitute a triangle

triple, and the latter a point triple of lines. The same names are

given to the corresponding triples of points of a quadrangular set

of points, and this set is denoted by Q(i23, 456), where 123 is a

point triple, and 456 a triangle triple of points of the set, i and 4,

2 and 5, 3 and 6 being on the pairs of opposite sides of the quad-

rangle. Similarly for a quadrangular set of lines, or of planes (the

space dual of a quadrangular set of points). The section of a
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quadrangular set of planes by a plane is a quadrangular set of

lines.

A harmonic set of elements * is the special quadrangular set

Q(i32, 134), which is denoted briefly by

H(i3, 24).

The elements 2, 4 are called harmonic conjugates with respect to i, 3.

Let the elements forming a harmonic set be points, for instance.

Then, by this definition of H as a special case of Q, the point i is

on a pair of opposite sides of a complete quadrangle ; similarly 3.

In other words, i and 3 are diagonal points (codots) of the quad-

rangle, and 2 and 4 are the crosses of the join 13 with the remaining
two opposite sides of the quadrangle (as explained in the figure).

Similarly, in a harmonic set (pencil) of lines, the plane dual of the

aforesaid, the lines i, 3

are diagonal lines of a

complete quadrilateral,

and 2, 4 are the joins of

the remaining two op-

posite vertices of the

quadrilateral with the

point 13. A harmonic

set (axial pencil) of planes, being the space dual of a harmonic

range of points, need not detain us here.

The pairs i, 3 and 2, 4 in H(i3, 24) play the same roles and are

interchangeable. The elements i and 3 are separated by 2 and 4,

and vice versa.

The harmonic conjugate of an element with respect to two other

elements of the set is uniquely determined. Thus, for example, if

the points i, 2, 4 (cf. figure) be given, the fourth harmonic conju-

gate to the point i (with respect to 2, 4) is a unique point 3 indepen-

dent, that is, of the choice of the auxiliary quadrangle.

Any section or projection of a harmonic set of elements is again
a harmonic set.

A projectivity (projective correlation) between two one-dimen-

sional forms f is uniquely determined when three pairs of cor-

* I.e. a range of points (collinear) or pencil of lines (copunctal) or of planes

(collinear).

t Ranges of points, or pencils of lines, or axial pencils of planes.
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responding elements are given. This is known as the fundamental

theorem of projective geometry, or v. Staudt's Fundamental Theorem.

A projectivity is said to be of period n if its w-fold application

(iteration) reproduces the original element. The involution is

a projectivity in a one-dimensional form of period two. In other

words, the homologous elements of an involution correspond to

each other doubly : P is transformed into P', and P' into P. The

homologous elements of an involution are said to form a pair of

conjugates. An invariant or self-corresponding element is called

a double element (point, line, plane) of the involution. An involution

is completely determined when two of its conjugate pairs, or two

double elements, or one double element and one conjugate pair,

are given. If an involution has one double element, it has also

another, distinct from the first. If three elements of an involution

were self-corresponding, all elements would be self-corresponding.

Thus an involution (which is not an identical transformation) has

at the utmost two double elements. If an involution has two

such elements, A= A' and B=B f

,
these separate harmonically

every pair C, C' of the involution, i.e. we have H(AB, CC') ; more-

over, the elements of no pair are separated by those of another pair.

Conversely, if but one pair separates another pair, every pair is

separated by every other pair of conjugates, and there are no

double elements.

The staudtian scale or numbered range of points on a line / is

constructed in the following way. Fix on / arbitrarily any three

distinct points P ,
P

lf P^. Construct the fourth harmonic P2 ,

giving H(P P2 , Pi-Poo)- Similarly construct P3 such that

H(P 1
P3 , P 2Poo), and so on, in general Pw+2 such that H(PnPn+2 ,

PM+iPoo), where n is any positive integer. Graphically the con-

struction amounts to this : Take A
, B, any two points (not on I)

collinear with PM ,
draw the line / x through Px and the cross Nj_

of P B with P^A, and the line BP^ crossing /a in N z . Then ^lA^
will cut / in P2 . Similarly, if N3 be the cross of BP2 with l

lt
the

line AN3 will cut I in P3 , and so on. Similarly, for negative integers,

the point P_ x on /, giving H(P_ 1P1 , PoP^,), will be obtained by

drawing AP ;
if N be the cross of AP with /, BN will find

P_i on I, and similarly for P_ 2 , and so on. All points P with

positive suffixes will be placed on the segment P^P^P^ of the line /
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and all those with negative suffixes on the supplement of /, beyond
P and beyond POT , succeeding each other in the numerical order

of the suffixes, . . .
-

3,
-

2,
-

i, o, i, 2, 3, . . . . In virtue of

the (generalised, projective) archimedean postulate, every point of

the first segment (not Pm )
can be exceeded by a point Pn , with a

finite integer n. The suffix # of a point Px is called its (non-homo-

geneous) projective coordinate, with P as origin, Pj as unit, and
Pm as terminal reference point. The latter point will have the

coordinate + oo as well as oo . Next, for points with fractional

coordinates, let / be the join of PM with the cross of APn and BP
,

and let the join of Pj and of the cross of AP and / intersect the

line AP^ in a pointM1/n
. Then the joins of M

1/n
with the aforesaid

N
lt
N 2 , etc., will find on I the points whose coordinates are

12 n 2M
x = -, -, etc. The points x = -, , etc., will be identical with P,,

n n n n

P 2 ,
etc. Similarly for negative rational coordinates. By a limes

reasoning, based on the assumption of continuity, the process is

easily extended to irrational numbers. Thus a one-to-one corre-

spondence is established between the points P on I and the system
of real numbers, the projective coordinates x of these points. (Only
on crossing P,,, itself there is a jump of x from oo to oo

.)
The

points x = o, i, oo being chosen, the coordinates x of all other points

of the line / are uniquely determined, i.e. independently of the choice

of the auxiliaries A, B.

The plane dual and the space dual of this construction give at once the

staudtian scale or system of projective coordinates x for a flat pencil of lines

and an axial pencil of planes, respectively.

The cross-ratio of four collinear points (or four lines of a flat

pencil or four planes of an axial pencil) whose coordinates are

It is invariant with respect to any projective transformation.

The cross-ratio of a harmonic set is R(o2, i oo
)
= i.

Any projectivity on a line, with its plane dual and space dual,

is expressed by
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ax+ BX=
yx + o

If y = o, the projectivity leaves P^ invariant, and can be written

x' = ax + b.

For 8 = a the projectivity becomes an involution :

yxx'
-

a(x + x')
-

j8
= O, a2 + jSy 4= ;

a /

its double elements are x = -
(i Va2 + j8y). Any projectivity in a

y
one-dimensional form may be represented as the product of two

involutions.

The relation between the scale of staudtians (x) and the scale of metrical

divisions (A) set up upon a straight line in any space of constant curvature

R- z is given by the formula

where Aj, A^, and A are the (metrical) lengths of the segments P P t , P PX ,

and P PX . For a euclidean straight line (J?=oo )
we have

For a riemannian straight line the general formula holds with R as curvature

radius ; and for a lobatchevskyan straight line R is to be replaced by the

curvature radius of the hyperbolic space, and cot by coth.

To set up a system of projective coordinates in a plane, take

any two distinct lines a, b, crossing in 0, as coordinate axes. Fix

arbitrarily the points A v Ax on a and B
lt B^ on b, which as

above will completely determine a staudtian scale on either axis.

If P be any point of the plane (not on the line A^B^), draw the

lines B^P and A^P cutting a and b in Px,
P

y
. Then x, y will be

the (non-homogeneous) projective coordinates of P. Similarly, for

space, take three non-coplanar lines a, b, c through as origin, and

fix on them at will the points A and A
tn ,B l and Bx , Cj and Cx .

If P be any point (not on the plane A^B^C^), lay the plane

PBX CX . This will cut a in a point Pxt whose coordinate will be

the ^-coordinate of P. Similarly PC^A^, PA^B^ will give the

y- and the ^-coordinates of P.
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In these projective coordinates the equation of a straight line

in the plane x, y will be ax + y + i = o, and the equation of a plane
in space ax+ fty+ yz+ i = o.

Homogeneous projective coordinates can be introduced in place of the non-

homqgeneous ones in much the same way as in metrical Analytical Geometry
(cf. supra).

A projective collineation is any projective one-to-one correspon-

dence between two-dimensional forms S 2 ,
S.2

f
or between three-

dimensional forms S3 , S3 ', in which to every element of S 2 (or S 3 )

corresponds an element of the same kind of S 2

'

(or S 3'), i.e. point

to point, line to line (plane to plane), and to every one-dimensional

form of S 2 (or S 3) a one-dimensional form of S 2
'

(or S3'), as, for

example, point range to point range, pencil of lines to pencil of

lines, etc. Any projective collineation of a plane is expressed in

point-coordinates x, y by

, =
'

a3lx + a32y + a 33 a3lx + a32y + a33

If 31
= #32

= o, the singular line A^B^ is transformed into itself.

Any projective collineation of space is expressed in point-coordi-

nates x, y, z by

^+.H
etc _ , ,

43* + 44

If 41
= a42

= a43
= o, the singular plane A^B^C^ is transformed

into itself.

A projective collineation in a plane which leaves invariant every

point on a fixed line / and every line through a fixed point is

called a planar perspective collineation ; I its axis, and its centre.

If is on I, we have a planar elation
;
and if is not on I, a planar

homology. A perspective collineation in three-space is a projective

collineation leaving invariant every point of a given plane a and

every plane through a given point ; a is called the plane, and

the centre of perspectivity. If is not on a, we speak of a homology ;

and if is on a, of an elation in space.

A projective correspondence in a plane in which the points P
on the one, and the lines p on the other hand, correspond to each

other doubly is called a polarity. The line p is the polar of P, and
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the point P the pole of p. (Pole of polar of P = P, polar of pole

of p = p.) Any projective collineation in a plane is the product of

two polarities. Let p lf p 2 be the polars of Pv Pz respectively ;

then, if P 2 is on p lt
P x is on p z ;

such points P lf P2 are said to be

conjugate. If p, the polar of P, passes through P, P is said to.be a

self-conjugate point, and p a self-conjugate line.

The self-conjugate points of any polarity are on a point-conic,

a curve of the second order (i.e. cut by every line of the plane in two

points, real and distinct or coinciding, or imaginary), whose equa-

tion in homogeneous projective coordinates x
lt

x 2 , x 3 (x=x^x z ,

y = # 2/#3) is

The self-conjugate lines of any polarity form a line-conic, a curve

or
"
pencil of lines

"
of the second class (i.e. having two tangents

from every point of the plane). This is the plane-dual of the

aforesaid. The point-conic is called also a conic range (of points),

and the line-conic a conic pencil (of lines) ; the lines of the latter

pencil are tangents of the conic. These definitions of conies are

due to v. Staudt (1847).

The original projective definition of conies, given by Steiner

(1832), and equivalent to that of v. Staudt, is as follows : The

crosses of corresponding lines of two coplanar (not copunctal) flat

pencils which are projective but not perspective
* form a point-

conic. Similarly (plane-dual), if two coplanar non-collinear ranges

of points are projective but not perspective, the joins of corre-

sponding points form a line-conic. A point-conic is completely
determined by five of its points, a line-conic by five of its lines.

Pascal's Theorem. If six points, the vertices of a hexagon

123456, are on the same conic, the three pairs of opposite sides

(12 and 45, 23 and 56, 34 and 61) meet in collinear points, and con-

versely. Brianchon's Theorem is the plane-dual of this theorem.

In Pascal's theorem it is assumed that no three of the six points

are collinear, and in Brianchon's, that no three of the six lines

are copunctal.

* Two flat pencils are said to be perspective if they are cuts of the same
axial pencil of planes or ejects of the same range of points. Two ranges of

points are said to be perspective if they are cuts of the same flat pencil of lines,
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The set of conies through four coplanar points (no three

collinear) is called a pencil of conies through these points as its

basal points. The plane-dual of this is a range of conies, and the

sides of the quadrilateral to which these are tangent are called the

basal lines of the range of conies. Any line in the plane of the

pencil, not on a basal point, intersects the conies of a pencil in

pairs of an involution. Dualise in plane.

The crosses of a pencil of conies and a coplanar projective pencil

of lines form a cubic (curve of third order) which passes through
the four basal points and the centre of the pencil. Every point-

cubic can be thus generated. Similarly for plane curves of the

third class as a plane-dual of the aforesaid.

Let a, b, c be three lines, no two coplanar. Then the set of all

lines meeting each of a, b, c is called a regulus or ruled system, and

a, b, c its directrices. The GO 2
points on the lines of a regulus form

a surface of the second order or a quadric. The set of all joins of

correlated points of two projective ranges whose bearers are not

coplanar is a regulus. The space-dual of this construction gives

again a regulus.

Vector Algebra and Analysis.

In this section the euclidean three-space is presupposed. The short name
of vector will stand for three-vector a special case of the more general
w-vector treated in the Calculus of Tensors (cf. infra). Only so-called free

vectors, not those localised in a line or a plane, will be taken into account.

A vector * can be denned as an ordered pair of points,^ O, A or OA,
O its origin and A its end-point. The distance OA is called the

size or the tensor of the vector. A vector of unit size is called

a unit vector.

Vectors will be printed in clarendons, as A, B, m, n, etc., and

their tensors will be denoted by the same letters in italics, A, B, m, n,

etc. The denomination (geometrical or physical) of A will be that

of A. Thus if A is a velocity-vector, A will be a velocity, i.e. the

dimensions of A will be [lt~
l
] .

* Or at least the geometric representative of any vector, such as a velocity,

momentum, force, etc., as well as the most immediate space vector, a

displacement.

f Or
"

directed segment,"
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A, B are defined to be equal if they have the same tensors and

the same direction (i.e. are concurrently parallel), no matter what

the relative position of their origins. Thus A = B stands for

A = B and AffB.

Equivalently, the oo 3 vectors transformable into each other by a

pure translation are all equal.

Vectors with a common origin are called coinitial. Two or more

vectors form a chain if the end-point of the first is the origin of the

second, etc. Since by the equality definition any two vectors can

be reduced to a chain, the following definition of vector sum will

cover all cases :

A, B being linked up into a chain, the vector drawn from the

origin of A to the end-point of B is called the sum of A and B, and

is written

A + B.

If A, B be made coinitial in 0, A + B is represented by the diagonal,

from O, of the parallelogram constructed on OA, OB. This gives

at once the commutative property

A + B = B + A.

Since A + B is again a vector, the meaning of (A + B) + C is fixed

by the original definition. The associative property holds, i.e.

(A + B) + C = A + (B + C), etc.

Thus the brackets become superfluous.

The tensor of a vector sum A + B + . . . is written
|
A + B + . . .

|,

a notation used for absolute values in ordinary algebra.

If A, B are collinear (or parallel) vectors, then

|
A+B

|

= \AB |,

according as A, B have the same or opposite senses. In general,

|

A+B |=t= \AB \.

A vector is nil if its end-point coincides with its origin. In other

terms, we have A = o, if A =
o, and conversely. Thus the sum of

any number of vectors which can be linked up into a closed chain

js zero, and vice versa. In particular, for a closed chain of two
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vectors A = O, A and A' = A, O, we have A + A' = o, which is also

written

A'= - A

and gives rise to the concept of the inverse or the negative of a

vector, A, O = -
(O, A).

In distinction from a vector any ordinary algebraic magnitude is

called a scalar.* If p be any positive scalar, integral, fractional, or

irrational, pA is the vector A stretched in the ratio p : i, and retain-

ing its direction and sense. If n be a negative scalar, nA is the

vector A stretched in the ratio
|

n
\

: i and inverted. The factor

- i inverts any vector, i . A = A.

If m, nbe any scalars,

m(A + B)
= mA + mB,

m(nA) = n(mA) = mn . A,

and so on, as in ordinary algebra.

Any vector A can be written

A = ^4a,

where a is the unit of A.

Let a, b be non-coilinear vectors, say coinitial. Then any vector

in, or parallel to, the plane a, b can be written R = #a + yb. Simi-

larly, if a, b, c be any non-coplanar vectors, any vector whatever

can be expressed by
R = #a + yb + 20.

If a, b, c be unit vectors, the scalars x, y, z are called the components
of R alon^a, b, c. If i, j, k be an orthogonal system of unit vectors,

we have in polar coordinates R, B, <j>,
for any vector,

R =
R[(i cos < + j sin

<j>]
sin + k cos 0],

the co-latitude 6 being counted from k and the longitude <f>
from

i towards j, if i, j, k be (as will henceforth be assumed) a right-handed

system (i.e. if i points up and j to the right, k points forward).

The scalar product of A, B is written AB, and is defined by

AB = AB cos (A, B).

* "
Scalar

"
has a somewhat different meaning in the tensor calculus

(cf. infra).
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It is commutative, AB = BA, as well as distributive, i.e.

A(B + C)
= AB + AC.

We have also (mA) (B) = mn . AB. Thus, if a, b be the units

of A, B,

AB = AB ab, and ab = cos (a, b).

If A-LB, then AB =
o, and vice versa. If A, B are collinear,

AB = AB according as A, B have the same or opposite directions.

The scalar square or autoproduct of a vector is the square of its

size, AA = A2 = A z
. Thus, if a be a unit vector, a2 = az = i. For

the aforesaid system i, j, k we have

If n be a unit vector, Rn is the othogonal projection of R upon n.

If Rv R 2 ,
R3 be the components of any vector R along i, j, k, we have

R2 = Rj
2 + K* + R 3

*
; AE = A 1B 1 + A ZB 2 + A 3B 3 .

Since AB is a scalar or ordinary number, expressions such as

(AB)C = C(AB) do not call for any further explanations. Instead

of brackets dots may be used as separators ;
thus (AB) C = AB . C

will be a vector along C, and A . BC = A(BC) a vector along A ;

again, AB . CD = (AB)(CD) will be the algebraic product of the two

scalar factors, and so on.

In virtue of the commutative and the distributive properties of the scalar

product we have, for instance, (A+ B)
2 = -<4

2 +.B 2+2AB, as in ordinary

algebra. In particular, if A-LB, (A+ B)
2 = A*+B 2

, expressing the theorem

of Pythagoras.

The vector product of A into B is a third vector C, denoted by
*

C = VAB,

normal to A, B, and drawn so that for a person glancing along C

the rotation turning A into B (through an angle smaller than TT)

* This, as well as AB for the scalar product, is Oliver Heaviside's notation.

J. W. Gibbs wrote A X B for the vector product, and A . B for the scalar product.

H. A. Lorentz writes [AB] for the former, and (AB) or AB for the latter

product. The scalar and the vector products are sometimes called (after

Grassmann) the inner and the outer products, respectively (cf. Tensor Calculus,

infra) .
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is clockwise. Its size is defined as equal to the area of the parallelo-

gram A, B, i.e.

C =
|
VAB

|

= AB
|

sin (A, B) |

.

The vector product is not commutative ; we have VAB = VBA.
If A

|| B, then VAB = o, and vice versa. If A-LB, then
|

VAB
|

= AB. If A points upward and B to the right, VAB points forward.

If a, b be the units of A, B, VAB = ^4-BVab, and
|

Vab
|

=
|

sin (a, b) |.

For the aforesaid i, j, k

Vij = k, Vjk =
i, Vki =

j ; Vii = Vjj = Vkk = o.

For any A we have VAA = o.

The vector product is distributive,

VA(B + C)
= VAB + VAC.

Thus also, V(A + B)(C + D) = VAC + VAD + VBC + VBD.
In orthogonal components, along the said i, j, k,

or

VAB - i(A zB 3
- A 3B 2)

VAB =
i J k

jL i 4\. o ^T. 3

B l B 2 B 3

The scalar product of A into VBC is written AVBC, and the vector

product VAVBC. We have

AVBC = BVCA = CVAB,

each of these scalar expressions representing the volume of the

parallelepipedon A, B, C. In Cartesians

AVBC =

For any A, B,

) D rj
>1 >2 jOg

1 ^2 ^3

AVAB = BVAB = o.

More generally, if A, B, C be coplanar, AVBC = o, and vice versa.

The vector product of A into VBC is coplanar with B, C, to wit,

VAVBC = B(CA)
-

C(AB),
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an important formula. Whence

VAVBC + VBVCA + VCVAB = o.

If u be a unit vector, (Ru)u is the part
* of R along u, and therefore

VuVRu = R -
(Ru)u,

the part of R normal to u, in size and direction. The unique solu-

tion of the equations VXu = A and Xu = s is

X = su + VuA.

If L = VAB and M = VCD,
then LM = (AC)(BD)

-
(BC)(AD),

VLM = C(DVAB) - D(CVAB),

or, using dots as separators, VLM =
(C . D - D . C)VAB.

A linear vector operator or may be denned as a distributive and

continuous operator, i.e. such that, for any A, B,

cr(A + B)
=

and that R' = nR is a continuous vector function of R.

By definition, cr(nR)
= w^R, where n is any scalar. Thus, if

R = Rj + R + fl 3k,

R' = Rj&i + R2&\ + Ra&k,

and therefore the Cartesian components of R' will be linear homo-

geneous functions of R
lt
R 2 ,

R 3 ,

RI =
(iwi)/?! + (icrj)# 2 + (iGTk)# 3 , etc.

Thus the most general linear vector operator cr is determined by
nine independent scalar coefficients or constituents, inri = C7n ,

isrj
= cr

21 , etc., ks?k = CT33 . Or, equivalently, cr is completely deter-

mined when the vector values era, trrb, ETC for any non-coplanar

a, b, c are given.

If for every A, B
= Bor'A,

the operator W is called the conjugate of or. Its constituents are

* " The part
"
of a vector is a vector to be distinguished from

"
component,"

which is a scalar.
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CT
' = CT

< t
- K AcTB = BCTA > and therefore cr

t(t

= GTW ,
the operator

cr is self-conjugate or symmetrical. If A^B = B^A, and there-

fore AcrA =
o, cr is an antisymmetrical or sfow operator. Every

& can be split into a symmetrical operator to and an antisymmetrical
one a, to wit,

ar = a>+a, cu = (CT+CT'), a =
|(BT

- W) = Vw,

i.e. for any operand R
CTR = coR + VwR,

where the vector w is, in terms of the constituents nr
i/t

of the full

operator CT,

If the solution of R' = srR for R be written R = OR', the linear

vector operator O is called the reciprocal of nr.

Every cr has the three scalar invariants

go=l CT.J> gi
= Oii+2a+83. g a

= ^n + BJM + Gr83 ,

where
|

cr
ije |

is the determinant of the nine nr
i)t

. If a, b, c be an

arbitrary system of orthogonal unit vectors and if era = A, crb = B,

ETC = C, these invariants can be written

go
= AVBC, g t

= aVBC + bVCA + cVAB, g 2
= Aa + Bb + Cc.

Principal axes of w are those directions ('a) of the operand
which are not changed by the application of cr, i.e. such that trra = era,

where a is a scalar. The latter satisfies the cubic

l<*
-

go
= O,

which has either one or three real roots.

For a symmetrical & = a) all three roots a =
coj, o> 2 ,

co 3 ,
^

ct^aZ values of the operator cu, are real. And so are also the corre-

sponding a, the principal axes of u>. These are mutually orthogonal.
If the principal axes be taken for i, j, k, we have

o> 2j(jR) + w 3k(kR),

or, omitting the operand and using dots (instead of brackets) as

separators,

o> = Wji . i + a) 2 . j . j + o 3k . k,
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which is known as the dyadic form of the operator ; i . i, etc., more

generally a . b being called a dyad, and a polynomial of dyads, with

scalar coefficients, a dyadic.

The general linear vector operator can be represented by the

dyadic
or = aa.e + /to. f + ye.g,

where a, b, c, the antecedents, and e, f, g, the consequents, each

form an orthogonal system, and where a, /?, y are scalars. The

operator sr can also be treated as a matrix of 3 x 3 constituents,

the vector-operand being considered as a matrix of 3 x i (or i x 3)

constituents (cf. Matrices, p. 77).

The differentiation of vectors with respect to a scalar variable t,

based on the definition dRjdt = R = Lim (JR/J/), follows the

obvious rules

d ....
-(P+ R) = P + R, R = Rr + Ri,

where r is the unit of R. Further,

d d .

^(PR)
= PR + PR, ^VPR

= VPR + VPR,

d

j(PVQR)
= PVQR + QVRP + RVPQ,

(tt *

and so on.

Let / be a scalar function of position, or, as it is called, a scalar

field. Then the gradient of /, written grad / or V/ is defined by

'/-=.J dn

where n is a unit vector normal to the surface / = const. The

vector V/ points in the direction of the most rapid increase of /.

In Cartesians, as a symbolic vector,

This operator is called the Hamiltonian or sometimes nabla.

If R be a function of position or a vector field, the two fundamental
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distribution properties of the field, the divergence and the curl

(or rotation) of R *, can be defined by

--
-j- .

dx oy oz

curl R - WR -
if

3 -
*) + etc.,

\dy dz I

or, in determinantal form, with Vj = 8/3#, etc.,

curl R =
i 3 k

Vi V2 Va
R 1 R 2 R 3

Identically, div curl R = VVVR = o, curl Vcf>
= Vw< = o. The

Hamiltonian, and therefore grad, div, and curl are all distributive.

The Laplacian V2 can be defined by

/ 32 82 32
'

\8x
2

ay
2

<

div

We have further, if
(f>, i/r

be scalar, and R, S vector fields,

= <> div R

where h is a unit vector and h a variable measured along it ;

div VRS = S curl R - R curl S,

div V = VVr + v2
<

;
div

curl (<R)
=

(f)
curl R - VRV<,

curl VRS = R div S - S div R + (SV)R
-

(RV)S,

curl 2 R = curl curl R = V div R - V2R.

Stokes' theorem,

IRds = In curl R . da,
J(S)

J

where a is a surface bounded by the circuit s, and n the unit normal

* Which can also be defined independently of the Hamiltonian by means of

limits of surface- and line-integrals of R, per unit of enclosed volume or of

bounded area, respectively.
15
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of da ; ds being written for tds, if t be a unit vector tangent to the

circuit. The sense of the circuit (s) with regard to n is positive,

i.e. anti-clockwise for a person erect along n.

Gauss' theorem (or the theorem of divergence),

\Rnda = div R . dr,

if dr be the volume-element of a space region bounded by the closed

surface a, and n the outward normal of a.

Green's theorem,

r c r^ilj

\ [V<f>Vi/J + <iV2^]^r = \J) da,
J J on

follows from the preceding one for R =
(f>ViJf.

In Cartesians

+ 4.
^~ ^~ + z~ ~ r 5~ 5~
ox ox oy oy oz cz

If u, v, w be any orthogonal system of generally curvilinear

(gaussian) coordinates, and a, b, c a right-handed normal system of

unit vectors such that

Vu = U&, W = Fb, Vw = PFc,

then

and if R
lt
R z , R3 be the components of any vector R along a, b, c,

U 9\ 3/ FW W 8^\1

uv 9/J'

cur, R =
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Since U* = (Vw)
2 = (du/dx)*+(du/dy)*+ (du/dz)

2
, etc., the square of the

three-dimensional (euclidean) line-element assumes in the u, v, w coordinates

the form
ds* =

where g llt g 22 , g 33 are U- 2
, V~2

, W~ z
, respectively. Thus, if the line-element

is given in any orthogonal (such as the polar, or cylindrical) coordinates,

grad, V 2
, div, and curl can at once be written in these coordinates. The

unit vectors a, b, C are, by definition, normal to the surfaces of constant

14, V, W.

Quaternions.

A quaternion, though originally treated by Hamilton as the

quotient of two vectors or as an operator turning one vector into

another, can here most conveniently be defined as the sum of a

vector A and a scalar a. Thus a = A + a will be a quaternion,

whose vector part is A, and whose scalar part is a,

Va = A, Sa = a.

The conjugate a' of a is defined by

a' = a A = Sa VA.

The equality of two quaternions, a =
b, means the same thing as

V = V6 and Sa = S&.

The sum of two quaternions, c = a + b, is defined by

Sc = Sa + S6, Vc = Va + Vb.

Thus
b + a = a +'b, a + (b + c)

=
(a + b) + c,

the commutative and the associative laws.

The product of two quaternions a = a + A, & =
/J + B is

ab = aj8 + j8A + aB + AB,

where AB is defined to be a quaternion AB = VAB + SAB, such that

VAB is identical with the vector product and SAB is the negative

scalar product already known from Vector Algebra (cf. supra}.

Thus, using now for distinction (AB) for the scalar product

|

A
|

.
|

B
|

. cos (A, B),

AB = VAB -
(AB),
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the minus sign being introduced to suit Hamilton's calculus. Ulti-

mately the product ab is determined by

Sab = a -
(AB), Vab = aB + jSA +VAB.

Whence, the distributive law,

a(b + c)
= ab + ac, (b + c)a

= ba + ca.

Also the associative property holds,

a . be = ab . c,

so that the separators become superfluous, abc having a unique

meaning. Similarly for the product of any number of quaternions.
On the other hand, although Sab = Sba, we have in general

Vba+Vab, and therefore ba^ab, i.e. quaternion multiplication is

not commutative. (It becomes so only when Va
\\ Vb, as in the

case of a pair of conjugate quaternions, i.e. for b = a', when aa' = a'a.}

If a = a + A be any quaternion and a' its conjugate, we have

aa' = a'a = <x
2 + A 2

,

where A 2 = (AA) =
|

A
|

2
. Thus aa' is always a pure scalar, which

is written

(Ta)
2 = aa'.

Hamilton calls (Ta)
2 the norm, and Ta the tensor of the quaternion a.

If a be the unit of A = Va, the quaternion a can be written

a = Ta . [cos e + a sin e].

The factor of Ta, which is a unit quaternion (quaternion of unit

tensor) is the versor of a and is denoted by Ua, so that

a = Ta . Ua.

The unit vector a is the axis and e the angle of the quaternion a.

Thus, conjugate quaternions have equal tensors and angles, but

opposite axes.

If Sa is imaginary and A real, or vice versa, To may vanish, though a is not

simply nil, but a definite quaternion having an axis and an angle. Hamilton

calls such a quaternion a nullifier, and Cayley, a nullitat-
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The conjugate of the product of two or more quaternions is the

product of their conjugates in the reversed order. Thus, if m = ab,

then m' =
b'a', and if n = abc, then ri = c'b'a', and so on. (Compare

with Matrices, supra. Notice that a quaternion can be considered

as a matrix of 4 x i or of i x 4 constituents.)

The division by a quaternion a may be reduced to the multiplica-

tion by its reciprocal, i.e. by a quaternion which is denoted by a~l and

which is denned by

whence a~l =
(Ta)

Thus the reciprocal of a is its conjugate divided by its norm, or a.-1

has the reciprocal tensor, the opposite axis and the same angle as a.

(Therefore also aa-1 =
i.) In particular, if a is a unit quaternion,

a-1 = a'.

With regard to differentiation it will be enough to mention that

the Hamiltonian V (cf. supra] can be treated as a (scalarless)

quaternion, and that, therefore, if R be a vector field,

VR = VvR + SvR = VvR - (VR)

or VR = curl R - div R.

Tensor Calculus.

Let an element (point) of a continuous w-dimensional manifold

Sn (-space) be determined by n independent variables or coordinates

X
L

. Let these be transformed into any other system of coordinates

X-L', x 2 ', . . . xn', such that x
t

= x
t(x^, x z ', . . . xn')

are continuous

differentiable functions of the XK

'

. having continuous derivatives

dxJdxK

' and a non-vanishing Jacobian, / = 3*.

a*;

differentials dx are transformed into

4= o. Then the n

to be summed over a from i to n (cf. convention on p. 192).
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Any array of n magnitudes A ', functions of the coordinates, which

are transformed by this rule, i.e. so that

is called a contravariant tensor * of rank one, the several A 1

being its

n1
components.

For such tensors the upper index is used, an exception being made for

dx,. itself, the prototype of all contravariant tensors.

On the other hand, any n magnitudes A t
which are transformed

as the differentiators 3/3# t ,
i.e. by the rule

A; =
^A>
9*.

are said to form a covariant tensor of rank one, lower indices being
used for all such tensors.

These two kinds of tensors, of rank one, are also called vectors,

e.g. three-vectors, four- vectors, etc., according as n =
3, 4, etc.

Any nz
magnitudes A IK

which are transformed into

form a covariant tensor of rank two, and any A 1" which are trans-

formed into

^.<<x-
dxa dXp

form a contravariant tensor of rank two. Similarly for n3
, n*, etc.,

magnitudes with 3, 4, etc., lower or upper indices.

Any n2
magnitudes A* which are transformed by the rule

**-*&. A*^ / ~\ a
9#/ dXp

are said to form a mixed tensor of rank two, covariant with respect

to the lower index and contravariant with respect to the upper one.

* G. Ricci and T. Levi-Civita in
" Methodes de calcul differentiel ahsolu,"

Math. Annalen, vol. liv. 1900, p. 125, call it a contravariant system of order one.
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More generally, any nTl+r*
magnitudes A**

; ; ; (with r^ lower and

upper indices) which are transformed into

are said to form a mixed tensor of rank r = r l + r 2 , covariant with

respect to r^ and contravariant with respect to r z of its indices.

This, with any integers r
lt

r2 (including zero) is the most general

concept of a tensor.

A single (n) function F of the x
t (or one associated with a domain

of the manifold or of any of its sub-manifolds) which remains

unchanged by any transformation of the coordinates,

an invariant, is called a tenso* of rank zero or a scalar. It may be

considered, at our pleasure, as covariant or contravariant.

All the transformed components of a tensor are linear homogeneous functions

of its original components. If, therefore, a tensor vanishes (i.e. if all its com-

ponents vanish) in one system, it vanishes also in every other system of co-

ordinates. This is the reason of the importance of tensors in geometry, and
more recently in relativistic physics.

The sums of the corresponding components of two tensors of the

same rank and kind form again the components of a tensor of the

same rank and kind, called the sum of those tensors. Thus, if

A
L , B L

are covariant vectors, so is C
t

= A
t
+ Bit

and if A IK ,
B

LK
are

covariant tensors of rank two, so is C
IK
= A

IK +BIK , and so on.

The addends, functions of the x
t , have to be taken at the same point

of the manifold. Thus dx
t
+ d^ is a vector only when the vectors

dx
t , dgt

are coinitial.

The outer product of two tensors of ranks r and s, that is, the

system of nr+*
magnitudes obtained by multiplying each of the

components of one by each component of the other tensor, is again

a tensor, of rank r + s. If the factors have r and s x covariant,

and r 2 and s 2 contravariant indices, the product has r + s x covariant

and r2 + s 2 contravariant indices. Thus A
t
BK

= C
IK ,
A

IIC B^ = C
t/tX ;

similarly
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and so on. As before, the tensor-factors refer, of course, to the

same point of the manifold.

If, for all i, K,

the tensor A
IK

is called symmetrical ',
and if

* - - B. Bu
= o,

B
IK

is an antisymmetrical tensor.

The latter has only \n(n i) independent (and non-vanishing) components ;

thus, for n = 4, six components (six-vector), and for n = 3 only three com-

ponents, as a proper vector A L in three dimensions. Yet the rules of trans-

formation of a three-dimensional A L and an antisymmetric BtK are entirely

different. If we limit ourselves to orthogonal transformations with constant

coefficients, as in the more familiar Vector Algebra ;
A t behaves as a polar, and

BIK = BKl as an axial vector, the components of the latter remaining

unchanged by an inversion of the coordinate axes, while those of the former

change their signs.

Similarly A'K = A KL
is called a symmetrical, and B llc = B Kl an

antisymmetrical contravariant tensor. Analogous definitions hold

for mixed tensors, and for higher ranks.

Symmetry and antisymmetry are invariant properties, that is

to say, if A
IK
= A

Kl ,
then also, in any other coordinate system,

A
IK

' = A K

' and so on.

To contract *
any mixed tensor of rank r = r 1 + r 2^ 2 means to

make equal one of its lower to one of its upper indices, and to sum
over it from i to n. The result of such a contraction is again a

tensor, of rank r 2, with r
l
~

i covariant and r 2
-

i contravariant

indices.

Thus, the contraction of A*
K yields A*

K Ai (say), a covariant vector;

B* contracted once, gives B^ = B
t
\ a tensor of rank two, and this con-

tracted again gives JB|
= B an invariant or scalar. Notice that such and only

such half-bred (r^
= r z) tensors can be contracted down to a scalar which is

their own (or intrinsic) invariant, while all other, pure or preponderantly
covariant or contravariant tensors can at the utmost be contracted to a

covariant tensor of rank r 1 r z>o or a contravariant one of rank r z r 1>o.
None of the latter has an invariant of its own, though it may acquire one with

* In German verjiingen.
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the aid of some sanctioned standard tensor by means of which metrical

properties are impressed upon the originally non-metrical manifold (cf.

infra) .

The inner product of two tensors is their outer product (supposed

mixed) contracted once, or twice, or more. Thus the inner-product
of A

t
and BK

is A
KB

K
, a scalar or invariant.*

Similarly, an inner multiplication of A IK and BV yields, in the first

instance, A tKB^ c* a mixed tensor of rank two, and, in the second

instance, A IKB^ = C* = C, a scalar. Again, the inner product of A iK and
B* is A IKB = Ci, a covariant vector, and so on.

Vice versa, if BK be n magnitudes such that A KB
K

is a scalar for

any covariant vector A
K>

then BK
is a contravariant vector.

Similarly if A
tK
B lK

is a scalar for any contravariant BIK
of rank two,

A
IK

is covariant of rank two. Again, if A IKXB
LK = Cx is covariant

of rank one, for any contravariant B IK
of rank two, then A llA is

covariant of rank three, and so on. This is a useful method of

proving the tensor character of a system of magnitudes.

An important property of any second-rank tensor a
llc

is

a*
Va,

where a =
|

a
llt \

is the determinant of a
lK

. Similarly, for a contra-

variant tensor &'", whose determinant is b,

Vb' = a*/

9*.
Vb.

Whence, by the known property of the Jacobian,

a'b' = ab.

3*.'

a*
-i,

If a
lK

is a covariant tensor and if a lK are the minors of a =
|

a
lK \

divided by a, then the alK form a contravariant tensor of rank two.

(Since |

a
lie \

.
\

a1"
\

= i, the last theorem, a'b' = ab, reduces in

this case to an identity.)

* The scalar product of ordinary vector algebra is but a special case of

this inner product, which is invariant with respect to any coordinate

transformations.
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The differentiation of tensors yields, under certain circumstances,

further tensors.

If/ be a scalar (scalar field),

is a covariant vector, called the gradient of /.

Notice, however, that 32
//3#i3#/c is not a tensor; nor is, for any vector A t ,

dAi/dxK a tensor. Thus also, if du be an invariant, the n differential

coefficients

dA i _ dA i dxK

du dxK du

do not form a tensor. Again, while dxKjdu is a contravariant vector, d2xK/du
z

is not a vector.

If /4
t
be a contravariant vector,

= a^_a^
'"

a*< "^"

is an antisymmetrical covariant tensor of rank two, called the

rotation of A c For n =
4, BtK

is a six-vector ; for n =
3, a three-

vector, like A
t ,
but of a different,

"
axial," type.

If A IK
be an antisymmetric tensor,

is again an antisymmetric tensor, called ^Ae expansion
* of ^4

l/e
.

Thus far we were concerned only with such algebraic and differential pro-

perties of tensors as are independent of any metrics of the manifold in short,

their non-metrical properties. The following properties and concepts imply
the use of a certain

" fundamental "
or

"
metrical

"
tensor impressed upon the

manifold. In other words, they are properties of tensors in relation to that

fundamental tensor, somewhat as the metrical properties of figures were (for

Cayley) their properties in relation to a standard conic or quadric, Cayley's
"
absolute."

Let the metrics of the manifold be fixed by laying down a quadratic

*
Erweiterung in Einstein's papers, at least for n = 4, when A t< is a six-

vector.
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differential form with coefficients glK
=

gKl , given functions of the

coordinates,

ds* = glK
dx

t
dxK ,

to be considered as an invariant of the vector dx
lt

its squared size

or the distance of the points X
L
and #

t
+ dx

t or, in Gauss' nomencla-

ture, the square of the line-element. Then, dx
t being a contravariant

vector, glK
will be a covariant tensor of rank two.

Equivalently, we may say that a symmetrical covariant tensor

g l(C
is being impressed upon the manifold as the " fundamental

"
or

the metrical tensor. Then guc
dx

t
dxK will be the invariant squared

size of the infinitesimal vector dx
t
.

With the aid of glK
all other tensors will acquire some new proper-

ties. These, and only these, will now be their metrical properties.

Thus, if X 1 be any contravariant vector,

will be its invariant squared size.

We will denote by g
1" the minors of g = | g lie \,

divided by g.

Thus g
lK

will be a symmetrical contravariant tensor.

If Y
t
be a covariant vector, g

lK

Y,YK will be an invariant, the

squared size of the vector.

With every vector A
t
there is metrically associated a contravariant

vector g
tKA

lc

= A 1

, which may be called the conjugate of A c Simi-

larly gLK
BK = B

t
will be the conjugate of B l

. The conjugate of the

conjugate is the original vector. Two conjugate vectors A
t
and

A 1 have the same size.

These, and many other, properties are proved by means of the

important formula
K/3 =

gfi
=

OKO.O oa a'

where 8f stands for o or I according as a 4= /3
or a =

)S.*

If d
L

= gMdxa be the (covariant) conjugate of the contravariant

dx
L ,
the squared line-element becomes

* In the latter case not to be summed over a, but only over x. If we sum
over both a and x the result is gKagKa = n.
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A similar use of g lie
or g

lK
is made for tensors of second and

higher ranks. Thus the conjugate or the supplement of A
iK

is

and the supplement of B iK
is

The supplement of the supplement is the original tensor. Again,

is a mixed tensor metrically associated with the covariant A
l/e

.

The associated tensors A IK
and A IK have the same invariant A,

The tensor

fi.V 0/J.VO IK OflV

is called the reduced tensor belonging to A
iK

.

In much the same way associated tensors and metrical invariants

can be constructed for tensors of the third and higher ranks.

The integral I Vg dx^x z . . . dxn extended over any domain of

the manifold is an invariant of that domain (whether this be of n

or of less dimensions). This is the measure of the volume (or area,

etc.) of the domain.

The angle 6 between two coinitial vectors A 1

, B", whose sizes are

A
, B, is defined by the invariant

cos 6 = c*

A ^ ;AB
thus also for two infinitesimal position vectors dx

t, dyt ,
of sizes

ds, da-,

dx
t dyK

Similarly for covariant vectors,

AB
The conjugates A L , BK of A 1

,
B* enclose the same angle as A 1

,
BK

.

If glK
A lBK = o, the vector pair is said to be orthogonal.
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The geodesies of the metrical manifold are defined by

the limits of the integral being kept fixed. With the Christoffel

symbols of the first kind,

and those of the second kind

(the latter, of course, to be summed over a), the differential equations

of the geodesies are

dsz L * J ds ds

dx dx
Owing to the identical relation g

- =
i, one of these equa-

ds ds

tions is a consequence of the remaining n i. (The Christoffel

symbols are not the components of a tensor.)

If A
t
be a covariant vector,

is a covariant tensor of rank two, the covariant derivative of

(Christoffel, 1869). In particular, if /be a scalar,

f -

JlK

is a tensor. If B
iK

is a covariant tensor of rank two,

is again covariant, of rank three. In particular, if B
IK

is the A
IK

of the preceding formula, B l/cX
= A

l/cX
is the s^cowrf covariant derivative
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of A
L
. The covariant derivatives of the contravariant tensors

A 1

, B IK are

34 l

f/ca\= + < >A a
,

dx I i J
A

dx

the former being a mixed tensor of rank two, and the latter of rank

three. The covariant derivative of a mixed tensor C" is

a mixed tensor of rank three.

The covariant derivative of the metrical tensor glK itself vanishes identically,

i.e. giK\ =o.

If A IK be an antisymmetrical tensor of rank two,

is a contravariant vector, called the divergence of A = A Kl
.

The divergence of a contravariant vector A K
, denned by

is a scalar or invariant. The divergence of a mixed tensor A*,

denned by

is a covariant vector.

The so-called Riemann-Christoffel tensor, or the curvature tensor, is

the mixed tensor of rank four

Riemann's own system of four-index symbols (ifi, AK), discovered in
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1861, is the purely covariant tensor associated with the latter to

wit,

B^ = (W. A*)
= g^B KK ,

whence also

Einstein's four-dimensional curvature tensor GIK (appearing in his gravi-

tational field equations) is B"
K^ contracted to a second-rank tensor, GLK = B*

Ka
'

.The so-called mean curvature of the manifold (world) is its invariant, G = glKGiK .

The Riemann symbols, w4 in number, satisfy the linear relations

(i/z, /cA)
=

(jui, K\)
=

(ip, XK) ; (ip, /cA)
=

(/cA, t/x,),

(ljU,, /cA) + (lA, /X/c) + (l/C, AjLt)
= 0.

The number of essentially different (independent) symbols is thus

reduced to

W-+V-*
12

For n = 2 (surface) there is essentially but one Riemann symbol ;

for n 3, 4, 5, etc., we have N = 6, 20, 50, etc.

The vanishing of all
(t/z, *A), and therefore of all B"K^, is manifestly

the necessary and, as was proved by Lipschitz, also the sufficient

condition for the reducibility of ds* = g^dx^dx^^ to a quadratic
differential form with constant coefficients.

For n = 2 (surface) there is just one independent Riemann symbol,

say (12, 12), with which (21, 21) and (12, 21), (21, 12) coincide,

all others being zero. This unique symbol, divided by g = | gl)C |
,

(12, 12) (12, 12)
* == = ii

S

is an invariant, the gaussian curvature of the surface (cf. p. 202).

In a three- or more dimensional manifold Sn take dx
t
and dyt ,

fixed infinitesimal vectors with P(x t )
as origin, and consider the pencil

of vectors dz
t

= adx
t
+ f3dy t (t,= i, 2, . . . n), where a, jS are free

coefficients. The locus of all geodesies with these dz
t
as initial

elements will be a geodesic surface, say ov , using v for the surface

normal, a vector othogonal to dx
lt dyL ,

and therefore also to every dzc
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The form giK
dx

i
dxK of the manifold S n will give for the line-element

of a
v

ds2 = h^duj
2 + 2h 12du 1du 2 + h 2Zdu 2

z

and the gaussian curvature of av
will be, with h = AnA 2 2 ^i2

2

KV =
^I2 ' I2

) /(

the suffix h indicating that the Riemann symbol is to be constructed

with h
tK

as metrical tensor. This curvature Kv is the riemannian

curvature of the -space at the point P, for the orientation v of the

geodesic surface. In terms of the metrical tensor gllc
of SH the

riemannian curvature is a linear homogeneous function of the

Riemann symbols,

where

K,~2'(A.

*-2'

dx K dy f

dx

the dashed sums to be extended only over combinations of indices

t<A and K<^. The manifold Sn will in general be anisotropic as

well as heterogeneous with regard to its curvature. If, however, K,,

is isotropic at every point of 5,,, it has also the same value K through-

out the w-space ; this is Schur's theorem.

The necessary and sufficient condition for the constancy and

isotropy of riemannian curvature is

to be satisfied for all values of the indices, with K as a given constant.

The flat or homaloidal manifold corresponds to K =
o, when all

Riemann symbols vanish.
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Absolute, Cayley's, 234.
Absolute differential calculus, 230.

polar, of point, 208.

pole, of line, 208.

value, of complex number, 85.
Addition formulae, trigonometric, 86.

Addition theorem, for Bessel func-

tions, 141.
for hyperbolic functions, 102.

for Jacobi's functions, 155.
for trigonometric functions, 99.

Adjoint, of determinant, 81.

Adjusted value, 173.
Algebraic curves, 185-186.

equations, 82-85.
identities, 74.

numbers, 93.

Alternating determinant, 81.

matrix, 79.

Ambiguous case, in spherical trigono-
metry, 179.

Amplitude of elliptic integral, 153.

Analogies (spherical trigonometrical
formulae), Delambre's, 178.

Napier's, 178.

Analytical geometry, plane, 180-187.
solid, 187-192.

Angle, between lines, 181.

between line-elements, 193, 198.
between plane and line, 189.
between planes, 188.

between vectors, general, 236.
Lambert's or Gudermann's, 102.

of parallelism, Lobatchevskyan,
205.

of a quaternion, 228.
Antecedent of a dyad, 224.
Antipodal, kind of elliptic space, 208.

points, 208.

Antisymmetrical tensor, 232.
vector operator, 223.

A posteriori probability, 172.
Apparent error, 174.
Approximate quadrature, 123-126.

solutions, of algebraic equations, 85.
of transcendental equations,

95-98.
Apse, of a conic, 184.
arc (z), 86.

Archimedes, n-value, 95.
Archimedean, or linear, spiral, 186.
arc sin, series, 90.
arc tan, series, 90.
Area, 176, 195, 198.

of elliptic plane, 209.
of plane triangle, 1 77.
of spherical triangle, 1 79.

Argument, of complex number, 86.

Arithmetical function, Euler's, 71.
mean, 76.

progression, and series of higher
order, 75.

Ascendent continued fraction, 91 .

Associative law, for matrices, 78,

79-

Associativity of quaternion multi-

plication, 228.
of vector sum, 218.

Asymptotes of hyperbola, 185.

Asymptotic value of Bessel functions,

146.

Autoproduct of a vector, 220.

Average error, 172.

Averages of products of direction

cosines, 129.
Axes, principal, of a quadric, 190.
Axial, and polar, vectors, 232.

differentiation, 132.

pencil, of planes, 211 et seq.
Axis of perspective collineation, 215.

of a quaternion, 228.
Axioms of projective geometry, 209.

241 16
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Balmer series, 174.
Bars, vibrations of, 98.
Basal lines or points, of pencil or

range of conies, 217.
Base of natural logarithms, 106, et

passim.
Bayes' rule, 171-172.
Bernoulli's lemniscate, 18.

numbers, Bn , 86-87.
theorem, probabilities, 171.

Bertrand, J., 116.

Bessel, 96.
Bessel's differential equation, 141,

151-
functions, 96, 140-152.
and Fresnel integrals, 114, 115.

Binomial, 196.
coefficients, 73.

parabolse, 186.

Biquadratic equations, 84.

Bolyai, J., 204.
Borel, E., 173.
Brachistochrone, 187.
Brianchon's theorem, 216.

Bromwich, no.
Brounker's formula for n, 93.

Brunt, D., 175.

Byerly, W. E., 137.

C, Euler's constant, 88.

Calculus of probabilities, 171-175.
Cardioid, 186.

Carr, G. S., 91.

Carse, G. A., and Shearer, G., 127.
Castelnuovo, G., 191.
Catalan's formula, infinite product

for e, 90.

Catenary, 186.

Cauchy's determinant, 81.

residue, for Taylor's series, 107.
for interpolation, 76.

theorem, 76, 131.

Cauchy-Riemann's equations, 129.

Cayley, 78, 91, 228, 234.
Centre of curvature, 1 94 .

of perspectivity, perspective col-

lineation, 215.
of quadric, 190.

Chain of vectors, 218.

Christoffel symbols, 237.
Circle of curvature, 194.
Circular functions, 101.

Circumference of circle, in elliptic

space, 209.
in hyperbolic space, 206.
of ellipse, 176.

Cissoid (cubic), 186.

Class, and order, of a curve, 216.

Closed chain of vectors, 218.

Codot, 210.

Coefficients, binomial, 73.

Legendre's, 135.
Coinitial vectors, 218.

Collineation, projective, 215.
Combinations, 73.

Commutativity, of scalar product,
220.

of vector sum, 218.

Complementary modulus of elliptic

integral, 153.

Complete elliptic integrals, 153, 155,
160-161.

quadrangle, quadrilateral, 210.

Complex numbers, 85-86.
Complex variable, functions of, 129-

132.

Components, of a continued fraction,

91.
of a tensor, 230.
of a vector, 219.

Conchoid, point- and circular, cubics,
1 86.

quartic, 186.

Conducting spherical shell, 97.
Cone, 191.
Cone, volume of, 175.
Confocal ellipses and hyperbola?,

185.

parabolae, 185.

quadrics, 192.
Conformal representation, 129-130,

199.
Conic, point-, line-, projective defini-

tion, 216.
Conic sections, 183-185.
Conjugate, of complex number, 85.

of product of quaternions, 229.
diametral plane and chord, 190.

Conjugate functions, 129.

points, 216.

quaternions, 227, 228.
surface harmonics, 133.,
tangents of surface, 201*.

tensors, 235.
vector operators, 222.

Conjugates, harmonic, 211.
in involution, 212.

Consequent of a dyad, 224.
Constant, and isotropic, curvature,

204, 240.
Continued fractions, 91-93.
Contraction of a mixed tensor, 232.
Contravariant tensors, 230 et seq.
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Convergency of infinite continued

fractions, 92.

Convergents, successive, of a con-
tinued fraction, 92.

Conversion of degrees into radians,

table, 66.

Convex polyhedra, 1 76.

Coplanar points, 187.
vectors, 221.

Copunctal lines, 181-182.

Correlation, projective, 211.

-cos, series for, 89.

cos, cosh, infinite products for, 91 .

Cosine-formula (spherical trigono-

metric), 177.

Cosine-integral, Ci, 113.

Cotangent-formulae (spherical tri-

gonometric), 177.
Cotes' formula of quadrature, 123-

124.
Covariant derivative, 237, 238.

tensors, 230 et seq.

Cross, of two lines, 182.

Cross-ratio, 213.
Cubic equations, 83.

parabola, 186.

roots of unity, 86.

Cubics, 185-186, 217.
curl, 225, 226.

Curtis, W. E., 174.
Curvature, invariant, 239.

lines of, 201.
of curve, 194, 196.
of space, 205.
of surface, 200, 202.

Riemannian, 240.
tensor, 238.

contracted, 239.
Curvilinear-coordinates form of grad,

div, y 2
, curl, 226.

Cycloid, 1 86.

Cylinder, 191.

Cylindrical harmonics, 140.
helix, 197.

Defect of angle sum, 205.
Definite integrals, 111-113.
Degrees converted into radians, table,

66.

Delambre's analogies, 178.
Delta, A am u, 153.
Derivative, covariant, 237, 238.
Derivatives, and indefinite integrals,

108-109.
Desargues' theorem, 210.

Descartes' leaf (cubic), 186.

Descendent, continued fraction, 91.

Determinant, 79-82.
Cauchy's, 81.

Hessian, 82.

functional, Jacobian, 81.

of a matrix, 78.

Developability of surfaces, 204.

Development of matrices, 80.

Diagonal points, 210, 211.

Diagonal, principal, of matrix, 78.
Diametral planes of quadric, 190.

Differences, finite, 76.
Differential calculus, 106 et seq.

equation, Bessel's, 141, 151.

expressions, elliptic, reduction of,

154-

geometry, 193-204.
Differentiation, axial, 132.

of quaternions, 229.
of tensors, 234.
of vectors, 224.

Directed segment, 217.
Directrices of a regulus, 217.
Dirichlet's theorem, 72.

for Fourier development, 126.

Discriminant of quadratic form,

193-
Distance of two points, 180, 187,

192.
in elliptic space, 208.

in hyperbolic space, 207.
of parallel planes, 188.

of point from line, 181.

Distributivity, of matrix products,

79-
of quaternion multiplication, 228.

of scalar product, 220.

of vector product, 221.

Divergence in curvilinear orthogonal
coordinates, 226.

of antisymmetrical tensor, 238.
of mixed tensor, 238.
of vector field, 225.

Divisibility, by 2, 3, 9, 5", and n,
p. 74.

Division, by a quaternion, 229.

Dodekahedron, volume of, 175.
Dots of complete quadrangle, 210.

Double elements of involution, 212,

214.

point of cubic, 185.

Doubly periodic functions, 156.

Duality, in plane, 209.
in three-space, 210.

Dupin's indicatrix, 201.

Duplicatrix, cubic, 186.

Dyad, dyadic, 224.
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E, elliptic integral, tables, 161, 166-

169.

e, base of natural logarithms, 85, 93-
94, 106.

e, series for, 87.
e, Log e, values, 24.
Eccentric anomaly of planet, 96.

Eccentricity, 184.
Einstein, 234.
Einstein's contracted curvature ten-

sor, 239.
Elation, 215.

Ellipse, 176, 183-185.
Ellipsoid, 175, 191.

Elliptic coordinates, 185.
functions, 152-170.
geometry, 204, 208-209.
integrals, 153.

Emde, F., 123.

End-point of vector, 217.

Envelope, 195.

Epicycloid, 187.

Equal quaternions, denned, 227.
vectors, defined, 218.

Equation, algebraic, 82-85.
biquadratic (quartic), 84.
cubic, 83.

Kepler's, for eccentric anomaly, 96.

quadratic, 83.

transcendental, 95-98.
Eratosthenes' sieve, 71.
Error, apparent, 174.

average, 172.
mean square, 173.

probable, 172.
Error, Gauss' law of, 172, 175.
Error function, error integral, 116-

120, 172.
Errors, theory of, 172-173.
Euclid's fifth postulate, parallels,

204.
theorem (primes), 71.

Euler, 96, 1 20, 121.

Euler's arithmetical function, 71.
constant, C, 88.

formula for complex number, 85.
for forty primes, 71.
of quadrature, 126.

gamma function, 112.

infinite products, 91 .

integral of second kind, 120.

solution of tan x x, 96.
theorem on convex polyhedra, 176.
theorem, surface theory, 200.

Euler-Monge's notation, surface

theory, 203.
Evolute, 195.

Excess, of a spherical triangle,

178-179.
of elliptic triangle, 208.

Expansion of antisymmetric tensor,

234-
Exponential function, 98.

tables of, 104-105.
Exponential-integral, Ei, 113.
Exponential series, 88.

Exponentials, 85-86.

F, elliptic integral, table, 162-165.
Fermat's theorem, 71, 72.

Ferrers, N. M., 183.
Field, scalar and vectorial, 224.
Finite differences, 76.

series, 75.
First curvature, 196.
fundamental quadratic form, 198.

Five-figure logarithms, 4-21.
Flat space, 204.
Forms, one-dimensional, 211.

Four-figure logarithms, 2-3.
Four-index symbols, 202, 238.
Four-vectors, 79.
Fourier, 95.

integrals, 127.
series, 126.

Fractions, continued, 91-93.
Free vectors, 217.
Frenet's formula, twisted curves, 196.
Fresnel's integrals, 1 1 4-1 1 5 .

Functional determinant, 81.

Functions of a complex variable, 129-
132.

Fundamental magnitudes, of first

order, 198.
of second order, 199.

Fundamental tensor, 234, 235.

Galilean cycloid, 187.
Gamma function, T, 112, 120-123.
Gauss, 120, 121, 125, 198, 199, 201,

202, 204, 235.
Gauss's equations, spherical trigono-

metrical, 178.
error integral, 116.

formula of quadrature, 125.
law of error, 1 72 .

theorem of divergence, 225.
Gaussian coordinates, 197.

curvature, 200, 202, 203, 239.
Geodesic surface, 239.

triangle, 202.

Geodesies, 201-202, 203, 207, 237.
Geometrical mean, 76.

progression, 75.
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Geometry, 175-217.
Gibbs, J. W., 220.

Gilbert, Ph., 115.
Glaisher, J. W. L., 114.
Goldbach's theorem, 72.
Goniometric functions, logarithms of,

25-61.
Gosiewski, W., 116, 175.
Gradient, 224, 226, 234.
Grassmann, 220.

Gray and Mathews, 142.
-Great numbers, law of, 1 71 .

Great theorem of Fermat, 72.
Green's theorem, 226.

Gregory, J., 124.
Gudermann, 153.
Gudermann's angle, 102.

Hamilton, 227, 228.
Hamiltonian y, 224, 229.
Hankel's cylindrical functions, 152.
Harmonic functions, 132.

mean, 76.
set, 211.

Heaviside, O., 220.

Heine, 150.
Helix, cylindrical, 197.
Hermite, 94.
Hesse's normal form, equation of

straight line, 180.

Hessian, determinant, 82.

Hexagon, Pascal's theorem, 216.

Holder, 122.

Hoene-Wronski's determinant, 82.

Holland, C. .,13.

Holomorph function, 130.
Homaloidal space, 204, 240.

Homology, planar, 215.

Homogeneous linear equations, 82.

plane-coordinates, 189.

point-coordinates, 182, 189.

projective coordinates, 215.

Horocycle, 205.

Horosphere, 205.
L'Huilier's equation, 178.

Hyperbola,?i 83-1 85.

Hyperbolic amplitude, amph, 102.

functions, 89, (table) 101-105.
geometry, 204-208.
spiral, 1 86.

Hyperboloid, 191.

Hypocycloid, 187.

Identities, algebraic, 74.

Ikosahedron, volume of, 175.

Imaginary unit, i, 85.

Indicatrix, Dupin's, 201.

Infinite continued fractions, 92.

products, 90-91.
series, 86-90.

Inner product, 220, 233.

Integrals, definite, 111-113.
elliptic, 153.
Fourier's, 127.
indefinite, and derivatives, table,

108-109.
multiple, 128.

Integration by parts, no.
Interpolation, 76-77.
Intrinsic equations of a curve, 197.
Invariant, tensor of rank zero, 231,

232.
Invariants, of a linear vector operator,

223.
of Weierstrass' ^-function, 157.

Inverse trigonometric functions, 101.

Involution, 212.

Irrational functions, integration hints,
no.

Isolated point of a cubic, 185.
Isometric parameters, 199.

system of coordinates, 198.
Isothermic system of coordinates, 198.

Isotropic, and constant, curvature,

240.

Jacobi, 153, 155, 159.

Jacobian, determinant, 81, 128, 193,

233-
Jahnke and Emde, 97, 120.

James, P. R., 137.

K, complete elliptic integral, t^ble,
160.

Kepler's equation, 96.

Klein, F., 94, 204.
Kronecker, L., 72.

Lagrange, 96.

Lagrange's identity, 81.

interpolation formula, 76.

residue, for MacLaurin's series, 107.
Lamb, C. G., 137.
Lambert's angle, 102.

Lame's curves, 186.

Laplace's differential equation, 129,

132.
functions, 133.

Laplacian, y 2
, 225, 226.

Latus rectum, 184.
Law of error, Gauss', 172.

of great numbers, 171.
Leaf, Descartes' (cubic), 186.

Least squares, method of, 173-175.
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Legendre, 94, 113, 120, 123, 154, 159.

Legendre's differential equation, 136.
functions, 133.

Legendre-Jacobi's normal forms of

elliptic integrals, 153.
inverse functions, 154.

Leibniz's ^-series, 87.
Lemniscate, 186.

Levi-Civita, T., 230.
Limits, 106.

Lindemann, 94.
Line-conic, 216.

coordinates, 182.

element, 192, 235.
in elliptic space, 208.

in hyperbolic space, 207.
on sphere, on pseudosphere, 204.

Linear equations, 82-83.
vector operator, 222.

Lines of curvature, 201, 203.
Liouville, 93.
Liouville's theorem, 131.

Lipschitz's theorem, 239.

Lobatchevsky, N. I., 204.
log, series for, 87, 89.

log (i +x), continued fraction for, 93.

Log (n\), 73.

Logarithmic curve, 186.

function, 98-99.
spiral, 1 86.

Logarithms, five-figured, 4-21.
four-figured, 2-3.

six-figured, 22-23.
of sin, cos, tan, cot, 25-61.

Lommel, E., 115.
Lorentz, H. A., 220.

MacLaurin's series, 107.
trisectrix, 186.

Mascheroni, 113.
Mascheroni's constant, C, 88.

Mathews, G. B., 72, 84, 142, 209.
Matrices, 77-79.
Matrix, rank of, 81 .

Maxima and minima of J (x), 147-
150.

Maxwell, 132, 134.
Mean, arithmetical, geometrical, har-

monic, 76.

anomaly of a planet, 96.
curvatxire of a manifold, 239.

of a surface, 200, 203.

(square) error, 173.
Measure of precision, 1 72 .

Mechanical quadrature, 123.

Meissel, 142.

Meridians of rotational surface, 199.
Method of least squares, 173-175-
Metius, n-value, 95.
Metrical properties, of figures, 234.

of tensors, 235.
Metrical scale, compared with pro-

jective, 214.
tensor, 234, 235.

Metrics of a manifold, 234.
Meunier's theorem, surface theory,

200.

Meyer, A., and Kampfe, B., 116.

Minimal surfaces, 204.
lines (null-lines), 199.

Minors, of determinant, 80.

Mixed tensors, 230, 231.
Modulus, of complex number, 85.

of elliptic integral, 153.

Mpbius' sheet, 208.
Moivre's formula, 101.

Monge, 203.

Multiple integrals, 128.

Multiplication theorem, for gamma
functions, 121.

Nabla, y, 224.

Napier's analogies, 178.
formulae (trigonometric), 176.

rule, 179.
Natural sines, table, 62-63.

tangents, table, 64-65.
Neil's parabola (cubic), 186.

Neumann's cylindrical functions, 150-
152.

Newton's binomial, 73, 74.

interpolation formula, 76.
method of approximate solution of

algebraic equations, 85.
Nil-vector, 218.
Non-Euclidean geometry, 204-209.
Norm, of complex number, 85.

of quaternion, 228.

Normal, to curve, 194.
to surface, 199, 203.

Normal equations, Gauss, 173.
form of complex number, 85.

forms, Weierstrassian, of elliptic

integrals, 156.

plane, to twisted curve, 195.
section of surface, 200.

Null-lines, 199.

Nullifier, 228.

Nullitat, 228.

Numbers, algebraic, 93.

Bernoulli's, Bn , 87.

complex, 85-86,
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Numbers, Pythagorean, 72.
transcendental, 93.

Numerators, partial, of continued

fraction, 91.
Numerical integration, 123.

series, 87.

Octahedron, volume of, 175.
One-dimensional forms, correlation of,

211.
One-sheeted hyperboloid, 191.

.Operator, linear vector-, 222.

Opposite sides of a complete quad-
rangle, 210.

Order, and class, of a curve, 216.

Order of determinant, 79.
Order =rank, of a tensor, 230.

Origin of a vector, 217.

Orthogonal system of coordinates,

198.
vectors, 236.

Osculating plane, 195.
Outer product, 220, 231.

y, ^-function, Weierstrass', 156-
157.

7i, 93794-
series for, 95.

Parabola, 183-185.
cum ovali, 1 86.

Neil's, 1 86.

punctata, 186.

Parabolic cylinder, 191.

rule, Simpson, 124.

spiral, 1 86.

Paraboloid, 191.
Paraboloids, confocal, 192.

Parallel, circles of rotational surface,

199.
lines, 181, 183.

planes, 188.

Parallel-postulate, 204.
Parallels, Lobatchevsky's, 205.

Parallelepipedon, volume of, 221.

Parameter of elliptic integral, 153.
Parameters, isometric, 199.
Part of a vector, 222.

Partial numerators of continued

fraction, 91.
Pascal's theorem, 216.

Pear-shaped curve (cubic), 186.

Pencil, conic, of lines, 216.

of conies, 217.
Pencil of lines, 211 et seq.
Pericissoid (cubic), 186.

Perimeter of ellipse, 1 76.
Period of projectivity, 212.

Periodical continued fractions, 93.

Periodogram analysis, 127.
Periods of elliptical functions, 155.
Permutations, 72.

Perpendicular lines, 181, 182.

planes, 188.

Perry, J., 137.

Perspective collineation, 215.
line pencils, point ranges, 216.

triangles, tetrahedra, 210.
Planar homology, 215.
Plane analytical geometry, 180-187.

curves, 194-195.
elliptic, 208.

equation of, 188.

hyperbolic, 205.
of perspectivity, 215.

trigonometry, 176-177.
Plane-coordinates, 189.
Pliicker's line-coordinates, 182.

plane-coordinates, 189.
Point-conchoid (cubic), 186.

conic, 216.

coordinates, homogeneous, 182.

triple, 210.

Points at infinity, 205.
Poisson's theorem, or law of great

numbers, 171.
Polar, 215.

absolute, of point, 208.

and axial, vectors, 232.
kind of elliptic space, 208.

Polarity, 215.
Pole, 216.

absolute, of line, 208.
of a function, 131.

Poles of surface harmonic, 133.

Polygon, regular, area of, 1 76.

Polyhedra, convex, Euler's theorem,
176.

regular, volumes of, 175.

Polynomial, n-th power, 74.

Polynomials, Legendre's, 135.
Power series, 88.

Precision, measure of, 172.
Prime numbers, less than 1000, 71.
Primitive periods of elliptic functions,

155-
Primitives and derivatives, table,

108-109.
Principal, axes of vector operator,

223.
axes and planes, of quadric, 190.

directions, on surface, 200.

normal, of a curve, 196.

value, of log z, 99.
Probable error, 172,
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Probability, 171.
Product of determinants, 81.

of matrices, 78.
of quaternions, 227.
of tensors, inner, 233.

outer, 231.
of vectors, scalar, 219.

vectorial, 220.

Products, infinite, 90-91.
Progressions, 75.

Projective collineation, 215.
coordinates, 213, 214.
geometry, 209-217.

Projectivity, 211.

Proportions, 75.

Pseudopherical surface, 204.
Pyramid, volume of, 175.
Pythagorean numbers, 72.

<?-table, auxiliary for elliptic

functions, 170.

Quadrangle, complete, 210.

Quadrangular set of points, of lines,

210.

Quadratic differential form, first and
second, 198, 199.

general, 235.

Quadratic equations, 83.

Quadrature, approximate, 123-126.
Quadrics, 189-192, 217.
Quadrilateral, complete, 210.

Quartic equation, 84.
roots of unity, 86.

Quaternion, denned, 227.
Quaternions, 227-229.
Quintic roots of unity, 86.

Radius of curvature, 194-196.
Range of points, 211, 216.

Rank, of determinant, of matrix, 81.

of tensor, 230, 231.
Rational functions, . integration of,

no.
Rayleigh, 96, 97.
Real roots of transcendental equa-

tions, 95 et seq.

Reciprocal, of determinant, 81.

of matrix, 78.
of quaternion, 229.
of vector operator, 223.

Reciprocals of i
-oo to io 4

gg, table,

67-68.
Reduced tensor, 236.
Reduction of elliptic differentials, 154.
Regulafalsi, 85.

Regular polyhedra, volumes of, 175.
Regulus, 217.

Residue, for Taylor's series, 107.

Cauchy's, 131.
Resolvent of quartic equation, 84
Ricci, G., 230.
Riemann, 204, 238.
Riemann's four-index symbols, 202
Riemann-Christoffel tensor, 238.
Riemannian curvature, 240.
Right-hand system of vectors, 219.

Rigid spherical shell, gas oscillations

in, 98.

Rodriguez's formula, 136.
formulae, surface theory, 201.

Rolling circle, 186, 187.
Roots of / W =O

' M -

of 7i(*)=o, 1 47- 1 50.
of spherical harmonics, 125.
of transcendental equations, 95-98 .

of unity, 86.

Rotation, curl, 225.
of a general vector, 234.

Rotational surface, 199.
Rule, Simpson's, 124.

trapezoidal (Cotes), 124.
Ruled system, 217.
Rules of differential calculus, 107.

"
Scalar," 219.

Scalar, tensor of rank zero, 231.
Scalar field, 224.

part of quaternion, 227.
product of vectors, 219.

Scale, Staudtian, 212.

Schlomilch, O., 159.
Schlomilch's residue, for Taylor's

theorem, 107.
Schur, F., 209.
Schur's theorem, 240.
Second curvature, 196.
fundamental quadratic form, 19.

Section, normal, of surface, 200.
Seidel's criterion, convergence of

continuous fractions, 93.

Self-conjugate point, line, 216.
vector operator, 223.

Self-dual, line, 210.

Separated elements, 211.

Series, exponential, 88.

finite, 75.
infinite, 8690.
power-, 88.

Serret's formulas, twisted curves, 196.
Set, harmonic, 211.

quadrangular, of points or lines,

210.

Shortest line, 201.
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Sides of complete quadrangle or

quadrilateral, 210.
Sieve of Eratosthenes, 71 .

Sigma-function, Weierstrass', a, 157.

Simpson's rule, 124.
sin, series for, 89.

sin, sinh, infinite products for, 91 .

Sine - formula (spherical trigono-
metry), 177.

Sine-integral, Si, 113.
Sines, natural, table, 62-63.
Singularities, 131.
Sinusoid, 186.

Six-figure logarithms, 22-23.
Six-vector, 79, 232.
Size of general vector, 235.
Skew operator, 223.
Skew symmetrical, determinant, 81 .

matrix, 79.
Solid analytical geometry, 187-192.

harmonics, 133.
Sommerfeld, A., 131.

Spaces, hyperbolic, parabolic, elliptic,

204.
Sphere, 175, 176.

in elliptic space, 209.

Spherical excess, 178-179.
harmonics, 125, 132-139.
space, 204.

trigonometry, 177-180.
Spinning-top curve, 186.

Spirals, archimedean, hyperbolic,
logarithmic, parabolic, 186.

v. Staudt, 216.
v. Staudt's fundamental theorem,

212.

scale, 212.

Steiner, 216.
Stern's criterion, convergence of

continuous fractions, 93.

Stirling's formula, 74, 106.

Stokes' theorem, 225.
Straight line, equation, 180, 182, 183,

189.

elliptic, 208.

hyperbolic, 206.
in projective coordinates, 215.

Strophoid (cubic), 186.

Successive approximations, 95.
Sum of quaternions, 227.

of tensors, 231.
of vectors, 218.

Supplement of a tensor, 236.
Surface harmonics, 133.

normal, 199.
of revolution, 199.

Surfaces, theory of, 197-204.

Symbols, Christoffel's, 237.
Riemann's, 238, 239.

Symmetrical determinant, 81.

matrix, 79.

tensors, 232.
vector operator, 223.

System =tensor, 230.

Tangent, to curve, general, 194, 197.
to ellipse, hyperbola, 184.

tan x, tanh x, continued fractions for,

93-

Tangential plane, 199.

Tangents, conjugate, of surface, 201.

(trigonometrical), natural, table,

64-65.
Taylor's theorem, 107.
Tensor calculus, 229-240.
Tensor of a quaternion, 228.
" Tensor

"
of a vector, 217.

Tensors, defined, 230, 231.
Tetragram, 210.

Tetrahedron, volume of, 175, 187.
Tetrastim, 210.
Theorema egregium, Gauss, 200.

Theory of errors, 172-173.
of numbers, 71-72.
of surfaces, 197-204.

Theta-functions, Jacobi's, 5, 158.

Three-eights rule, 124.
Torsion of curve, 196.

Totient, 71.

Transcendency, of e and n, 94.
Transcendental curves, 186.

equations, roots of, 95-98.
numWfers, 93.

Transformation of common Logs into

log nat, and vice versa, 24.

Transposed determinant, 80.

matrix, 77, 78.

Trapeze, area of, 176.

Trapezoidal rule, Cotes, 124.

Triangle, geodesic, 202.

Lobatchevskyan, 205.

Triangle triple, 210.

Triangular coordinates, 183.

Trigonometric functions, 99-101.
Trigonometry, elliptic, 208.

hyperbolic, 206.

plane Euclidean, 176-177.
spherical, 177-180.

Trilinear coordinates, 183.
Trisecant, 186.

Trisectrix, MacLaurin's, 186.

Twisted curves, 195-197.
Two-sheeted hyperboloid, 191.
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Umbilic, 201.
Unit matrix, 78.

quaternion, 228.

vector, 217.
Unity, roots of, 86.

Variations, 73.

Veblen, O., 209.
Vector algebra and analysis, 217-227.
Vector, denned, 217.

field, 224.
part of quaternion, 227.
product, 220.

Vectors, general, 230.
Versiera (cubic), 186.

Versor of a quaternion, 228.

Vertices, of a complete quadrangle,
quadrilateral, 210.

Visiera (cubic), 186.

Volume, general, 236.
of elliptic space, 209.
of parallelepipedon, 221.
of sphere in elliptic space, 209.
of tetrahedron, 187.

Volume-element, 129, 193.
Volumes, miscellaneous, 175.

Wallis" formula, infinite product for n,

go.
Weddle's rule of quadrature, 124.
Weierstrass, 94, 121.

Weierstrass' coordinates, 206, 207,
208.

normal form of cubic, 185.
normal forms of elliptic integrals,

156.

Weight of observation, 173.
Whitehead, A. N., 209.
Wilson's theorem, 71.
Wronskian, determinant, 82.

Y, surface harmonic, 133.

Young, J. W., 209.

Zeta-function, Weierstrass', 157.
Zonal harmonics, 133.

tables of, 138-139.
Zonal harmonics and zeroth Bessel

function, 140.
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